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Cru i ses and part i c i pat i ng sc i ent i sts 93
Stat i onsfor wh i ch no sed i ment samp I es are ava i I ab Ie 97
Add it i ona I samp I es, in storage, but not i nc I uded in cont i nenta I





This supplement to Volume i of the Data File, Continental Margin,
Atlantic Coast of the United States CWoodsf;ole Oceanographic InstItu-
tion Ref. No. 66-8) consists of three parts: I. Errata for Volume I,
2. New station and sample data added to the fi Ie, and 3. Miscellane-
ous tables of information pertaining to the file.
The user is referred to Va lumel for exp I anat ion of the headings
and abbrev iat ions used and fora discuss ion of the structure of the
f i Ie.
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2PART I, ERRATA, VOLUME I
The foiiowing changes shouid be made in the text ofVoiumeI
page 4
page 5
last i ine: replace the words, "included in" with "dupl icated from"
add to CRU ISE #
AB4 ALBATROSS iv
ALV = AL VIN
page 6 add to METHOD OF SOUND ING
4 = Dep t h Gauge C submar i ne)
page 8 add to EQU i PMENT CODE
42 Ri ng net
I meter dredge
Rocker dredge
Sca i lop dredge
Bottom ski mme r
Edgerton camera
Bioi og i ca I dredges
a nd NOTES:
STR I nd i cates whether a samp I e is in storage at the
Woods Ho i e Oceanograph i c i nst i tut i on
o = no samp lei n storage
bl~nk = sample in storage










Data Character Position No. of Characters
sample in storage 67





Changes have been made in the stat ions or samp I es listed be i ow. The
correct i nformat i on for these stat ions is given for each code line on the
pages fa I low i ng th i s list. I t ,i s suggested that these stat ions be marked
with an aster I sk or other symbo i in Vo i ume i ~o that reference wi I i be
made to th is supp i ement for the corrected data.









1428 1428 1428 1428
1441 1441 1441 1441
1465 B
1488 1488 1488 1488
1503 1503 1503 1503
1521 All 1521 All 1521 All 1521 All
1521 BY 1521 BY 1521 B2/ 1521 BY
1579 1579 1579 1579
1592 All 1592 All 1592 All 1592 AJJ
1592 BY 1592 BY 1592 BY 1592 BY
1601 1601 1601 1601
1730
1937
2074 2074 2074 2074
2150 B
2197
2338 2338 2338 2338










II Delete subsample letter A






CODE STATION CRU r SE DATE T i ME AREA SHEET OF' POSITION CORRECTED OF"
# # # DA MO YR T I ME ZN GENER AL AREA CODE * NAVJG. LA T LONG DEPTH SOUND I NG
100 1203 GOS 22 17 oe 63 0610 4 MASSACHUSETTS BAY 21 1 01 42 10.1 70 30.2 55 1100 1428 A GaS 45 17 05 64 1350 4 E. OF' CAPE HENRY 38 2 02 36 20.3 75 14.4 32 1100 1428 B GOS 45 17 05 64 1350 4 E. Of CAPE HENRY 38 2 02 36 20.3 75 14.4 32 1100 1441 A GaS 45 18 05 64 1220 4 S. OF" CAPE HA TTERAS 43 2 02 34 51. 0 76 13.8 18 1
1u 0 1441 B GOS 45 18 05 64 1220 4 S. OF" CAPE HA TTERAS 43 2 02 34 51. 0 76 13.8 18 1
100 1488 A GOS 45 21 05 64 1435 4 SHELF" OFF" GEORGI A 50 3 02 31 50.5 80 45.0 17 1100 1488 B GaS 45 21 05 64 1435 4 SHELF" OF'F" GEORG I A 50 3 02 31 50.5 80 45. a 17 1
100 1488 C GOS 45 21 05 64 1435 4 SHELF" OF'F' GEORGI A 50 3 02 31 50.5 80 45.0 17 1100 1503 A GaS 45 22 05 64 1321 4 SHELF" OfF" N. F"LOR I DA 53 3 02 30 19.8 81 15.0 12 1100 1503 8 Gas 45 22 05 64 1327 4 SHELF OF"F' N. F"LOR IDA 53 3 02 30 19.8 81 15.0 12 1100 1521 Gas 45 23 05 64 2120 4 SHELF" OF"F" N. FLORIDA 53 3 02 29 00.0 80 39.0 19 1
3. 0 0 1579 A GOS 45 01 06 64 0520 :; OFF F" LORIDA KEYS 61 3 01 24 20.0 81 27.6 219 1
100 1579 8 GaS 45 01 06 64 0520 5 OFF FLORIDA KEYS 61 3 01 24 20.0 81 27.6 219 1100 1592 GaS 45 02 06 64 0614 5 OFF F'LORIDA KEYS 61 3 02 24 37.3 80 15.7 757 1100 1601 A GaS 45 02 06 64 1936 5 OF"F' F"LORI DA KEYS 61 3 02 25 38.4 79 50.0 683 1100 1601 B Gas 45 02 06 64 1936 5 OFF FLORIDA KEyS 61 3 02 25 38.4 79 50.0 683 1100 1937 AST 2 22 07 64 0900 4 OF"F" wEE K A P A U G , R. i . 22 1 01 41 18.6 71 46.6 16 1
100 2014 A GOS 49 07 08 64 1300 4 CON T. RISE OF'F" N. C. 29 2 02 36 14.0 74 15.2 2145 1 i100 2074 8 GOS 49 07 08 64 1300 4 CONT. R i SE OFF N. C. 29 2 02 36 14.0 74 15.2 2145 1
¡100 2338 A GOS 74 19 08 65 1130 5 N.8LAKE PLA TEAU 47 2 02 32 01.0 77 16.0 825 3100 2338 8 GOS 74 19 08 65 1730 5 N.8LAKE PLATEAU 47 2 02 32 01.0 77 16.0 825 3100 2347 A GaS 74 21 08 65 1336 5 BLAKE NOSE 41 3 02 29 55.1 76 40.5 1382 2100 2347 B GaS 74 21 08 65 1336 5 BLAKE Nose 41 3 02 29 55.1 76 40.5 1382 2
100 2474 A GOS 74 17 09 65 0327 5 N. INNER SLAKE PLATEAU 48 3 02 30 34.3 79 31.5 828 1100 2474 8 GUS 74 17 09 65 0327 5 N. INNER BLAKE PLA TEAU 48 3 02 30 34.3 79 31.5 828 1
L
100 2483 GOS 74 18 09 65 0540 5 N.BLAKE PLATEAU 47 3 02 32 08.8 78 35.6 449 1
1 to 0 2484 GaS 74 18 09 65 1046 5 SLOPE, SE GEORGETOWN 46 2 02 32 36.5 78 21.3 229 1






























CAMPBELL GRAB WI CAMERA 1
CAMPBELL GRAB WI CAMERA 1
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMeRA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB W/O CAMeRA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB W/O CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMeRA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB W/O CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB W/O CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WIO CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB WID CAMERA 2
CAMPBELL GRAB W/CAMERA 1
CAMPBELL GRAB WI CAMERA 1
PI PE OREDGE.12 INCH 10
PIPE OREDGE.12 INCH 10
CHA I N BAG+P I PE DREDGE 18
CHA IN BAG+PtPE DREDGE 18CHAIN BAG+SM.PlPE 18CHAIN BAG+SM.PIPE 18
CORRECTED DATA 5
LITHOLOGY
BROWN MSD IUM TO COARSE UNI FORM WELL SORTED SAND.
BLACK SAND,WASHINGS CONCENTRATE
WHITE-GREY F"INE WELL SORTEQ SAND.
BLACK SAND, WASH INGS CONCENTRATE
GREY FINE TO MEDIUM WELL SORTED SAND~ CLAY LUMPS, SHELLS.
CLAY
B LACK SAND CONcENTRA TE
MED TO CRS WH 1 rE SAND AND SURF" ACE MUD.
CLAY
BROWN-GREY F"INE TO MED SAND WITH F"lNELY DIVIDED SHELL MATERIAL.
FORAM SAND.
HARD 10M LUMPS
LT ORANGE-BRN CLAY, TOP) HIGH WATER CONTENT, LT GY PLASTI C CLAY
BROWN WELL WASHED rORAM SAND, CORAL.
MN COVERED PITTED PHOS CONCRETIONS
F" OOZE ON STI F"r GNtSH GY CL.2CM PIECE GRV ,DK+L T CRS SD GRNS, MUD PEBS
LESS F"ORAM OOZE THAN SAMPLE A
OOZE AS BEF'ORE
OOZE AS BEF"ORE
LI GHT TANNISH GRAY GLOB IGERINA PTEROPOD OOZE
LIGHT TANNISH GRAY GLOB IGERINA PfEROPOD OOZE
COARSE DARK CORAL rRAGS,LS 'RAGS+CHUNKS, F"ORAM OOZE





















































100 URCHI NS~ WORMS
100 URCHI NS.WORMS
100 WORM TUBES, ENSIS
100 WORM TUBES, ENSIS100 ..
100 ..
100 ..
100 WORMS, PELeCYPODS, SHELLS
100 WORMS, PELeCYPODS, SHELLS
75 BRITTLE STAR,PECTEN,3-8CM SAND DOLLAR rRAG,SMALLER PELECYPODS,STARF1SH RED ORANGE 53M
100 rORAMS
100 rORAMS
100 F"ORAM TESTS, PTEROPODS, ANNELI DS
100 FORAMS, GLOBIGER I NA, DENDROPHI L lA ,LOPHELIA, PTEROPODS
100 F'ORAMS, GLOBIGERI NA, DENDROPHI Ll A ,LOPHEL1A ,PTEROPODS
100 WORMS, SPONGES,ECHI NODERMrSEA URCH'l Ni , WORM TUBES, PELECYPOD SHELLS, OTOL I THS, TWI G
100 WORMS,5PONGES,ECHl NODERM rSEA URCMIN1, WORM TUBES,PELeCYPOD SHELLS,OTOL I THS, TWIG
100 ..
100 ..
100 PTEROPODS, rrORAMS, SARGASSUM ,POGONOPHORA QUERY
100 PTEROPODS ~ F"ORAMS,SARSASSUM,POGONOPHORA QUERY
100 SPONGES,SRI TTLE STAR,CÖLONIAL COELEN~ERATE,GOOSE 8ARNACLE, CORAL F'RAGS
100 SPONGES, BRI TTLE STAR, COLON I AL CO!LENTERATE, GOOSE BARNACLE,CORAL FRAGS
CORRECTED DATA 7
Ann. P NO. A I R SURF' . P A S S
CODE STATION COLOR CLR SEC H o~ TEM TEM B L R P T
'# '# ( WEn I NF F"OREL C~ I 0 PHO (C J ( CL T K C C R NOTI=S
130 1104 2.5Y 6/4 6.3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 GAL. OF" GRAVi:L W ASHEn IN 1 MM S rEVE SAVEn
130 1135 2.5Y 5/4 1. 8 13.0 1 1 0 0 1 1
130 1136 2.5Y 4/4 1.4 16.0 1 0 0 0 1 1 ..
130 1154 5Y 5/4 1 1 0 0 1 1
130 1163 5Y 3/2 2.0 8.0 1 1 0 0 1 1 ..
130 1181 10 yR4/2 1 1 0 0 1 1
130 1186 A 10YR3/2 4.0 5.0 1 2 0 0 1 1 PH 7.7, SED. TEMP. 11.5
130 1394 5y 6/4 5.5 1 1 17.6 15.8 0 0 1 1
130 1428 A 2.5Y 4/4 10.0 10.0 1 1 15.0 0 0 1 0
130 1428 8 10.0 10.0 1 1 15.0 0 0 0 0
130 1441 A 5Y 5/4 0 0 26.6 18.7 0 0 1 0
130 1441 B 0 0 26.6 18.7 0 0 0 0
130 1465 8 0 0 22.7 0 0 1 1
130 1488 A 7.5Y 4/2 4.5 0 0 24.3 0 0 1 0
130 1488 B 4.5 0 0 24.3 0 0 1 0 ..
130 1488 C 4.5 0 0 24.3 0 0 1 0 ..
130 1503 A 10Y 5/1 10.0 7.0 0 0 26.9 24.6 0 0 1 0
130 1503 B 10.0 7.0 0 0 26.9 24.6 0 0 0 0
130 1521 10Y 4/2 0 0 24.8 0 0 1 0
130 1579 A 2.5Y 5/4 0 0 27.8 27.6 1 0 0 0 ..
130 1579 R .. 0 0 27.8 27.6 1 0 0 0
130 1592 7.5Y 7/2 0 0 28.4 28.0 1 0 1 0
130 1601 A 10YR6/4 0 0 28.7 27.9 1 0 1 0
130 1601 R .. 0 0 28.7 27.9 1 0 1 0
130 1730 lOy 6/2 3.0 0 0 30.5 28.4 1 0 1 1 1 PT. SPECI AL GLAUCONI TE CONCENTRATE SAYED
130 2074 A 5Y 4/2 2.0 18.0 1 1 1 0 1 0 i. I THOLOGY (CONT . l-PESBLES L rG H T GREEN .. BROWN
130 2074 8 2.0 18.0 1 1 1 0 1 0 LI THOLOGY( CONT. L ~PEBBlES LIGHT GREEN .. BROWN
130 2150 8 0 0 21.7 21.6 1 0 1 1 2150A+2150B CONTACT SHARP, BITS of B IN A, SED. TEM 3.9
130 2197 2.!5Y 4/2 0 0 1 0 1 1 2-30 GAL. PLASTIC BARRELS OF" SED I MENT SAVED
130 2338 A 0 0 29.0 1 1 1 0
130 2338 B 0 0 29.0 1 1 1 0 ..
130 2347 A .. 1.5 0 0 29.2 1 0 1 0
130 2347 B .. 1.5 0 0 29.2 1 0 1 0
130 2386 5 1 29.9 1 1 1 1 1 PT. SPEC I AL MN NODULES SA YED
130 2390 0 0 29.2 1 0 0 1 1 PT. SPEC JAL MN NnnULES SA VEn
130 2432 3.5 11.0 0 0 29.3 1 0 1 1 1 PT. SPEC T AL ëORAL. SAMPLE SAvED
130 2474 A 0 0 0 0 1 0 ..
130 2474 R .. 0 0 0 0 1 0 ..
Ntti..DATÀ- 8
MEirHOD MÊ'fHOD
CODE 'STÄTION 'CRUISE DATE 11 ME A.REA SHEET' OF POSITION OORR6C1'ED
OF
-# #; # DA MO YR TIME ZN GENERlßt.i AREA CODE # N A V I G. LAT
LONG DEPrrH SOUND I NG
100 24817 GOS 90 03, 08 66' 1046 4 BAtCrlMORE CAN¥ON 35 2' 02 38 :1 0 .5 73 51..5' 420 2
1. 00 2488 GOS 90 03 08 66; 1125 4 BALT! MORE CAN¥ON 35 2 ,02 38 :1 0.0 73 51..7 462-
2
100 '2489 GOS 90 03, 08 66 1;530 ' 4. BALIn MORE' CANMON 35 2 02 38 10 .9 73 49'.'2 860 2




100 '2491' A GOS' 90 66 1845 4 GAUr IMORE CANYON 35 2' 02 38 04,.9 73 45.8 1580 2
,100 2491' 8' GOS 90 ~, 0 3,; 0 8 66 1846 4. BALTIMORE CAN¥ON 35 2 02 38 ' G4.9 73 45.8 1580 2
100 2492 A GaS 90 j 03;08 66 20:lO 4 8ÄLTIMORE CANYON 35 2 02 38 06.0 73 46,.6 497 2'
100 2492,' 8' GOS 90 ~ 03' 08 66 "20io 4 BALTIMORE CANY'ON 35 2 ' 02 38 06.0 73 46.6 497' 2
,100 2493 GOS 90,~ 03, 08 66 220:;. 4 BALJ IMORE CAN~ON 35 2; 02 38 01.,8, ì3 43.8 1040 2..
,100 ,c 2494 " "fr'S 90.y,04r08, 66, 0115' 4, BAL.rrlMORE CAN¥ON 35 2 02 38 07.7 73 46,. 0 330 2
,100 ,;:2495 GOS 90~ 04' 08 66 1233, 4 NORFOLK ,CAN~_ON 39 2 ' 02' 37' 04.8 74 42.8 246 2'
,100 :: l 2496 GOS' 90, 04 08 66 1343, 4' NORF10LK,CANVON 39
" 02 37 05.4, 74 41.0 423 2'ft.
,100 '2497 GOS 90 ¡ 0,4 08 66 1510 4' NORFOLK CAN¥ON; 39 2' 02 37 05.6 74 40 .9 398 2'
,1'D 0 2498 GOB ,90 U4' 08 66, 1628 4. NORFOLK CANl'ON 39 2, 02 37 03.7 74 ,39.8 632 2,
-
~ -
,100 2499 A GOS 90 04 08 ,66 1720 4 NORFOLK CANYON 39 2
l 02 37 04,.0 74 39.0 611 0 2
,1D 0 2499 8 ,.GDS 90 04' 08 ,66, 1 '120 4, NORFOLK ,CANYON 39 2 02 ,,37 04.0 74 39.0 610 2,
..-
~ ,-
NORFOLK ,CANYON100 25DO GOS 90 04, 08 66 1900 4 ,39 2 02 37 03.,3 74, 38.5 4;,2 2
100 2iaO 1 K AB4, 11: 17, 08, 65' 1~06, 4 OFPi VINE~ARD SOUND 23 1 02 41 17. 0 70 59.6, ,37 1
.100 '25.01 M' A134 11: 1T 08 65' 1405 4' 'OFF~ V'lNE¥ÂRO;SOUND 23 1 02 ,41 17. 0 7D 59.6 37 1
,100 2501 0 AB4~ 11 ,17 08,,65' :i!4u6 4 OrF¡ ytNl~AR~; lOYN~1 23 L Q2 41 17.; 0 70 59'~6 37 1- ,
,100 '2502, K AB4 11: 17 08: 66' :1600 4, :1 0 MilWEST OF ¡NOM~NB, 23 1 02 4+' 10'~ 0 71 o O~ 0
33: l'
.100 2502 M AB4' 11: 17 08 ,65~ 1600 4, 1'0 M iI WES'l ',OF 'NOMANS' 2~ 1 O? 4 ¡t 10.; 0 71 o o~ 0
33: i'
,1.0 0 '2502' 0 .4B4 11: 17. 08 65! 1600 4. 10 ' M'l WESt OF NOMANS: 23' l' , 02' 41' 10,.0 71 00'.0
33: l'





100 2503 A AB4. 11: 17 08 65 1807 4, 15i Mil SWl OF NOMANS 23 l' 02 40 58 ~ 0 70 '59.0 49' 1
;D 0 '2503 'B; ABA, 11' 17 08 ,6B' :Lao 7 ' 4, 15: Mil SW OF NOMANS: 23 1. Q2 40 ; 58.0 7 0 ' 5 9 '. 0 49' 1, , .. - ,
100 2503. C AB4' 11: 17' 08 ,65' 1807 4, 15' M;I SW OF ;NOMANS 23 1: 02 40 58.0 70 59~0 49 1
:,1D 0 2503 D ABA. 11. 17 08 65: 1B07 4' 15: I'l SW OF NOMANS 23 1 02 40 58.0 70 59'.0 49 1
100 2503. E ABA' 11' 17 08,,65' 1807 4 15' Mil ,:SW¡,OF NOMANS. 23 l' 02 .40 58.0 70 59.0 49 1




,100 '2503 G: AB4 11. 17 08 651 teO'l 4, 15' M:I;SW: OF NOMANS 23 l' 02 40 ' 58.; 0 70 59.0 49 l'
~lU 0 2503 H A84 11. 17, 08 ,65~ ia07 4, 15: Mil ,SW, OF NOMANS. 23 1 Q2 40 58.0 70 59.0 49 1.
',100 2503 I AB4' llc 11' 08 66' 1807 4' 151 Mil :sw OF NOMANS 23 L 02 40 58~ 0 70 5 9. 0 49 l'
,100 2503, J AB4' 11. 17 08, 65, 1807 4 15' M:l SW OF NOMANS 23 1 02 40 58.0 70 59.0 49 1:
100 2503, K AB4' 11' 17 08 65' 1807 4 15, MI SW OF NOMANS' 23 ~v 02 40 58~ 0 70 59.0 49 l'
,100 2503: M AB4 11: 17' 08 65' 1807 4' 15' Wi SW OF' NOMANS' 23 l' i02 40 58.,0 70 59.0 49 l'
,100 2503 0 AB4' 11. 17 08 65' 1807 4, 15' WI SW Of NOMANS' 23 l' 02 40 ' 58.0 70 59.0 49 l'
~10 0 2503 P AB4. ,11- 17, 08,,65: H~O? 4, 15, WI SW :OF" NOMANS 23 1: 02 40 58.0 70 '59.0 49' l'
,~o 0 ¡ '2504 'K' AB4, 11, 11' 08 65 2300 4 20' MI ssW 'o~ NOMAN~' 23 l' 02' 40 50i.O 71 o o'~ 0 55' 1
100: '2504 M A134' 11 17 08, 66' 2300 4 20 Mil SSW OF NOM:ANS 23 1: 02 40 50.0 71 00'; 0 55' 1
:100 2504 0 A84 11' 17', 08 ,66' 2300 4 20 Mil ,SSW OF NOMilNS, 23 1 02' 40 50~ 0 71 00.. 0 55' 1"
~10 0 ,2504 P AB4' ,11: 17 08 65' 2300 4, 2D
.. 23 1 4050'0 0 11 00.; 0 55'WI SSW OF NOMANS: ',02 1:
,100 '2565' A ABA, .11: 18 08 ,65' Ò~46, 4' 3'0 Mil sxw OF NOMANS 23 1 02 40 41.0 71 000' 0 59 l'
,100 2~06'B ABA. 11: 18. 08 65, 0l146 4, 30, MI ,sxw ,OF'NOMANS 23 1 02 40 41.0 71 00 '.0 59 1:~
:1 0.0 2505' C AB4' 11: lSi 08 65' ot46' 4, 30 M'l SXW OF NOMANS 23' l' 02 40 4iLO 71 00.'0 59' l'
,100 2~05D A131' 11: 18 08 65' o lA f) 4, 30 Mil SXW ElF NOMANS 23 1: 02 40 41.0 71 00.. 0 59 1"" ~,.. .. - _T. _... . ~ -
100 2505 E' A84 11~ ia 0~8; 65 O:ldH5' 4, ,30 Mil SXW OF NOMANS' 23 l' 02 40 41.. 0 71 00" 0 59' l'
100 2505 F .- ~ Ai'4 :1.' 18 08 65' ati45 4 30 MI SXW ,OF NOMANS' 23 l' 02' 40 41'.0 71 00'00 59 ' t
100 25D'5'G AB4' 11' 18 081 66' 01tt5 4 3D Ml SXW' OF, NOMANS 23 l' '02 40 41. 0 71 00.0 59' l'
',100 ,2505' H AB4- 11: 18 08 65' 01~H) 4, ,30 M'I SXW OF NOMANS 23 1. 02 40 41..0







































































































































OHA I N BAG, DREDGE
OHAI N! BAG; DREDGE'
CHAIN) BAG DREDGE
CHAI N BAG: DREDGE
CHA I N' 8/XG DREDGE
CHA 1 Ni BAG! DREDGE'
OHAIN' BAGi DREDGE
CHA I Ni BAG, DREDGE
CHA IN BAGr DREDGE
EDGERrrONCAMERA
CHAI N BAG' DREDGE
CHA;! N BAG, DREDGE
CHAl N BAGl DREDGE


































































































CLY wrlHf IRON STAINED CONCREil0NS\
NO: SAMPLE
NOI SAMPlE
GREENISHHGRAYFORAM RICH SANDYS1LT BRKN CLAM SHELL
GRE~N! ÇLA~E~ SANDY FORAM RJOHSILl.,MANY SMALL CLAMS AND SCAPHOPODS
GREENl CLAYEY SANDY FaRaH ~ICH st~T. SAMPLE WASHED AND SAELLS gAVED
NO' SAMPLE. DRED~E LOST
GREEN SÄNDY MUD
6 i' PC S B L K S HAL E ,W 1 t H 1 F 0 S S i L S :. 1 Q if ZIT E. G R V L TO 3 C M '. 3 ,. 4 pes B L K ROC K S
GREEN SANDY MUD





























- .~ .- - ~ - - .-' _. _. .,. -~ -:-- - -,- '..-----..-.._----_. ---- _.. _...._.-"._---_. - _..._--_._-- .:... -_.._.-_._,. ...--.. ..-._- _. - ------._---
NOc. V
'CODE ST;6T'lON OF 0 %
# #. DROPS L' PROCi.
120 2487 l' 0
120 2488 1 0
1:20 2489 1 0
1:20 2490 1 0
1: 20 2491 A 1 0
120 2491 B 1 0
120 2492 A l' 0
120 2492' B 1 0
120 2493 1 0
120 2494 1 0
120 2495 1 0
120 2496 1 0
120 2497 1 a
12 a 2498 1 0
120 2499 A l' 0
:120 2499 B 1 0
:120 250 0 1 0
:120 2501 K 1 L 10 0
120 250 1 M 1
120 2501 0' 1 1-
12 0 2502 K 1 1,. , 10 0
120 2502 M 1 AQ 50
120 2502 0 1 1-
,:120 2502 P l'
120 2503 A 1
120 2503 B 1
120 2503 C 1
120 2503 D 1
1:20 2503 E l'
120 '2503 F 1
120 2503 G 1
120 2503 H 1
120 2503, r 1
120 2503 J 1
120 2503 K 1 2 25
120 2503 M 1 11' 10 0
,120 2503 0 1 1""
12 0 2503, P l'
120 2504 K" 1 L 10 0
1;20 '2504 M 1 10 0 10 0
12D 2504 0 1 1~' 1 íl 0
120 2504 P 1 1"'''
:120 2505 A L 1-
,:120 2505 B 1 1-
:120 2505 C 1 1-
120 2505 D 1 1-
120 '2505' E 1 1-
1:20 2505 F' 1 1--
:120 2505' G 1 110'





1 6lN HOLO~HURq ANI





1 TUB E j S E;A AN E NOM E S r D i seA R D e DJ
1 HOLTHUROID AS Al STA 2487. MÄN1' BLACK 1: 0 INCH WORM TUBES' - H1'ALINOEC1 At QUER1'1
WORMS COMMON'. SOFT CLAM SAVED
NO SAMPLE~DREDGE LOST
AS TAR ~ E S i, HEN R !I CI A , 0 1' S T E R, EEL PO U 11 ., A R C 11 i CAS H ELL S " 1: A x iUS '" MOD 1 0 L US.
NONE
ASTERIAS~ E~FARMA' AXI US~
2 YELtOWrAl L~ 1 WHITING~ ARCTlCA+01'STER SHELLS~CANGER~ LOBSTER~3 GOOSEflSH~ 5~SKATES~
(
l
PANDALIDAE~ ASTERIAS VULG~, ARCTlCA, LEPTASTER~AS~ ASTARTE~ VËNËRlCA:RDIAE\
YELTÄl L~ GSF1 SH~ HOCK ~ S KA TES~ LHHSOUL P~L EPAST iSR1'OØOA; CA NGERYPL~ PECtEN~ARCT i CA, seL P SHLS
APHR0011 tE!lMORE ANNELiI DS:. ASTARrrEjVNRCRDI AiNUCLANA '~.LEPTÄSTERi.ORA Bf. iMOLLUSC SHELLS'
GSF ,L S8'iSf:Ä'" RBNS) SK 'A T E B" F LNDR'.iCNCER:, L BSHER:. I L L;E~ '..U~T AStER c. Ml SC: :SHLS+GS lRPÓ¡ EGG CASES.
ANNELTDS~ AMPHlPODSJDECAPODS,SUPHAUStACEA,MYSiDS' i ASTEROlDEA~CHAETOGN~SALPA ~ MOLSKS~
I.
11
ADD. P 'NO'. A JR SURF . P A S S
CODE ;STÄTIOW COLOR CLR see H OF TEM TEM B L R P T
# # (WErr J I NF FOREL CHI 0 'PHO ( OJ r C r) T K C C R NOTES
130 2487 0: 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..
130 2488 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
130 2489 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ECI-O SOUND 375 FMS' PROB~BLY MISSED BOT rOM
130 2490 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..'
130 2491- A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2491 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2492 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2492 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 2493 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..
130 2494 7 l' 0 0 0 0 0 ..
$30 2495' 4 '. o i 0 0 0 0 l' 0
130 2496 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2497 0 0 0 0 1 0 SHARP BIlES AT 150 FMS. HAUL UP E~RLY
:130 2498 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LOST DREDGE
130 2499 A 0 0 0' 0 0 0 'ON BOT rOM 0 ,.,5 MI .iNS OF LAST DREDGE STAT10N
130 2499 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 ON; BO'rrOM 0 ..5 MI .iNE OF LAST DREDGE STATION
130 2500 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 25tH. K 0 0 1 0 0 0
l~'
,130 2501 M 02 l' 1 0 0 0 BAG' l' 0 R N. DREDGE EMPTY .
$30 25U1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2502 K 02' 1 1 0 0 0
130 2502 M 02 1 1 0 0 0 'SPONGE IN DREDGE .'NO PliO m O.
130 25u2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2502 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2503 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 '2503 B 0 0 1 0 0 0 1/4 M I EAS'rj,30 2503 C 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2503, D 0 0 1 0 0 0
:1 3 0 2503: E 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2503 r 0 0 l' 0 0 0
$ 30 2503 G 0 0 1 0 0 0
$30 2503 H 0 0 1 0 0 0
.130 2503 I 0 0 1 0 0 0
:1 3 0 2503 J 0 0 1 0 ' 0 0
130 2503 K 02 l' 1 0 0 0 114 TOTAL CATQH PHOmOGRA:PHED.
130 2503, M 02 l' l' 0 0 0 10 LITERS OFF T S H. NO ROCKS IN SUBSTRATE,.
130 2503 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2503 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2504 K 02 l' 1 a 0 0
130 2504 M 02 1 1 o i¡ 0 0 ILLEX 'NOT IN PH 0 ;' O.
:t30 2504 0 0 a 1 0 0 0 ..
130 2504 P a 0 1 0 0 ; 0
130 '2505 A 0 a 1 0 0 0
130 '2505 B 0 0 1 on 0 ¡i 0
130 '2505 C 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 25n5' D 0, 0 1 0 0 0
:130 250B' E 0 0 1 on 0 0
,130 2505 F" 0 0 1 0 0 0
:t30 2505 G 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2505, H 0 0 1 0 0 0
;OODE StAt19N# # 'CRUiI,SE! DAJ't;# DA.MO YR rIMÉ'TIME ZN
100 '2505 I AB4 1i~:t8 08 65; O~t.6' 4
.1ßO '2505' J AEl4 11: 18; 08 65; alliH~j 4,
',:tli 0 2505' K A84' 11' 181 08,65' 0 Jti4!lj 4,1Ò O?505' L /(84.1L 18i 08 ;65' 014!f' 4
.100 2505 M /(84' 11: 1808 65' Oit45' 4,
,100 2505' N' ÁB4' U..: 18iG8'7C65i014!5i 4'
1 0 0 250 5~,,'Z:¡'¡:cAB'4' 11. 18; 0 8 65 ¡ 0 14 !5 l 4 '
,100 25051 pi' A84. 11: 18;-08-'.65' 0145'4'
:100 2505 Ri'c¡,có:c:,,.ABA 11' 1810865; 0146' 4,
,100 2506. ,(~=-", Á8~'lL 18; 08'¡65:.,_-,_1125i4'
10 0' 250 6' M 4,8 4 ~æ' "i'8T1f;~6'5" 1 ~ 2 !5 ~ 4 '
',100 2506, 0 A84tl1: 18i 08 ,65' 1126'4
,1002506, P AB4' ,1t:: ~~ os-, ~5' 1~2~'; 4,
100 '250Y A AB4' 11' 18' 08 65' 1i5204,
100 '250y' B' -Aê4' 11: 18 08 65' 1520 4'
~ 1 0 0 250 7 c -is'+ 11: :1 8" 0 8 6 5 : 1d32 0 4 '
100'250'7 Di A84' i1: 18 08 65' 1320 4.
,100 '2507' E¡ A84' 11: 18i 08 65' 1520 4,
,100 '2507 F A84.t;, ;ê' OS-'~15 1:~20, 4.
100 25017 G AB4 11 18 08,65; 13:10 4
:l0025lJT Hi AB4 11. 18; oá 65-- i320 4
100 '2507' r AB4' c.:l:18 08 65' ~320 4
, :L 0 0 ' 250 if J, A 8 4 11: 18 ¡ 0 8,,6 5 ¡ :1;3 ~ 0 4.100 25017 KAB4,' 1l: 18 08 65'. ~520 4
,100 250y'L A84' 11 18 08 65' :b3aO 4
',100 '25£P7 M A84. 11:1á,08! 65' :L3:20 4,
,:LOO ,2f)017 N AB4' ,11: :1f:" o§, 6B' 1320 4
,:100 '251117 0: A841 1i: 18108 66' ~j20 4
.100 c25017 p AB4,l~i 18; 08 65' 1320 4,
j¡00'25017 R A84' 11:18108 65' :L320 4
,:LOO '2508, K A84. .11::18i. 08,,6EL 2£1415: ,4'
,:too '25Ó8 M A84! ,11: 1S 08,65' 2046! 4,
:1002~08( 0 AB4' 11: 18,0865: 2045; 4,
.10 0 25 n 8 P A B 4 ' 1 L i 8 i' 0 ã ¡ 65' i 2 0 415 ¡ 4,j¡ 0 0 ! 25 I) 9 i A-~ B '4 11: 18 08, 65 ¡ a 2 55: 4,
100'2509 B' 'AB4' 11: 1:8 08;,65' '2255' 4'
100 250,9 Ci A'B4i 1.1 18; 08 65~ '225S 4,
.10 0' 2 5 1) 9' D Ä B 4, 11: 18 ¡ 08,65' 2;3 55 4ddlO .2~09iE A84' 11:18; 08 ,65: 2255: 4
,100 '2509' F ,4B4' i1:' ,18 08,65' 2255' 4'
1 0 0 :2 5 1) 9' GAB '4 ' 1 L ,.18; 08 ¡ 66: 2:2 5 5: 4
100 2509' H' A84e i3,:1:8,08;'65, 2255' 4
,:h 002509' I A84' , 1*',181 08,,65' '2255' 4,1PO 2509 J 'A84,fi' 18 08 65' 2255' 4
.100 '2509 K AB4' :11: ;8 O§i65' 2255: 4'
,100 2509' U AB4 1i' 18 08 65 2256' 4ç
:i D 0 2 ~ 0 9 M A 84 ' ,11: 18 ç 08" 65: 2:2 5 5: 4 ~
100 '25D9 N' AB4t 1i: 1s,08 65" 2256' 4
,,100 2509' 0, AB4' ,1L .18,08,,65: 2255: 4,
,100 2509 P' AB4' ii: 18 08 ,65' '226': 4,
~ .:~. .,-.-: iI'
,MEmHOD
ARE~ S~EErr'ot ROS1 T ION





30 WIS~W OF' ,NOM;6NS
30 M't ;S~W OFi NOM;6NS'
30 MiI S~W OF. NOMANS
3 ° Mtt S~W OF, NOMANS
30' Mil 'S)(WOF¡ NOMANS'
30 Ml S~W OF: NOM;6NS
30, MIT S~W OF! NOMANS
SOUmH! ion MI(R VINE¥ARD
SOuirH¡on MARiVlNE¥ARD
soumHi OF! MAR, VINEEiOi.RD
,SOU~HI OFi MAR!VlNEMARO
'sOOmH¡ ,on MARi'VlNEtfARD'
soum,,/¡ on MAR¡ V INE¥ARD
- .. - - .
SOUmH¡ OFHMÄRi VINE¥ARD




SOUmH¡ OPM;4R v LNB¥ÄRD
- = ,- ,.
soumHI'OFf:M:AR Vl.NE¥ARD
SOUaiH¡ OF! 'M!iRL VI'NE¥ARD'
soOm~'OF¡iMAR¡' VINE¥ARp
SOOITl1liOFi MAR ViNEy.ARD
:SOUaiHl or! MI(Ph V'iNE¥ARD'
SOUmH\¡onMAR¡ VlNEY.ARD
SOUffH¡ OFI MAR- V tNE¥ARD
¡SOo~i:¡¡¡OFl¡ MAR." v liNE"( A RD'
:SOUifHnOF"¡ MAR' VlNE¥ARP




SÐÚi)R! OF liMA Rij V '~I NE¥ A RD
S oom H¡ '10F'HM,AR1: V 'Ii N ftv. ARD'
;soU*.,Piorr'MARi 'WINEY.ARD
,s 0 0$ ~r.o F I' M 'I Ri' V 1\ N EY. A R D
SOUllHi ,OF! ;MAR" VINE¥ARDl





,S OUmHj:OF! M'AR: 'V!'N.E¥:lRÐ
,SOUmlir¡OFifMAR v INE¡YARD
















23 123 1:23 l'23 1"23 l'
23: +~23 +'23'+'
23 123 l'23 :l'23 i23 l'23 1:
'23: l'23 l'23: i'
































































































4 0 r 05'.' 0
4 0 05. 0
40050' 0
4 OÜ..05'~ 0








71 0 Oil 0
i 1 0 0.. 0
71 OO:¡O
7100'.0





7 D 59. 0
70 ,59.0
l 0 59.. 0
70 59.5














































































































































































































































































SMl TH~MACl N~YRE GR~B
SMITH~MACl NTYRE GRAB
SMl TH~MACd NTYRE GRAB
SMl TH~MAC1 NTYRE GRABi
SM IT H"MA Ci! NiT ¥ RE GR AB
SMITHl-MACiI NiTYRE¡ GRÃB¡
SM'! THl-MAC:I NTYREi GRAB'




ROC K SRI DR ED G E !
SCALLOP¡DREDGE











SMl TH~MACl NTYRE GRAB
SMITHl-MACI NTYRE GRAB:
SM,! TH!-MACfI NrrYREi GRABi
SMI THl-MÄCl NTYRE GRAB'
SMITHl-MACINTYRE GRAB










































































































































































































































































































CANCERS',Â.NNELTDS:,FEW PlC¥PDS. SKATEVSGG! CASE)'rEW ARCTICA SHELLS.
CERl ANrrHUS'. THY ONE SC\ABRA. OLDJ SCLLPSHtS', PHECES OF BONE (QUER YJ .









ASTROPEC TEN,. P8NN¡A ;rUU\CE A i S:r;~ LK r,QUERY:J. A FEW WORM' TlJB 68.
4~S~r~LND8~RDHAKE~G¥SOLE~ÐABS~G8F$S~~ CANCER g~ ASTRPCTEN~PlACOPCTN SHLLWPENNATULACEA~
ANNEiæÐS~~UBE S~ A ~PHlPODS~ t SPDS; DBC APDS~ EUPH ~US~CUMACEA ~MY Sf DS~ML SK S~CH~ErOG~S~LPS~ AST R
PENNA~UL.eEA srÄtKS~A$rROPECmEN~ AS'ÄRrE~ VENERtC~RDl A j AND PLACDPEC1ENISHELLS~
CERI ANirHUS: + ITS TUBES'; ANNEL:IDS', SlPUNCULIDS" J\NO PELECYpOD SHELLS'.
4..S~rrrLNDRi, GSFifSHi. CANCERS BOREAl!HIRRORI"SEA AN80ME'PLACOPCTN SHL, ASTRPcrN:,PENNArUU\CEA
SMALL: DSCiAPODS,; AMPHiIPODS'. ASTROP8C1FENf, M-iPH'I ILIIMN'. INEPHTHYS WITH' ENrOPROCTS'.
PENNÄTULI i ANNELIDS~CRUS'ACEA ¡PLC'PODS'; CHAETOGN~ ASTERO~DS;OPHlRDS~ ASCtDl ACEA .SAl PS~ L
l_~
NO SAMPLE ,
CANqER~ AS~ROPECTEN~ PARCHMENT WORM TUBES. MooæOLUS;PLACOPECTN;VENER1CARDl A SHELLS~
YELWA ~L~FLNDRS;SEA .ROBINS~CANCER BOREAl~S~ AC~ TNARl AN~ PLACOP6CTEN FossiL~S~ELL HASH~
ALCYONARI A ~ ANNEltDS~CRUSTÄCEA~PlCWPDS~ SCPHPDS~GASTRPDS~OPHTUROlDS~ FORAMS~
AMP HI L1MNA4 ASTRO PEC rrEN~DENTAL1UMjPLi bORECTEN pass 1 L ~PERIPUOMA SHELL~ L1 VE OMMOCHELËY S~
NO! SAMPLE,
1 AST ROPE-CìlENI.







ADD:. p NO'. A I R SUR F i. P A S S
COLOR CLR SEC H OF TEM TEM B L R P 'T





































































































0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
02 l' 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
8 1 1 0 0 0
.. " 01 1 1 0 0 0
01 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
01. l' 1 0 0 0
01 l' 1 0 0 0
01 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
8 1 1 0 0 0
02 l' 1 0 0; 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 ' 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
0 0 1 '0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0; 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
DREDGE FULL OF SUBSTRATE~
o NO' SAMPLE;.
o CAMERA DIDO NOT SEEM TO HAVE TOWED ON BOrrTOM~ lHR TOW
ODOMETER NOT IWORKING~
DREDGE FULL OF MUD~ WASHED BEFORE PROCESSl NG~
ODOMETER lNCORRECT.
CAMERA FA ILED. NO PHOTOS.
.. _ n




srÄRFISH WAS'iONLIý ITEM I'N DREDGE'.

































































































































































































































































AREi SHBEm ~or 'poSiTION






SOUTH; OF' MliR VlNEYARD
SOUTI- on MJiR VlNËYARD'
soumHl OF MAR VINEYARD
soumHY,OFi MJiR VINE¥ARD
SOUmHi OF: MAR V1NE¥ARD
soumH; OF"i MAR' VINEYARD
SOUiTHì Or! MAR, VINEYARD
SOUiTHi'Ürl MAR VlNEY:ARD
SOUTH OF MAR' VfNEYARÓ'
SOUllH;¡OFJ MJiR' VINEYARD
SOUiTHY OF MAR VINEYARD
SOUlrH; OF) M;tR VINE¥ARD
SOUllH¡ OF', MJiRi ViNEYARD
SOUmHi OF; ,MAR VINE¥ARD
soumi.p OF! MJiR VINE¥ARD
SOUIl~ OF MliR¡ VINEY ÄRD
SOUirHi OF! MJiR 'ViNEYARD
SOUirHi OFf'MAR VINE¥ARD
SOUiTHi OFf MAR 'V1NEYARD
SOUmHl OF! MlbR VINE¥ARD




SOUiTH¡ OF: M:AR! V1NEYARD
SOUllHi OF MAR; V'INEYÄRD
SOUrrrl¡ OF; MAR; ViNEYARD
SOUrrH OF MAR V1NEYARÓ
SOurrHi OFi MAR' VINEYARD
SOurrHi OF MAR VINEYARD
SOUrrH'OF MAR' VINEYARD
SOUflH OF; Mf,R VINE¥lRD
SOUmrl OF! MAR, V lNEYARD
SOUlTH OF! MAR' VINEYARD
SOUlTH OF" ¡MAR; VINE¥ARD
SOUTH! OF MAR¡VINE¥ARD
SOUmH 'OFiMAR;Vi'NE¥ARD
SOUlTH! OF! MAR; V1NEVARD
SOUrrH' OF ¡ MliR¡'V liNE", ARD
SOUrrH; OF! MAR! VINEYARD
SOUìJH' OF MAR¡VlNE¥ARD
sOumHI OF¡MAR, VINEyARD,
SE¡ OFi NÕMANSL.;tND' ,
SOUrrHi OF; MAR; VINE¥ARD
SOU1lHI 0F"1 NANmuCKEir
SOUmHliOr:i 'NANmUCKET

























































































































































4 0 1 0 1.;,5
40 01'.5
40 Q 1.,5


































40 3 4.; 0
40 42. a









































































































































































































































































































































SM'I TH~MAC'I NTYRE' GRî\B
SMI TH~MACJ NTYRE GRAB'
SMI TH~MAC4 NrrYRE GRAB
SMITH~MAC¡I NTYRE' GRAB
SMI THrMACdNT YRE GRAB'
SM'I THl"Mì\CiIN.ifYREi GRAB






























































































OLl VE~GREEN Sl LT . 2X5X1U OM RED SlLTSTONE~
N1Li











VERY SrIFF"i GRAY CLAY'.. iDOl GRAii\¡;ÌT!:C ROCKS PROM21N lO 101 N 0'1 AM.





C,l'NDERS', FiOSS'I L peCTEN SHELLS'.
NfIL'
Sl LifV SAND tGRY~GREENQ.
GREEN ,S;ILTY 'SAND
1 PLACOPECTEN SHELL~
P LA 00 P E crEN SH ELLS
N1L
GREENiSilif..




GREEN SI Lif .






S1 Uryi.CLAY.S1 LTY~SAND~ "
BROWNiISH'SAND. L!!TTLE S'll"
COARSEt BROWN SAND _
Lit GH.T.. B RWNr. MED i.., SAND
GREEN + LT BRWN' MED~SAND~
FiNEI Lif BRWNhSAND.
BROWNi MED SAND









:1 a 0 2511' B
j;20 2511 C




























































1 101 1D 0
1 2 100








1 1-, a 0
1 30 10





1 1.., 10 0
1 1 .."
1
1 1:0 100 i
1 100 5'




















PENN.mUt" P'ND~L~OS~C.NoeR BjYOLmOA; THYONE SCA8Rij SMALL IORMIDUROffDS~ ;SIPUNCULWDS~
3GERYON', 2 eOOODERA., SPlOCHAEmoP,ffERUS:""JlBES'.
GRAY soi.e¡~ GERYONr. A€!q NARilA. HYALiINOElCilÃ. SERGES~ËS;,!H!(peRÎA.
ANNEUi:m.Ai FEW 'COPEPODS AND M¥S'.tOSW A SMALL OPHiliURQÍ'¡;)' A FEW PORAMS'.
H¥D~OØOA i 60RALW~EMÄ ~OÓES~ANN1L IÓS~ CRÛSf~OEA ~MoiuGBKs~Ec~m~ODE~MS~POGOMOPHORi IQUER¥1 .
A Sf R P riFf N',MUNll D Â. P (A R a HMENrr TU BE S'.'H!I' P P ~ S T ER'Í AS:. d C 11l HA R:r CH1lHE¥ S'.MO L uusèr; SHEL L B'.







200i'3DO ASfROP8CiFEN'. 2D 'CANCER BOREiLIIS'. 1 Acir1'NlIAN. CERIAN'JHUS TUBES'.PLACOPC1lN' SHLlS
BRiT T TL E1; S*ÄRSi.
25' co ¡ 0 F" r F1 a RAM S S Â V ED'.
PENNA~ULAOEA~OPHT8ROIDE~ ;TH¥ONE~ ASTROPECTEN~ RLAÒOPCTEN~ ARcm tòA +~YOLTDÂ SHELLS\
4SPFFUNDR~C'NceR BQREALrrS~SEA ANENOME~ASTROP8cmEN~PLCRCTN0SHELL~ 12CM LOBSfRI CARAPACEl
PANDÂLlDIE~ OERrr ANiFHUS: lUBEiCHAETOGNA llHS~OPHlURoæDS~ A STEROlDS ~MYSIDS~
NONEi
DlCHEUOPIND A LUSi DEC.POD0REMAINS~ ANNELlDS~ASTROP8C~ENiSMA Ll~AS~EROIÖE i ~NUCLAN~ j SHEL L S
G S F" iSH:' 4"\ S P F L N 0 R ¡, s:i L v ~ H A K E " R D .. H A K E i, l: E M ~s 0 L. E I.' GA N G e R B 0 R E Â lLi s '. MANY AS r R 0 P Ee ~ E N




3 AMPl;HPOQS:, 1 C¡IROLANA" AT L:EÄSil"POL¥dHAEfFSl.
8..10 AMPHiPPODs' (3 i- 4 UN11COLA, 3.. 4L:EPmOCHE 'I'RUS', 1Bi'BLIS'l.
1 UNIT COLA.
NONEl.




LYONS'IAc) l.EPlrASfERfl AS;, E"RÁRMllü _ RAGlJRUSdl'N GSTRRD SHELL. ."























































ADD:. P NO:. A,l R SUR F '. P A S S
COLOR CLR SEe H OF' TEM' TEM B L R P T
(WET) I NF FOREL CH:I 0 PHO ( C,J ( co T K C '0 R
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 l' 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0'0 0
02 l' 1 0' 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 On 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
02 l' 1 0 0 0
02: l' 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ; 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0






















































1/4 INOH NYLON LmNER IN BAG OF DR8DGE
..
SMA L L P :1 8 G E 0 F B 8 D ROO K r' QUE R YJ S A V EW S E PA RAT L Y .
1/4 INCH LfN8R IN BAG
NEfF FILLED WrT~ MUD~WASHED BEFORE BIOL PROCESS\
- "




1/2 INCH NYLON:,L:I,NER USED.




10 0 25~7 A


































































































DATE; T 1 ME
DA MOiYR' T1M5,dZN-


































































































AREi :SHBEiJ Of PoslTl0N
CODE # NAVl(L LAr lONGGENERALì ARE~
SOUTH' OF! NANilUCKET 18 l'
SOUTH: OF NANTUCKET' 18 l'
SOUmHi'OF NAWPUCKET 18 1
SOUTH OF! NANTUCKET 18 1
50UmH¡ OFi NANmUCKET 18 1
SOUmH OFI;NANmI.CKEf 181
50UllH¡;OFNANmUCKET 18 L
SOUTHt OF NANTUCKET 18 1
soumHl on NANmUCKET 18 1
soumH¡ OF¡ NANmUCKET 18 1:
SOUT~ OFt NANmÜCKEf 18 1
SO r.irrH: OF"iiNANTUCKET' 18 1
souirHiOF 'N¡àNmUCKET 18:i,
'SOUilHi OF! NANmUCKEi' 18 l'
SOUTH; OF"¡ NANmuçKET 18 1
SOU1Ji-!,OF"INANffUCKE'T 18 1SOUffW Of¡ NANfHJCKET :h81,= =
SOUffHliOF NANmUCKET 23 1
soumH,OFi 'NtlNiFUCKET 23 1
SOUffH' OF,I NÄNmUCKET 23 l'
SOUTH: OF"¡ NtlNTUCKET 23 1
SOu¡n'l OFlNtlNlVUCKET 23 1
NW OF, H¥I)ROGRARH CANY 17 l'
NW¡ OF'H¥OROGRA:PH CANY 1:; 1"
NW OF, HîfDROGRAPH CANÝ 1:7 1
NW 01'1 HYDROGRAPH 'CANÝ 17' t"
NW OF' H¥DFWGRAPH CANv' IT 1
HrtDROGRÄPHER CAN~ON' 1ó t'
H¥DROGRAPHER CANYON 16 l'
H¥DROGRAPHER ,CANyQN 16 1,
H¥DROGRAPHERi C1iN¥ON 16, l'
HYDROGRARHERi'CANYON 1ó l'
NEf OF HYDROGRHER CANY 17 1
NE1 OF'iHtfDROGPHERiCANr1::7 l'
NEi drr HtfDROGRHERCAN1f 1:7' l'
NEI OFt HYDROGRHER CANY 17 1
NE: dF"f¡H¥DROGPHERC¡ANV 1:; l'
STH! OF'- GR!! SO OHANNEL 17 l'
STH¡ OF' GIH' 50 'CHANNEL 17 1"
5TH' OF OR!!" SO CHANNEL IT l'
'STH; OF, GRir so 'CHANNEL 17 l'
SJH OF GRr ,50 CHANNEL 17 1
STHí OF GRfJ SO ¡CHANNEL I7 l'
STH; OF GRiT SO 'CHANNEL 17' 1
STHi OF" GRTSOCHANNEL 17 t'
5TH: OF GRirSO CH/iNNEL 17 i
5THi OF GRir SO CHANNEL' 171
STHi OF' GRirSO 'CHANNEL 17 1
5TH! Of GRllSO :CH1iNNEL' 17 l'
,UI TILE, GEORGES:;BANK 14 l'
02 ,40' 42.0
02 40 42.0
o 2 4 0 3 B.: 0
02 40 35. 0












02 40 t8'J 0
, O? 4 0 :t 8.: 0
02' 40 :t8iO
'O~ 40 t8.0







02' 40 :10.;002 40 10,.0
O?40 to.O
O?C 40 :10vO
O? 4 0 19.' 5
o 2 4 0 19. 5;




o 2 4 0 27.,5






° 2 4 0 35 'J 0
O? 40 35.10
02 40 35'0' Q






























, 69 0 8. 0
69 08.0
.6908.0
6 9" 08. 0
6 9 0 4~ 0
69 0 4 e_ 0
6 9 Q 4. 0
69 04. 0





68 4 9. 0
68 49. 0
68' 4 9. 0
68 49. 0

























































































































































































































































R 'I N G N E if
PiIPE DREDGE
SMiITHl-MCrINTYRË' GRAB








































































































GRAVELLY S1IND AND ROCK PRAGMeNT. (MIXTURE1 .
ROCKS' CONGUOMERAt8S~ OONCRETI0NS~
N'ILi












































































































































































100 LEPTAS1feR:I AS~E PARMÄ ~ BUCCliNUW.., lUNATIA EGGfh
25' 2 G S F' iI; S H i.' 9 S KAT E S, 2 R Di- H Ä K E',4, Y E L IT L ¡, F: L N D Ff. Ct\ N C E R 8. 2 0 0 ARC TIC A '" 1 P LAC 0 PEe 11 E W. 25' C lJ CUM
25 CC: OFr FORAMS SAVED
15' A S'T E R,I AS VUlG:, LEPIT AS'fERilA S,'RAGURUS,e tiNCERS', AR err 1'15 A SHELL S'. 75% SHELL






PAGURlJS~BUCCd NUM~NEPWUNEA ~LEPrÄS'ERg AS~ SHELLS~95 %ARC~lCA ,5%PLACOPBCTEN.
APHR06¡1&~PL~OOPECfEN~eANCERJRAGURUS~ Acr iNARiA iRb~ tFERA ¡~ENRICI A iAsrERl AS\ 9 01 SHELL\
NONE!
100 ANNE LleDi A STROPECTEN:, L EPIT ASTER;! AS'. 2 ARCrr lCA SHELLS.


















GSFfSHJRD~HAKE~ OCTOPVS~ HOMARUSYCANCSR BORE~LiSYASTROP8CTEN~ ARtrlCA VALVE\
ACT lNAR1 A.CRUSTAGEA ~CHAETOGNATHS\ FI SH~ SALPA ~
NONE!
ALC¥ONACiA~ ALGAE~SEA ANENOMEYCANOER~CAR~pa i L~ ~Hofi~s~SM 'PAGURUSYPANDALUS ¡ GRENADl ERS~
GSF~SH~SKArEY RD~HAKE~ H¥DROØOAySEA ANENOME~ LJíHOfieSt ARMS3 ;CANtERi ACANTHOTOSOMA fQlJER~1 .
PORIF ERA .H¥DROZOA; CORAlY PLTYHLMNTHS. ANNEL1DS~CRUSTAGE~ ~ MOLLUSKS~OPHlUR01DS~ FISH
8
10
ASTROPEC'EN~ SMALL MOLLUSKSY WORMS\, .
H Ii K E t., 48 P F' L N D R J. C Ii N G E RJ, P A G U R US', 3 0 0 AS T R 0 PEe TEN c. U UNA T 1 A,~ Ii R C rt CAii . SHE L L S j BlJ C C L N U M SHE L L '.
POR!lFERA
NO SAMPUi
HYDRO:Ì¡Dlo:8L.K Sl('ATErEGGi 8UCC'INUM', lEPTASWEFH ÀS.SMÄL.L SPEC OF" MOLLUSKS~CRUSTÄCEÁi WORMS.
MANY ÀMPH!I'PODJ TUBE S 0 Nt, SURF¡WE. R'I'CH IN .NNTM:4 p; ~UN A._
PORIFERA iRÄGURUS~SEA UROHmN~ ASTER! AS0 V~HENRæCl A BUCCTNUM 6GGSyMQLLUBK SHELLS~99%ARCtCA
NO SAMPLE:
NO SAMPlE
25 CC OFFFORAMS SAVED
APHRODI TE~PAGURUS~ 8UCClNUM~ lEPTÄSTERl AS;SMALL'EIJPARM iSEA URGHlNS~ARCTTCA"'SPlSULA
LH~SCLPNS~SKATE~ 4SP~FLNDRJHAKE~ ARHRODllE~ lUNÄT1 A iBUCC1NUM; PLCPCmN~CANGeR~ ARCTtCA











ADD:. P Nor. Al R SUR F r. P A S S
OOLORi CLR sse H OF rEM rEM B L R P T






































































































0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
02 3 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02, 1 1 0 0 0
02 1- 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 l' 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 l' 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02. 1 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
02 l' 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
8 1 1: 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
02, 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
8 l' 1 0 0 0
o ¡ 0 1 0 0 0
ALSO 4-5 ARCTrÖA SHELLS~
Ã L soio -12' L E P T A S r E R I AS'" B U C e i N U MAN 0 L UNA TI A EGG S
114 LN LI:NER tUSED. NET FULL.
DREDGE 1/2 FULL~ ARCT!~ASHELLS "EXAMED FOR DR! LLl NG
HIGH PRORORT10N OF ARCTiCA Wi DRI LL HOLES4
FISHw RDH Ä ~E~ GRg OLE~ LHSCLP IN ~ WHl T iNG~ G s FmSH~
'F1SH~DA BS~SKA T ES ~ 4SP~F LNDRYHA KE ~GSF i SH~ LH~SCULPi N
,~(',f~.~
.. '
HOMARUS CARPRACE~6CM~ FA lLED TO KEEP ocTuPUS ALiVE~
.. -
DREDGE EMPrY
99% SHELL~ GRENADIERS SAVED.
40% SHELL
95% SHELl!
50% SHELL~ H~DRACTINIA ON Buee~NUM SHELL.
DREDQE'EMPTy.
GSFSH;G ¥ ~SOlEL~D~HiKE; 4 SP ~ FLNDR~W HTI NG~ LH wseL PN~ S K T
NO SÄMPLEr. DREDGE "rOULED IN 'ODOMEiFERr.
~*ME~A SlED j~W8D 1HR AT 1 ~5 KNTS~ NO PHOTOS
4 O~ SHELLi.
ALSO Bljeç¡lNUM, §GCWÇASES
LARGE AMT~OF SAND IN NET lSEA HORSe put IN AQUAR1 UM~
~AME~A TOWED ;30M~NtONLY 20 EXPOSURES GOOD~
¡24
METHOD MEiIHOD ¡
conE ,STATION CRUiSE DATE, T1 ME AREA SHEET POSIT ION CORRECTED ,tQF OF
-
OA YR TIME, GENERAL.hARliA LAT LONG SOUNDING#. # #. MO ZN CODE '# N A V I G '. DEP1fH
10 0 2536 K AB4 11. 21 08 6B' 150 0 4 LITTLE QEORGES, BANK 14 10 02 .4 0 43. 0 68 36. 0 55 1
10 0 2536 M AB4 11 21 08 65 150 0 4 LiI TILE GEORGES: BANK 14 1 0.2 40 43Ó' 0 68 36., 0 55 1
~,
~- =- ,~~ -- ~~
10 0 2556 0 AB4 11 21 08 65 15u 0 4 LITTLE GEORGES, BANK 14 1 02 40 43. 0 68 36. 0 55 1
1 0 0 2536 P AB4 11 21 08 65 15ü 0 4 LI TILE GeORGES BANK 14 1 02 4 0 43. 0 68 36. 0 55 l'
10 0 2537 A A84 11 21' 0 8 65 1645 4 UlTTie GeORGES BANK 14 1 Q2 40 42. 0 68 28.5 35 l'
,10 0 2537 K AB4 11 21' 08 65 1645 4 Ll TILE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 4 0 42. 0 68 28.5 3 i; 1
I
:1 0 0 2537 M AB4 11 21: 08 65 1645 4 LiI TTLE' GEORGES' BANK 14 l' 02 40 42J 0 68 28.5 35 1
10 0 2537 0 AB4 11 21 08 65 16415' 4 LITTLE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 4 0 4 í2 . 0 68 28.5 35 1
- ~, = __ ~_T_
10 0 2537 P AB4 11 ~ 21 08 65 1645 4 UI TTlE GEORGES; BÄNK 14 1 02 40 42J 0 68 28.5 35 1
L
10 0 2538 A AB4 11 21' 0 8 65' 1845' 4 leI TTLE' GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 45J5 68 16.5 55 1
10 0 2538 K AB4 11 21 08 65 1845 4 L1TTLE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 45.5 68 16.5 55 l'
:1 0 0 2538 M AB4 11 21 08 65 1846 4, llTTLE GEORGES BANK 1 ll l' 02 40 45'J5 68 16..5 55 l'
10 0 2538 0 AB4 11 21 08 65 1845' 4 UITTLE' GEORGES' BANK 14 1 02 40 45'J;5 68 16.5 55 1
I10 0 2538 P AB4 11 21- 08 65 18415' 4 L'I TILEr GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 45.5 68 16,..5' 55 1- _.- .-
,10 0 2559 A AB4 11 21 08 65 2148 4 SW GEORGES BÄNK 1 ?l L 02 40 35'. 0 ,67 55J 0 90 1
10 0 2539 K AB4 11 21 08 65 2148 4 SW GEORGES BÄNK 14 1 02 40 35. 0 6 if 55. 0 90 1
I
1 0 0 2539 M AB4' 11 21 08 6B 2148 4 SW GEORGES BÄNK 14 1 02 40 35.' 0 67 55. 0 90 1
10 0 2559 0 AB4' 11 21- 08 65 2148 4 SW GEORGES BANK 1;i 1 02 40 35. 0 6 if 55. 0 90 l'
:1 0 0 2539 P AB4 11 21 08 65 2$48 4 SW GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 35. 0 67 55'. D 90 l'
10 0 2540 A AB4 1t. 22 08 65 0 046 4 LYDONT Â CANYON 15 1 02 4 0 30 .,5' 6if 42. 0 421 1
L,10 0 2540 K AB4 11' 22 08 65 0 046 4 LYDONrIA CANYON' 15 l' 02 40 30 J,5 61 42. 0 421 1
.10 0 2540 M AB4 11' 22 08 65' 0 045 4 LYDON 1 A CANYON; :15 1 02 40 30 .,5 67 42. 0 421 1 '
10 0 2540 0 AB4 11 22 0 8 65 0 04 !5 4 LYDONT A CÃNYON 15 1 02' 40 30 .,5 61 42. 0 421 1
¡10 0 2540 P AB4 11 22 08 65 0 045' 4 LVOON;IA CANYON 15 1 02 40 30 .5 67 42. 0 421 1 \
,10 0 2541 A AB4 11 22 08 65, 0430 4 SEi GEORGÉS, BANK 14 1 02 40 44,.,5 6 .¡ 37 . 0 80 1
~ '~ , -
,10 0 2541 K AB4 11 22 08 65 0430 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 44.,5 67 37 . 0 80 1
10 0 2541 M AB4 11 22 08 65 0430 4 5E GEORGES BANK ~4 1 02 40 44J,5 67 37 . 0 80 1
-
10 0 254:1 0 A84 11 22 08 65 0 430 4 58 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 44.5 61 37 . 0 80 1
1 0 0 254l1 P A84 11 22 08 65 0430 4 58 GEORG6S BANK 14 1 02 40 44J,5 67 37 . 0 80 l'
10 0 2542 A A84 11' 22 08 65 071 0 4 SE GEOR§~S BANK 14 1 02 41 01 .0 67 31-5 66 1
10 0 2542 K AB4 11 22 08 65 0710 4 5E GEORGES BANK 14, 1 02 41 01. 0 67 310' :5 66 1
..~
1 0 0 2542 M AB4 11 22, 08 65 Oi10 4 SE; GEORGES BANK 14 1 Q2 41 01.' 0 6i 31.5 66 1
10 Ö 2542 0 AB4 11 22' 08 65 Oii 0 4 5E GEORGES' BANK 14 i 02 41 o 1~ 0 67 31.5 66 l'
10 0 25M2 P AB4 11 22 08 65 Oii 0 4 5E GEORGES BANK 14 :t 02 41 0.1 . 0 6"l 31 .5 66 i'
,10 0 2542 R AB4 11 22 08 65; Oii 0 4 58 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 01 . 0 61 31e.5 66 1
10 0 2543 A AB4 11- 22 08 65' 0955 4 S8' GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09J5 61 28 . 0 48 l'
I10 0 2543 B AB4 11 22 08 65' 0955 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41' 09.,5 67 28 . 0 48 l'
10 0 2543 'C AB4 11 22 08 '65 0955 4 S8' GEORGES 8ÄNK 14 1 02 41 09'.'5 61 28. 0 ,48 1 L
10 0 2543 0 AB4 11 22 08 65, 0955 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09'J5 6 il 28. 0 48 1
~ ,
10 0 2543 E AB4 11 22 08 65' 0955 4 SE' GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 4;1 09'.,5 67 28. 0 48 l'
10 0 2543 F AB4 11, 22 08 65 0955 4 5E GEORGES BANK 14 1 112 4:1 09J,5 6i 28. 0 48 1
,10 0 2543 G AB4 11 22 08 65 0955 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09 '.5 6 if 28. 0 48 l'io 0 2543 H' AB4 11 22 08 65 0955' 4 SE GEORGES' BANK 14 1 02~ 41 09'.,5 67 28. 0 48 l'
10 0 2543 r AB4 11 22 08 65 0955 4 58 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09'.5 67 28. 0 48 1
10 0 2543 J AB4 11 22 08 65 0955 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09.5 67 28 . 0 48 1
10 0 2543 AB4 22 08 65
- - __0._._.-,
K 11' 0955 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 :t 02 41 09;5 67 28 . 0 48 1
10 0 2543 L AB4 11 22 08 65 0955 4 S8 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 410 09'.;5 67 28. 0 48 l'
10 0 2543 M AB4 11 22' 0 8 65 0955 4 SE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09'.,5 67 28. 0 48 l'




:t 0 0 0 AB4 1t. 22 08 65 0955 4 SE GEORGES BÄNK 1ll 1 02 41 09i~5 67/ 28. 0 48 1
L)


















































































































































S M 1 T HÌ' M C 1 NT Y REG R A B ¡
SM1TH~MCINrYRE GRAB



































































MED COARSE SAND. OGRAVi .
F'INE GRAY-BROWN SAND.




SlLTY SAND + SHELLS
NI l'.

























































































































































































l' 1:- . 100
26
BIOLOGY
HYDROZOA ¡BUCClNUMLPlGURUS~ E PARMA, ARCTlCA AND'~SPISULA SHEllS,
SKAfE~ARC'lCA + SpiSULA SHELLS~ GASTROPOD EGGI CASES~ PAGURUS .GSF ISH,YLrL+4SP~FLNDR~
PAGURUS', Ei PÂRMA, lUNArlA~ 9PISULA.iCREPl:DULA SHELLS.
SKArE ,LUNi;r I Å, SP '1 SUl A SHELLS'GASTROPOD EGG C~ SESe
H¥DROØOA¡ ANNEL lD S\ CA PREl L1DAE WeBC APOnS t JUV ENllE1 . CHAETOGNA THS~
MANY YOUNGr QUAHOGS"FEW SMALL E PARMAS',MANY WORM' TUBES
CAPRELLlDS~ P~GURUS~ SMAL PÄRMAS~ , _
PLACOPC~N~8UCC1NUM' EGGS~LUNAT 1 A ARCTrCA'SEA URCHIDNS~ ASTERl AS¥LPA SrER~WOOD WVHyeR!~8RYZ
MANV OLD ARCrlCASHElLS~
CERESiODERMA 1 ASrROPECWEN~CAPRELLtDS~
PORtFËRA i~LACOPEC~ENLOCmOPUSiCANaER~PAGURUSt ASreRI AS~ lEPTÄS~ER lASj ÃSTROPEC~EN~
GSFæSH~GRENADfER~ ALC~ON.GEA~LNGFTN~HÄKE~ANNEL1DA PANDALUS~PCrN rSLj ARere A~ASrRTE SALS
,EEL POU~~POR~FERA~ OPH~URO~D8 PNCL1 nASKET ST~RS LC¥ONACEÄiCANOER~eRAOHlOPOD~
HYDROZOA t AtCNONARff A1 ÄNNELTDS~CRUarACEA iMOLLUSCA~ ~ÄEmOGNTH~OPH1UR01DS~
APHAotillE~PLC~ciN~P.GURUS)BUCC1NUM~ L~~ASTERlAS ;~ PARMAiSE~ URCH1NSjOHPlUROlDS~ARCTICA
GSFSH~4SP~ ~LNDR~ RD~HÄKE~Sl L~HAKE¥ VETL~FLNDjSK~TE~ A PMRDDr TE~BUCClNUM~NEPmUNE A ~ PL CPC T N~
YOUNG! ARCrrlGA.. .' "
PORIFERA í APHRODJTELH¥DRorD~PtcpcmN~ ARCWßA ¡BUCCrNUM~NEPTNA~E PARMA¡ SEl ,~URCHI NS~PAGURUS
SPONGE~H¥ÖROZOA ~ 8R~OØO'1APHRDTEnPtagC~N~COLUSSj UÛNiTi A ~bONC~~ ARC~CA ~ BAL¡NUSL~AGU~US~
SHRlMPi AMPHTPODS~WORMS~
NO! S:iMPUi,
ARC rrA ~NA S BARr us ~ U N1t a L A~ L f EPTa CHEt RÛS~ Hi UgT o~'us ~ç t ROLWNA ;CKrR 000 TEA ;PO L~ eH E T Ea ~ E i PAR M
ARC rr A ¡ N ASSA RJU S ~ UNI C OL A l LfEPmo OHElRUS~ HWUST ORf U s ;61 RDL A NA*CH T ROD OT EA; PO LY 0 HEr Ea~ EIP AR M
A RCT A ~NÄSSA Rt US ~ U NT COLA) Lf EPmo CHit RUSYH~US T OR ius; Et R OGANA ; CM l ROD OTEA ; PO L vb HEr ES~ E PA R M
./ . ." " ,._. ',. . :' .. - ..,. - . -',. -. - . .' ...- ":' '., .' ',. -' .,. .. . ,. - .. " -
ARCrr'A .~'NÄSSA Ril us. UNilCOLAl LfEPmOOHE¡I'RUS,,'HAUSTPR IlUS,'Ç!IROL ANA ,:CHIRODorrEA ..POL Y ÇHETESI.E PA RM
ARCTA iNA lIAR! US~UN1 COLA~ LIEPTOCHEI RUS~ HAUSTOR~USJClROLAN~ ~OHlRODOTEA ~ POLY CHETES~E¡ PAR M
ARC i A ~ N ASS A R l U S ~ UN i Ó 0 L A ~ L 1 E P Toe H E l R U S~ H Ä U S TOR f US; t t R 0 LAN ~ * C H t ~ 0 DOT E A ~ POL Y C H E ff E S ~ E P ~ R M
A RC'l~N~SS~ Rl US ~UNtOOLl aLlEpmOCK!tRUS~HÄUS TOR~US;~l ROLA NA ;CHtRoDomEA~ POLYCHET ES~E PA RM
ARCii ~NA SSAR1US ~UN1COL~~Læ EP~OCHElRUS~HAUS'ORIUS~CIROLANA ~ OHlRODO~EA ~ POLYCHE~ ES~E PAR M
RD~~.NE~SiL~HAKE~POR1~ERA LAPHRODT'E~8UCCi~UM~LUNi ji A f ~RcmtA. Ä$TERl ~S~SEA URCHt N~E P~RM
GSFtSH~L1TTL SKA¡E~ APHROÐl'E~8UCCtNUM~ ARcrtc~iUUNATIA¡ AS'ERIAS~ ARcmtci SHELLS~
BD~SKATiiL(TTLE SKITE~ GSrlSH~UH~SCULP(N~SEA RIVBN~ ARCTlCA.
ANNEL~D~ 'OUMACE~,MYI$DS~AMPHtPODS~ rsopoös~ N'~RrnUS~ E PARMA TEST.







ADD0 P NQ!. AlR SURF;. P A 5';S'
CODE STATl'ON COUOR' CUR S6C H OF rEM' rEM B' U R P T
# # (WEil) lNF FOREU CHI 0 PHO (CO ( C ¡L T K 'C C 'R NOifE5
130 2536 K 02 1 1 0 0 0 80% SHEL U
130 2536 M 02 l' 1 0 0 0 50% SHELL
130 2536 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2536 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2537 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2537 K 02 l' 1 0 0 0 80% sHELL~ i51SUBSTRATE ~
130 2537 M 02 1 1 0 0 0 75% SHELL
130 253T 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2537 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2538 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2538 K 02 2 1 0 0 0 50% SAND
130 2538 M 02 2 1 0 0 0 50% SHEL L ALSO LONG..HORNED SCULPIN .
130 2538 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ..'
130 2538 p 0 0 1 0 0 0
'130 2539 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2539 K 0 0 1 0 0 0 99% SHELL
:1 3 0 2539 M 02 2 1 0 0 0 Fl SH ~ LHSCULP lN ~ RD RHAKE ~ 8D~ SK A TE ~ 4SP:"FLNDR:. %95 SHLL
130 2539 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
,130 :2539 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2540 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2540 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2540 M 02 2' 1 0 0 0 2 ,LTTER OF AN1MALS. (LIVE) .
130 2540 0 0 0 1 0 0' 0
130 25\4 0 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2541 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2541 K 02 1 1 0 0 0 60% SUBSTRATE~SHELL .
:l30 2541 M 02, 1 1 0 0 0 601 SHELU. ALSO I LLEX "SEA URCHI N, PAGURUS, LPT ASTERi.
130 2541' 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2541 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2542 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2542 K 02 2 í 0 0 0 75% SHELL~SUBSTRATE~
130 2542 M 02 2' i 0 0 0 GSFSH~~ELiL~UH~SCLPN~SKAlES iE PARMi,S URCH, LPASTJAsr
,130 2542 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2542 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2542' R 8 i 1 0 0 0 CAM TOW 15 MIN,60 EXPOS.,WATER IN CASE:, BUT STILL OK'.
.130 2543 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
,130 0 ,2543 8 0 1 0 0 0
130 2543 C 0 0 1 0 0 0 GRÄB LEACHED SOMEWHAT UPON RETRIEVAL. r ALL COLLECTNJ
130 25tl3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 25 Cc OF 'PORAMS SAVED l'N EACH COLLECT 1 ON
130 2543 E 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2543 F 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2543 G 0 0 1 0 0 0 K I'NDS OF PiNIMALS FOUND L:S TorrAL OF ALL 10 COLLEorNS
130 2543 H 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2543 I 0 0 1 0 0 0
,130 2543 J 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2543 K 02 1 1 0 0 0 60% SHELL
130 2543 L 02 1 1 0 0 0 65% SHELL
130 2543 M 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2543 N 0 0 1 0 0 0









































































































































































































































































SE GEORGEs' BANK 1~
SEt GEORGES BANK 14
'SEI GEORGES BANK 14
SE~ GEORGES BANK 14.
SE( GEORGES: BANK 14
,SEfGSORGSS BANK .;t 14
SE! GEORGES BANK 14
SE! GEORGES' BANK 14.
SE¡ GEORGES BA'NK 14
,SE; GEORGÊS: BANK ;4SËl GËoRéäs. éANK 14,
Sf.HGSORGESB;bNK 14,
SEr GEORGES, BANK 14
SEI GEORGES B;bNK 14
SEr GEORGES B¡ANK 15'
SHGEORGES BANK :15
SE¡ GEORGES: B;bNK, :15'
SEt GEORGElS B~NK :15
SElf GEORGElS'BiiNK 15'
NEll GeORGeS' BÄNK 14
NEll GEORGES'B~NK 14NE GEDRGElS,BANK 14
NE) GEORG6S éANK' 14
NEli GEORGES BIANK 1í:
NElf GEORG8S"BANK 14.
NEl¡ GEORGeS BIANK 14




NORrtHl EDGE GEORGES' BK 14
NORTH'EDGE 'GeORGES' 13K 1~
NOR1fHl ,EDGE GEORGES: 13K 14
NORifHl EElGE,GEWRGES:BK :t~
NORTH! OF'I N 'EDGIGEO' 13K' '9
NORifHi 0F"1 N 8DGc¡GeO BK '9
NORTH! OF" N;:EDGr:GEOi BK 9
NORTH10F'1 N ,EDGr:G80¡ BK'9
NORWH: OFPN,EDGt,GEO, BK' 9
NORTHi'OF'iGEORGES 9Sl'N' 9
NORmH' OF': GEORGES! BSIN' ,9
NORffH OFjG80RGES~BSIN 9'
- -- -
NORTHl OF. GSORGES B51N '9
NORifH OPi GEORGES 8S'I N 9'
NORmHtOFiG60RGESBSlN '9
NORifH OF' GBORGES B81 N 9
NORrrH'jOF, GEORGES 881 N '9
NORmH! OFi:G80RGESBSIN 9
NORifH OF GEORGSS, 851N 9


























































o 2 . 41 ':i 3. 5 'Q2 ,411. 13.5,
02 41 $3.,5'Q2 41 13..5
¡ 02 41 13:.5'
02' ,41'1:13.5
02 41 :17.002 4:1,17.0
'02 4!V17~002 4:1:1:.0
, 02 . 41" 17 . 0 .'02 4!l 39.0











o 2 42' 0 6.' 5
02' 42' :16.0
02 . 42 16. 0








o 2 4 ç' 23. 5
02 42,23.5



























66 0 6. 0














67 0 5.' 0
61 0 5. 0
ó 7J 0 5 'o' 0
61 05~ 0
6 7 0 5.' 0
,67 05.' 0
. 6 if 0 5. 0
61 0 5 c. 0
















































































































































































































































































































































SANDY GRAVEL~MOSriy SMALL PEBBLES~
PEBBLES 1/2 TO 5' INCH 01 AMETER'.
SMALL COBBlES~' 21N TO 10 fN 01 AM~
N'l L
SANDY GRAVEL~ (MOSTLY PEBBLES1. ,
S;àNDY' G RA VEL'f SRWN" 8 OK 1 MAX S'l ZE 2'1 N
PEBBLES~:tCM 'TO 10 CMi.





METAMORPH!C + A FEW SEDIMENTARY ROCKS~ MAX SIZE 1FT CU8E~
Nil L
NOt SAMPLE.




















































































































































































E PARMA, M~RARrTE6~ FAUNA SPARSE~ MUCH SHELL~ _
PLCPCTN~DaNTALrUM~COlUSsS~VENRCRDiA¿E PARM¡SEA URaH~p*GURUS~lPTASTERl AS~ MOLLVSC SHLLS







L NGFæN~HAK E~REÐF"i SH~ PANDALUS~ASTIR 'E~HlPPl STER~LPTÄSTER~ IC T tNARl A ~ PUCOPCTN~ARCWC A SHL
RD~HAKE~ PLÄCOPECTEN~ HYPOLL1TlDAE~ HTPPiSTERI AS~LEPTASJERIAS~
POR'I f ER'A (,QUERy lON' SHEL Lk' PUCRe TN ¡,BUCC :fNUM¡iPA GURUS'!,SEA URCH 1 N.
HADCK~RO~H'A K E~BD~SKAJE~PLcpcmN; COLUS~ APHRÐTE~ CANGE R J PA GURUS ~BUCC INUM~ ASJEROIDEA .
PORIFER'A~HYDROØOA~ GOLUS SJPLC¥PÐS~B~tANUS~DECipODSJ ASTERO iDS~EaHTNoiÐS.BR¥OZO'A M SHELLS
PORIFER'A ~H¥DROØO'Ai eOLUS SYPLC¥PDS~BA LANÙS;DSCÄPoriSJ Asi ERO~DSjECH1NOl 6s~ BR*OZOA .SHELLS
POLYCHEfFes-. 25CC OF F\ORAMS'SA VED.
"EUN1CE'. VENRCRD 11 A ,DE NT ALllUM'J'MARGRITES'lBAß ANUS;'R +iH A M,MY AS ",p A GURUS '.PYCNOGON '1 UM
SUL~URl SPONGE~ cì RRIP1DS~8RYOØOA~CROSSAStERJ~lPPAStERl AS~S~A1E~ EGG~POLYCHETE TUBSS~
L AEmMONil1 OEl.. PEN NA TUL ACEA "i PtiGURUS iP'AND).L¡IJ)AE'" AstROPEC'TENf. 'fOL l'BA ' SHELL.. ANNEL il 0 TUBE S.
THORN¥~SKAIE~ FUCUS~ Ac,iNARIA ~PORI FERA~RRYOZOA¡ AS~ERl ASJASTRPECTEN~BRicHlOPODS~PLCPC'N
NO; S'AMPLEJ
POL~CHEmES~ AMPH1 URIDS~ TH¥ONE~BRCHTOROÐS.
POL~CHE¡yes~ AMRHI URlOS~ TH¥ONE~8RACHIPODS~
POL ~ C H E T E S ~ AMP H 1 U R l DS ~ T H ¥ 0 N E ~ BRA C H l POD S .
POLYCHEÆES~ AMPH1 URIDS~ THYONElBRÄOHTOPODs~
POL¥CHËmES~ AMPHIURlDS ~TH¥ONElBRACH 1 OPODS~
POL'CHEÆIS~ AMPHI URlDS~TH¥ONEl8RACHI0PODS\
POLo/CHET 6S~ A MPHl URIDS ~ THY ONE ~BRACHI0PODS~
POL~C8EÆSS~ AMPHlURWPS~ TH¥ONE~BRACHæOPODs~
POL~CHEmES~ AMPHlURIDS~BRACHI0POODS~ TH¥ONE~
POL YC tlEiFSS:. AMPHI UR'IPS '. BRÄCH;rOPDS '. TH¥ONE'. _








ADDJ. P NO,. AIR: SUR F. p A S S
OODE STATTON COLOR OLR SEel H OF TEM rEM B L R P T
# fL' (WErr J INF FOREL CHI 0 PHO ro;) r CiJ T K C C R
130 2543 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2543 R 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2544 A 8 1 1 0 0 0
130 2544 K 02 l' 1 0 0 0
130 2544 M 02 1 1 0 0 0
:t 3 0 2544 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2544 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2544 R 8 1 1 0 0 0
130 2545 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
:L 30 2545 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
:L 3 0 25Jí5 M 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2545 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2545 p 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2545 R 8 1 1 0 0 0
130 2546 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 '2546 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2546 M 02' 1 1 0 0 0
130 2546 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
,130 2546 p 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2547 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2547 K 02 l' 1 0 0 0
130 254:. M 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2547 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2547 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2548 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2548 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2548 M 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2548 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2548 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2549 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2549 K 02 2 1 0 0 0
130 2549 M 02' 2 1 0 0 0
130 2549 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2549 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2550 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2550 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 255,0 M 02' 1 1 0 0 0
130 2550 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2550 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2551 A 0 0 l' 0 0 0
130 2551' B 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2551. C 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2551 D 0 0 1 0 0 0
:L 30 255:1 E 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2551 F 0 0 l' 0 0 0
130 25!;!! G 0 0 1 0 0 0
r
i 130 2551 H 0 0 1 010 0
L_ i 30 2551 I 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 '2551 J 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2551 K 02(1 1 0 0 0
31
NarES
TOWEb 30 MIN WI 20 OE~POSURES~ NO PHOTOS.
75% SHELL.
60% SHELL~ ALSO BUCClNUM EGGS~PLCPCTN~ ARCrrCA SHLS
TOWED 30MIN WI 112 EXPOSURES~ BEST PHorO RESULTS
90% SHELL
5% SHELL1MOSTLY ARCT tCA J ~RICH AND VARI ED FAUNA.
FILM JAMMED tN CAMERA- ONLY 20 PHoros GOOD
90% OF SAMPLE WAS GRAVEL~
95% OF SAMPL WAS COBBlES +BOULDERS~
99% OF ,SAMPLE SHELL + SUBSTRATE
50% SHELL
tOL ANlMALS~R1CH AND VARIED IN FAUNA. NO FISH~
50L ANIMALS~RlCH AND VARIED IN FAUNA~ NO F1SH~
50 LITERS OF SUBSTRATE.
50 LI TERS OF SUBSTRATE.
- -
40% SHELL + SUBSTRATE
40 LITERS OFJROCKS.
DREDGE EMPTY







































































































































































































































17 4 0 · 4
iZ 4 0 4 '
1:¡~O 4
1740 4





















ARE~SHEET 'Oi: 'POS1T ION





NORTH OF GEORGES 8S I N
NORrrH OFicGEORGES 8S IN
NORTH! OF: GEORGES BSIN
NORTH OF GEORGES BSIN
NORl1H OF GeORGBS iSf N
NORmH OFi GeORGES BS1N
NORmw OF GEORGES eii N
NORi'HI OF! GEORGES' BS1Ni
NORmH¡ OFI GEORGES BSfN
NORrrHiOFi GEORGES.8S1 N
NORmH! OF1'GeORGeS esi N
NORmH¡ OF! ,GEORGES' BS1N
NORmHi OF GEORGES BStN
NORTft OF"' GeORGeS I3S:1 N
NORi'H OF! GEORGES eSlN
SE¡AL! I-~liOF NOW SeOTA
SE¡AL l~e¡ OF NOW scomA
SE¡AL l-El OF NOV scon~
SE¡Ali l-E¡ OF NOV SOOTA
SE¡AL' i"'E¡'OF NOV soomA
WES!! ElF! SEALi I I N,t,S'e
WEsr ElF SEAL; I, N.,S.
WEST oF" SE¡ALI I, N .S:.
W È S T a f¡ ; SEA U I, N.' S i.
WES'l OF SEAU i, N.,Se
WEST OF' SEAU I, Ni'S.
WESIf OF! SEAL I, N.S:.
WEST' OF SEAL I, N.S.
W E S r 0 F" SEA L I, N. S '.
wEST OF 'SEAL 1, N .ill'
SW OF NOVA SCOT LA
SWt OF' iNOYA,SOOmIA
SW! OF NOVA 800111 A
8W OF NOVAtSd01ll A
SWI OF' NOVA SOOiI A
sEi OF'l,CASHESkeDGEI




SE: Of! CASHes ieDGE'
SEI OF CASHes. UeDGEI
,SE! SFI CASHES' kEDGE!
SEi OF 'CASHES liEDGE!
SEi OF ,CÂSHES'lEDGE¡
.SEi OF ,CASHESI,l.;EDGE:
~ ~ - =
SE) OF"' C¡ASHES GEDGE!









































































































































































43 1 0.. 0
43, 08.0
43: 08.0





























6 7 0 5. 0
67 05.0
67 0 5. 0































67 4 9. 0
67 49.0
6 if 49. 0
68 10.5i,
















































































































































































































































































































































T1 LLL BotTOM SURF¡tCE DETRITAL LAVER 3CM~BRWN FLOCCULENT MAllER ON TILL
COBBLES: 1..10 IN. BOULDER,.20X14*c INCHES.
20 COBBLES' 2~5(W Dl AM~
NI L
NO SAMPLE
S¡6ND~ GRAVEL. 1 COBBLE' SIN Dr,AM
SAND -1' SMA L U BOULDERS 3" 4 I N: , D I .t M.
MANY BOULDERS~MAX S(ZE~2FT.
NlLI
BLKHBRWN; GRAVELLMAX ;SIZE l1NCH
TILL
SANDV GRAVEL~MAX) STZE' 11NCH~










COBBLES TO 21N. 'SOULDERSTO'2FT.
Nil L








1 C08BLE~ r 18M12X14 lN1.
NilL



























































































































































































































SMi:~~SKA TE' LMP~Fl SHL ALCYONAOEÄ i AC'lNARl A; AS~EROiDEA rNCL/AS!ROPCTN ,H~PPASTER1 ÄS~
COPEPODS) AHPHlPODS~1 CUMACEA.
NO SAMPLE
E P ARMAJDENT Ä L1UM~ ARC'! OA SHELL~ASTERl A S~HlpPASTERl AS~ OPH1UROIDEA .SEA URCHI NS~
GSFfSH; THNY-SKATE~ B1G~ SK~TE~ ASTROPECWEN;Ht PPASTERI AS~E PARMA ~
NO SAMPLE!
PORtFER~ lMAN~ SERPUL æpIEw8RtTTlE STARS v~Ht TON~ CYCLOSTOMATAN8RYOZOA ~
PORIFERA ~ ACT INARl A ~NUCLANA iDENTALÆUM~PANDAUUSL PSI LASTERrECHæN01DS~OH~Hl UROd DS~ BRACH1PD
HYDROZOA ¡PORt FER A j AC~l NlAN~ BR¥OZOA~
NO S:bMPL6,
POL¥CHEÆel~ PORIFERA ¥BRYOØOA~ lDMONDEA ATL ANTICA.
PORi FERA lACT 1 NARl A ¡ PLC¥PDSiGSTRPDS~ ASTER01DE:b;DEC~ PODS~EOH1NOlDS ;OpHtUR01DS~ ASClDI ACEA
PORt F ERA KrD RoØOA. EUN! OEwOH1T ON¡ AST Ë~I AS V;H1PPASI ER;SOLA STER~8RAOH10POD A. GSFSHVCUB K~
PORfFERA HYDROZOA ANNEL1DS~CRUSTIGE~ ;MOLUSKS ~ECH1DERMS~ BR ¥OØOA, A SC1Dt ACEA.
PORlF ERAl ANNELins\ H 1 P~~STERUOPH1URO$DS~gRA C~lQPOD ~~ S K~ TEr8GG C A SE~
B1GMSKATES~ EEL POU~¡PORrr FERA l ACTtNARl A ¥PSiLASTERi A STRPECTNfHlPPASTERl AS.
THYONE~ DENrAL1UM~
PEN~A ~ULA~ CE Rt ANTHUS TUBE~PLC¥PDS~OCTOPUS~ AS~EROtDEA tC1ROLNA ;OPHTOL1S~ THYONELBRACH10PD
PENN.~ULA. PSl~AS'ER~HæpPASJERlÄS~
ANNltæDÄ i CRUSTACEA, MOLUUSCA~ OPHTOROlBS~BR¥O!OA ~ ASCtDIACEA.
PO lif C HErr e s; 1 N C LIS E R P U UI D A E (1/8 Ii N J. B R ~ a ~1 Q POD D S ! '. '
PORT FER A i ALC¥ON ACEA ~ POLrCHElTBS v PUC¥PDS~SCPHPDS~ AS! ER01DSYHOtrrHRDS~CHl TONUDECA PoDS~ 1 SPO D
CUS~~G¥~SOLE~ AcrT NARi A2 PSEUDOAROHAS*ER~~stLASfERj81PP~STERl AS~OPH1UR~lDS INCL/OPH1URA,
PORIFERA ,HYDROØOA 'PLAT¥HLMNTHES~ ANNEL1DS;CRUS'AGEA~MANY MOLUUSKS~ECH1NODERMS~ BRYOØOA
PENNATULACEA. ACTINAR1 Ai ANNEL1DA~BEN~AL1UM~ AstiRlTf SHELtSVBR1SSUS ~ THYONE~ ANNEL1Dr TUBES~
PENNATULlCEA ONLif ~
PORtFERAiACT 1 NARl Ai ANNEL1DS;PSBUBOARCHASTeR;OPH1UR01DEA ;8RAOH10PODS~ ASC1Dl ACEA .
POR¡FERAal ACTINAUGE~EUN1CE~N¥MPHON~QPH10LJS~8R~OZOA. ASC1D IA ~ GEREMAstER~
2 WORMS~ 1, GRAM OF SHELL rRAGMENTS~
SMÄLL P8NNATULA. ONUPH1S OPAL1NA~NEPHTYS~
MANY PENNNATULA. ONUPH1S OPAL1NA iNEPHTYS~ CANCER BOREAL1S;MOLPAD 1 A .CERl ANTHUS TUBES~
DENl'AL¡lUM:. TH¥ONIfl 25' CC OFFPORAMS'SAVED
i. ,i I' ,', \~ '" 'C '




i 130 2551 M
130 2551 N
r



















































ADDi~ P NOf. Ail R SURF:. P A S ;S
..
OOLOR CUR! SEe! H OF rEM TEM B L R P T
CWEifl INFI F OREL CHI 0 'PHO ( CfJ r C I) T K C C R
-
..
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
8 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 2 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 4 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 or10 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 2 1 0 0 0
02 2 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
02 4 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 1 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 0' 0
02 2' 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 o i 0
02 1 1 0 o ¡ 0
02 l' 1 0 0 0
o i 0 1 0'" 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
02 2 1 0 0 0
02 2 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
00 0 1 0 0 0
02' 1 1 0 o i 0
0 0 1 0 0 0




3 LiT OF FiSH. 3 LIT O~ INVERir AN1MALS~
MAV NOT HAVE TOWED BOTTOM.
TOWEb 30 MI N;250 EXPOS j 1 ~5KNTS~ NO PHOirOS
113 SHELU.
75L OF FISH '.




2 UI T E R S '0 F" v E R Yi R .Ì C H AND V A R Í E D BEN T H '1 C F A UNA .
2' L'TTERS OFt AÑÍ:MÃLS'. DREDGE FULLW/ BOULDERS.
, -
NO SAMPLE ON PREvious TOW~ 951 ROCKS ON 2ND TOW~
1 LlTER OF rNVER~S~ 4L OF FiSH~ REST~SUBSTRATE~
2L OF rNVERTS. RrCH + VAR1ED BENTHiC FAUNA.
pREDGE 'WAS UPSiDE DOWN.
2L OF iNVERT8BRÄTES~ Rl0H-VARlEp F AUNA ~
4L OF INVERTeBRAlEs~ RiCH~VARrED FAUNA.
RlfiH IN FAUNA
50%:GRA VELie
50~ TO 75% GRAyEL rN 3 TOWS~
112 LITER rNVERTS~ 3 TOWS~' ALL UPSIDE DOWN~
RlNG NET ToRN.
FtWNÂ~SPARSE






































































































































































11: 25; G8 65~
11: 2fl5l 08,',65~



































-. "" ~ ~ .. -"
11: 26t 08,,65:
11: 26t,08h65!






























































































































Si,Orf. C 'A SHeS, ,i. EDGE.










wit il KJJ' NSON¡;BAS:1!Ni
W lllKilNS ON f' BA S ~lN'











i ~E:~E R~ 5:,4 e Ð ~E
JElPR¥S~lEDGF
¡JEFFR¥Sd.:EDGE¡





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CLAY'" TRACE! OF SlLT
CLAY .. TRACE OF SILT
ÇLA'1 + TRACE' OF SI LT'
CLAY + T R /I C E ,OF SI LT.
CLA Y .. TRAdE OF 51 L'T.
CLAY . TRACE OF 51 LT~






SlUTY CLAY +.GRAVEu.COBBLES ¡UP'TO 81NCHES
SH,:TY 'CLAY.' BOULDERS UP TO! 30 fiNCHES
MUCH FINE GRAVEL 1/16 TO 1/4 DN~HES
MUD
GRAVELLY SAND. ,
GRAVELl MAX s'rZE; 61NOH 'CUBt~
5BU OFiBOULDERS..Mí\XS'IZE IF'rr' CUBE. FOSSILIFEROUS'LIMESTONE
S1 L'TY¡¡CLA Y
N,'I L








GRAVELÌ#MAX SlZE srN' :CU8E'
BOUIJDERS: tGRÄNJi:(:i,GNE,ISS') M\6X' STZE t:N OM 82X74¡i57.
SAND .. SEVERAL PEBBLES 1-3lN~
N'I L:




























































































































































PENNATULAjANNËLIDSvDENTILæUM~ TH¥ONE~ iSTiRTE SHELL.
PENNA ~ULA l ACTI NARff A~CERI ANTHUS~PORiFERA~GER¥ON~RSILASTERtQUERY1. GRAY ~SOLE~
I
i
ONU~H1S' OPALiNA. OPHELIA.LUMBR1NER1DAEL A~RHI URij tBR~SAS+ERi ASTARTE~NUÇLANA S~ELLfTRACE8
WT~HA~ELONUPH1S O~NEPHTYS~CANDERi 8j AMPH1URA~OPH1VROlD~BRiSASTER~SPRUCE WI BARNEA.
ANN ELI' D S '~eu P H 'A U S;~ P L ~ C P D 1. 0 P H ¡l U R OlD S " e C HI: N 0 ¡Ii D S 'ii Ii S C l' Ð 'I Ä D E 'A P QUE R YJ .
NO S:AMPlIltP
FRAGMENn:S OF BRL~\STER i. 'fÄUN'A SP ~RSEi.N1L '" ',',
POR!FERAj ACT I N~UGE~P8NNÂ rUL'AyEUNiCE~POR'ANl A ~PENT~GONASTER;PSI LASrER~8RAaHIOPD~ ASCtD1A.
PORl FERl ~ANNELIDS~ AMPHæPDS~ ISOPD~OUMACEA :os~R6DS~MOLLU8aS~EaH~NODRMA ¡SR ACHPÐS~ F18H
I
i1 .
ACT TNAR'I Ail?ORIFERA ~ ANNELtÐA~PÄNDALIDnAE~ØPHIUR01DE~ ~8RADHIOPOÐ.
PORgFERÄ ~HENR1Cl Ai HlPPASTERiAS~ GSFlSH~RD~HÄKE~l~RN¥~SKÄTE~ 1 WHALE BONE
PORJF ERA.Ht( DROZO'A,' A NNELIIDS1M'ANY J ¡'CRUST 'ACE A (MOS'F ~ Ä M PHil' PÐS) ..MOLLUSCA .OPH'I RDS:. BRYO:ZOA .
copepODSj~MPHlURtDS\ F".UNA VERY SPARSE~




SPI QCHAETOPTERUS~QPHEL'I A~NEPHWYS~GER¥ONL APpoR81 AS' SHELL ¡AMPHiURA¡BRlSÄSTER~
GER¥ON~NeRHT y S~ONUPHa StaUERY J ~SP iOCHAETPTRSTUBES~AMPHlURA ¡CANGER; BOREÄll S
I -
I ,
PORtF"ERÄ'GASTROPOD S~ PLCYPDS~H~AS ~SAB lNË~i l STEROlD~~E¡' PARMA ~OPHtURDS~ BRCHtR DS ¡ ASCl fu) ANS
PLAçORECTeN~ LEPTASJER1AS~HlPP.S'ER1ÄsiASTER1AS~, '.. . _
PORI FERi ;H¥DROZOl L ANNELæÐA ;CRUSTÄÐEl tMOSTLY AMPH'RDS$MOLLUSCS;EOHIDNODERMS~ BR¥OZOA. FISH
GERI ANTHUS~ BUCCI NUM~ PLC¥PDS~ÐSNTÄL1UM~CTENOD1SDUSLHYÄ S ¡BRÄCH10PODS~ ASO 1 Ðl ANS~wORMI TUBE
CER1ANTHUS~ ACTINARI A¡ ASTARTE~ ASTER1AS~HlP~AST~SOLAST ~CROSSAST. ASC1Dl ANS~
PORIFERA ~HYDRDZOA i ANNEL1DS ;CRUSTAOEA;MOL uuscs~oP16RDSLBYOØOA ;BRGHl pDS~ ASC101 ANS~
PORIFERA, _ HYAS~SPl RQN~OCAR1S~DERESTODERMA. QP81QLis~ßRADHtOROÐÄlASCiiji AOEA.
LRG GSFlSHlr 411N1 ~ AOTiNAUGE~POR1FERA4 ASTEROlDEA tWIRIEDJ ;GUCUMARIA ;BOLTENl A E~WORM TUBES l "
l~
POL¥CHEtfSS'. ARCT rCA~ RltCW rw FAUNt4.
ADD. P NO,. AIRf SURF. P A 'S S
OOÐE,;STlHlION COLOR' aLR SECrH OF rEW TEM B L R P T
# # ( W E 'T) INFiFOREL CH'l 0 PHO r ee) (. ail 'T K C ,a 'R
130 25611 K 02 2 1 0 0 0
130 2561l M 02 1 1 0 0 0
1,30 '2561' 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
,130 256!l' P 0 0 1 ' 0 0 0
130 2562 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 B 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 C 0 0 1 0 0 0
_130 2562 D 0 0 1 0 0 0
I
130 2562 E 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 F 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 G 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 H 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 I 0 0 1 0 0 0
,130 2562 J 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2562 M 02 2 1 0 0 0
130 2562 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2562 P 0 0 l' 0 0 0
130 2562 R 8 1 1 Of! 0 0
130 2563, A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2563 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 '2563 M 02 2 1 0 0 0
130 2563' 0 0 0 1 0 0: 0
130 2563 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2564 A 0 0 l' 0;\ 0 0
,130 2564 K 02 l' 1 0 0 0
130 2564 M 02 2' 1 0 0 0
130 '2564 0 0 0 1 0 0' 0
.130 2564 P 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 '2565' A 0 0 1 o Ii 0 0
,13u 2565' K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 2565 M 02 1 1 0'10 0
130 '2565 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2566 A 0 0 1 o u 0 0
130 2566' K 02 l' 1 0:; 0 0
130 2566 M 02 1 1 Oi;O 0
130 2566 0 0 0 l' 0 0; 0
130 256'7 A 0' 0 1 0 0 0
$30 256'7 K 02 1 1 0 0 0
130 256'7 M 0,2 1 1 0 0 0
130 2561' 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2568 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 2568 K 02 2 1 0 0 0
130 2568 M 02' 6 1 0 " 0 0
130 2568 0 0, 0 1 0 0 0
130 2569 A 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 '2569 K 02 2 1 0 0 0
,$30 2569 M 01 8 1 0 0 0
,130 2569 0 0 0 :L 0 0 0
:130 2570 A 0 0 1 ' 0 0 0
39
NOTES
ONL¥ 1/16 LIlER OF INVERlS~
4 L! 0 F F;1 S H " 4 L 0 F I, N V ERr S '" RES i W ERE COB B L IS S '.
112 LITER OF lNVERÆEBRATES RESTwSUBSTR~TE~
HA K E 3 0 1 N L ON G.
SHORT IN CAMERA MomOR.NO PHOTOS.
DREDGETANGLBD IN ODOME'FER
5BU 80ULDERS~ 1BU O~ INVERTS1%90 ACTIN~UGEn.
t12L Of INYERTS
1L OF iNVERTS~ 50LOF FISH 5BU""BOULDERS'.
., "
LAST PlPEliDREDGE STATION.
BorlOM TB~P 41 i 5F rSUU8 THERMOMETER1.
1: LiTER Of INVERTS
G£RlbN' WI EGGS PL~nED IN ~QUARI A.
1 L"OF I N""ER1:S 12L OF SUBSTÄ'FE. SOME SHELL.
SCALLOP' BAG B~DL¥TORN~
_....;
4uITERS OF AN:1MALS' INCl/ FILEFISH. RES'I;.BOuuDERS'.
2'.¡0l1HER SMHMCl'NT DRORS Y rELD NOTHiING. "






gODE S:rAT1ON CRUilSE; ~Ä:rE: nME ARE~ ,SI:EEJ 'OF POSIT ION CORREC~ED, OF
#, #. ; # DA MO YR T1Me ZN GENERAl: AREA CODE # NAV1;G;. iAT LONG OEPir H SOUNDI NG
L100 2670 K A84 11' 26 08 65' 2025' 4 S'fELLWAGON 'BANK 13 1 02 42 23. 0 70 21'..5 3;1' l'
,100 2570 M A!34' 11' 26, 08 65,; 2025 4 STELLWAGON, BANK 13 1 02' ,42 23'~ 0 7U 21 ..5 31 l'
I
100 2520 0 ~11' 26, 08 ,65, 2g2!:, 4, STELLWAGON BANK 13 1 Q2 42 23.0 70 21..5 3;L 1i GOS90 _r._ .,..
NORF10LK; CANÝON
..,
100 2571 04, 08 66, 20:l6 4 ,39 2' 02' 3 j' 05.8 74 38.8 408 2'
100 2572 A GOS 901 04 08 66, 21423: 4, WASH1INGtlON :C¡6NIfON 35 2' 02 37 25'.6 74 '29':"9 410 2'
100 25'72 ; B GOS' 90 i 04 08 66 21423 4 WASH;I NGil0Ni 'CAN¥ON 35 2' 02' 37 25'.,6 74 29.'9 410 2'
I
100 25173 GOS 90 05' 08 66 0220 4' WASHiI NGmON CÄN¥ON 35 2' 02 37' 23.5 74 20 .3 91 tJ 2
100 25'74 GOS' 90 ' 05 08 66 0422, 4' WASH~I NG1lON GAN¥ON 35 2' 02' 37 23.,5 74 24.2' 945 2
,100 2575' GOS 90 o !5 08 66 o ~!5~ 4, NORFOLK CAN1tONi 39 2, 02 37 06,. 0 74 39.4 422' 2'
100 2576 GOS: 90 05' 08 66 :l01L6' 4' NORFOLK CAN¡'ON¡ 39 2' 02' ,37 03.1 74 37..8 76T 2
10 a 2577 A GOS 90 ; 05, 08 66 1130 4, NORPOLK CÂN¥ONi 39 2, 02' 37 03 . 0 74 36.4 400. 2',7~ .__ -
100 25?7' B GOS 90 ¡ 05' 08 66 i:L3ll 4, NORFOLK CAN¥ON' 39 2 02 37 03.,0 '74 36.4 400 2
,100 2577' C' GOS 901 05i 08 ,66 1130 4" NORFOLKrCl\N¥ONi 39 2' , 02 31' 03; 0 74 36.4 400' 2
'.100 2578 GOS' 90 05. 08 66; :i2~!5; 4 NORFOLK¡C~N¥ON' 39' 2; 02 31' 04'.;3, 74, 30.'2' 765' 2
100 ,2579 GOS. 90 06, 08,,66 ,:1l41 4, ~H LMilNGiPONi,CANl\ON 28 2 Q2 38.22.:, 73 31.2 945' 2
,GOS
- -
WiLMd NlmbNCANl\ON_100 -2580 A 90 061 08 66 1:2:10 4 28 2' 02' 38 23.8 73 31.2' 560 2
,,100 2580 B GOS' 90 06 08 ,66 :1210 , 4 WiI LLMflNGmON CAN¥ON 28 2~ , Q2 38 23,.,8 73 31.2 530 2,-, " ..
,100 2580 C GOS' 90' 06; 08 66 1210 4, WllLMlNClmON¡ ,CAN¥ON 28 2' 02' 38 23.,8 73 31 .2 530 2
,100 2580 0 GOS 90 ! 06, 08 66, :i2aO 4, WI LM1NG~ONr CANMON 28 2; 02 ,38;'23.8 73 31. 2, 530 2
i
- -, ,.-
,100 '2581" GOSi 90 ! 06 08, 66: 1556, 4 Wi LMJNGmONICAN¥ON 28 2' 02' 38 21.,8 73 29.1' 588 2
,100 2582 A GOS, 90 06 08,66 :1530 4 WHd1d NGmON¡.CAN¥ON 28 2; 02 38 2 2..,,~ ' 73 29. 0 435; 2, I
100 2582
, 08,66 :1550 .- ---" ~- . ,-8 GOS' 90 06, 4 WILMINGmON CAN¥ON 28' 2' 'O~ 3e 22.;4 73 29. 0 435' 2'
,100 2583 A GOS~ 90 06 08 66 i636 4 W'I LM¡lNGiJ0N' CAN¥ON' 28 2' 02 3a! 22 .'9 73 29.4 443- 2
I
.,100 2583. B GOS: 90 06 08 ,66 1638; 4, Wlt..M¡lNGi10N CAN¥ON 28 2' '02 38' 22.;9 73 29.4 4413' 2'
,100 2583 C GOS 90 06 08 66 :i638i 4' WiII.MiING$ON: CANi¥ON 28 2, 02 38 22 . 9 73 29.4 443, 2'
100 2584 GOS' ,90 i 06 08 66 :I 792 4 ~ Wii.M1NGmON .CANYON 28 2 , 02' 38' 2;iL8 73 3Q .,6, 324. 2
,100 ,2585, A ,GOS: 90 i U6., 08 66 1920. 4. WI LMiLN~æQN;. ÇANI:ON 28' '2 Q2 ,38 :19.8 73 26..5 1fl1Q. 2,
I
-- ,. ,-- ..
-~, - ..
:I fJ 0 2585' B GOS' 90 06, 08 66, 1920 4, W'ILMtNGmON 'GANlfON 28 2 02 38 19.8 73 26.5 1010 2'
100 '2586 A GOS 90 ' 06. 08; 66 '21:1 0 4, W'l LMilNGmON CAN¥ON 28 2 ~ 02 38 21..0 73 26.5 520 2'
io 0 2586, B GOS 90 06 08 66 2110 4 WILWING'TON CANi'ON 28 2' 02 38 2:1. 0 73 26.5 520 2'
¡100 2586, C GOS' 90 06 08 66. 2110 4, WI LM'I'NGmON CAN¥ON 28 2' 02 38. '2L. 0 73 26.5' seo 2',,, -
_100 2587 A GOS. 90 OT 08; 66 014!lP 4 wI LMINGmON CAN¥ON 28 2- 02 38 :l 9 '.4 73 28..5 1400 2'





-2588 GOS 90 07 08 66, 0452 4 WI LM'I'NGifON CANi'ON 28 '~; 02 38' 22.3 73 30 ..8 675' 2
100 2589 A GOS 90 07 08, 66 0640 4, WI t.MiI NGmON CAN¥ON 28 2' 02' 38 20 .9 73 3:1 .9 817 2'
100 2589' B ,GOS: 90 o '7 ~ 08i66 0640 4, WIt. MiINGf10N¡, CANiYON 28 '2' 02 38 20 J9 73 31-..9' 811' 2'
t
J,oo 2590 A GOS 90 01 08, 66 0855: 4, WiI LM'INGirON .CA:N¥ON 28 2: 02 38 18.,8 73 29 .4, 1165: 2
100 2590 B GOS' 90 07 08 66 0855' 4, wIU11NGiJON¡ CAN¥ON 28 2' 02' 38 :t 8., 8 73 '29 ..4 1165' 2,
,100 2591 GOS 90 ¡ o ;¡ 08 66 .115ii 4 WI t. M :1 N Gi1 0 N ,CANYON 28 2; 02' 38"28,.2 73 30 . 5- 390 2
,100 2592 GOS 90 OT 08 66. 1255' 4' W'I IL MlNGiJONCAN1YON 28 '2 02 38: 27 .;8 73 31. G 426, 2'
L,100 2593, A GOS: 90 07 08 66 1'7£8, 4 BAurlMORE ,CAN¥ON 35 2' 02' ,38 a 1. 6 73 5n .6 580 2'
iD 0 2593 B GOS: 90 i o ;¡ 08 ,66 1718; 4, BALIn MORE CANMON 35' 2' 02 38 07 ..6 73 50.6 580 2
.,:1 00 2593, C GOS 90' 07 08 66 1718; 4, ,BALwtMORE CANMON 35 2 02 38 a;¡ .' 6 73 ,5 '0 .6. 580 2
.100 2!594 GOS' 90 07 08 66, 1905, 4 BALi lMOREi G ANMON' ,35, 2: 02 38 06'0,6 73 5u.1J 715: 2,\'t0"7 ! ~ n
')A
.100 2595' GOS' 90 01" 08 66 2D30 4' ;e~L i '1 MORE¡'CÂN1fON 35 2' Q2 38 06.,5' 7349'. 0 860 2'
,100 2596 A GOS: 90 o;¡ . 08 66 22:10, 4 BALIn MOREi:OtlN¥ON 35' 2' 02' .38 09'~7 73 51.2' 566i 2 r
, J. 100 2596 8i GOS' 90 01' 08 66 '22:10 4 'B'ALi 1 MORE¡.CAN¥ ON' 35' 2: 02 38 09'.'7 73 51..2 566 2
In,1.00 '2597 GaS' 90 08 08 66 0052: 4, BALrr IMORE¡ CANMON 35' 2 02 ,38 04..3 7346ô1 1100 '2'
,100 2598 GOa 90 ,11: 08 66, 0250 4 HUDSON. CANII0N 28, 1, Q2 39 39..,3 72 28.0 190 2:
GOS
~ - -.- n
HUDSON
- -































































OHA I N¡ BAG DREDGE
EDGERH)N CAMERA
CHA I N: 8AG DREDGE





CHAI NI- BAG,. DREDGE
CHAINI BAG' DREDGE'
CHA I N BAG: DREDGE
CHAIN BAGiDREDGE
CHAI NI BAG DREDGE
CHAlN BAGi DREDGE
CHA I N BÄG DREDGE
CHAIN BÄGi DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE'
CHAI N BAG DREDGE
CHA IN! BAG DREDGE'
CHAIN BÄGiDREDGE
CHA IN, BAG, DREDGE
CHAIN BÄGi DREDGE











~.- .~. =~, ~
CHA I N¡ B¡iGrDREDGE'
CHAIWBAG; DREDGE
CHA IN! 8AGI DREDGE
CHA I Nl 8;AG DREDGE
CHAIN! BAG: DREDGE
CHAiN!., BAG, ,DREDGE


































































GREEN SANDY MUD ~ NO ROCKS\
GREEN SANDY MUD ON PRAME. NO ROCKS.
5%' LT GRAY ST IFF SLI1GiTL'( S'¡ L~Y MUD
85% PAtE GREEN TO RUST 8RWN MED TO cRSE GLAUCONITE SANDSTONE.
10%F"æNELY CHRYST DOtOMTiE + S1Licous SILTSTONE FRAGMENTS~
NO. SAMPLE'ø
GREEN' SANDY MUD. NO ROCKS
SURFADE~GRAYiSHj GREEN SOFT CLA¥EY SiLT.
UPPER BELOW~' MEDI TO LT GRAY STrr~1 CL~Y
LOWE:R",GRAYSILTY CLAY
LOWER"" GREEN':SANDsirONE 'ROCK FRGMTS' AND CLAYSTONE CH 1 PS
GREENi SH~GRAV SlL J




1 COB8hE~ 1 lRREG PC OF SANDSTONE
GREEN GLAUC'SANDY MUD MIXED WTTiH GRAY STIFF CLAY
GREEN SANDY (GLAUG~QUERyi MUD.
STIFF" GRAY CLAV WI BRWN S~RKS OR L¡i¥ERS.
GRN SNDY rGLAUC~QUERY1 MUD.
VERY STIFF" GRAY CLAY~
3CM H\lLF¡,ROUND PEBBLE 'OF GN pGNEOUS ROCK.
GREENiISH¡,GRAY, SL SILTY, 'PL,HlTY"LlKE'CUXY.
8RWNI SH""GRA n's SU:iTY, PUTl'Y-LTKE 'CLA Y.
NOr SAMPLE~GAMER¡i LOWERlNG
GREENi MUD"
sri FF GRAY TO SLI REO CLAY WI BLR ORGiNlC STR£AKS~
GREEN! MUD.
30CM HARD CLAY~STONE~ ONE STDE~O~MLY IN OON!mr WI WATERI BORæNGS~
GREENllSHli FORAM RICH" GLAUC¡;S'¡LTY SAND OR"SANDYStLT.
GR¡¥Ì~sï~n"GREEN', Fi()RAMiRICH~ SNDY, s,run MEW' TO F:INE SAND,UNCONSOL,lD
siri F F' iGR A Y CLAY -WI PoÈlSlliS'! i.AMiÌ'NÄrSb' souRCE. '
Si LrFS mONË' AND SHALE, :CONCREr lONSI.
HARD GRESN1SH 'SHALE'. ,
STIFF! GRAY CLAY WI BRWNIWEArHERED SURFAOEi.
2 Ir:CHL LUMP ¡OF GRAY CL.A Y
SrlF~t ~R~yjSH~G~iEN CL~Y~
15CM CQBBLE OF HARD ROCK +,(WM:'PH20E OF GLAUC SANDSTONE!
Nor:SAMPLE -,'CAMeRA LOWERlNGt.
GREeN SANDY ¡MUD. '
NO SAMPLe:.
F'ORAM RIÇ?Hi SlLTY ~CL:AY.




OOOE ST~TliON OF or %
# # DROPS U PROD!.
120 257D K 1 32' 10 0
120 2570 M 1 2 10 0
12 0 2570 0 1 4 10 0
120 2571 1 0
1:20 2572 A 1 0
120 25'72 8 1 0
120 2573 1 0
.120 257~ 1 0
120 2975' 1 0
120 2976 1 0
120 2977 A 1 0
120 2977 8' 1 0
120 2577 C 1 0
.120 2978 l' 0
120 2579 l' 0
120 29BD A 1 0
120 2580 B 1 0
.120 2580 C' 1 0
f20 258D 0 1 0
120 2581' 1 0
12 0 2582' A 1 0
t2n 2582' 8 1 0
.120 2583 A 1 0
120 2585 8 l' 0
12 0 2585 C' 1 0
.120 2584 1 0
120 2585' A 1 0
120 25$5 B 1 0
120 2586 A 1 0
12 0 2586 8 1 0
120 2586 C 1 0
,120 2587 A 1 0
12 0 2587 B 1 0
120 2588 1 0
120 2589 A 1 0
120 '2589 8 1 0
:120 2590 A 1 0
1;2 0 2590 8 1 0
:t20 2591 1 0
.:t20 2592 1 0
'.120 2593, A 1 0
120 '2593 B 1 0
120 2595 C l' 0
1:20 2594 1 0
120 -2595' 1 0
120 2596 A 1- 0
,12 0 2596' 8 l' 0
.f2 0 2591 L 0
120 2598 1 0






SU8ER! TES~CHA L1NA' OOLUS~ S~ P~ BUOCTNUM~MRGRI TS~OEC~POD Sf VARtBOQ ASTERotDS1V ARI En1 ¡OPHl R os
PORi FeR~~ ALC~OND1UMLGASTRORoDs~DecAPoOs;ASTEROibs~ EOHtNOiriS~OPHtOLlS~ BRYOZOA.
POR1FERA ~WNDROØO'~ ANNELtDSIT FSORODS~GASf~PDS~EÓHtNODERMS'BR¥OØOA~ASC lID t ANS~ 2 FisH~
WORMS:. SE14J ANENOMES. ONt,WORM; rUBE
F;I:SHI SC~H;Eí. WASHEO) RES$DUE WV SHELlS
NO SAMPLe!. CAMERii LOWERiINGt
2 RED SE~ PENS.
BRYOZOA
N01 SAMPLE .. CAMER\i LOWERING'
WORMiTU8SS;.WORMS W'ITHOUtf TUBBS'. PLC¥PD:':GSTRPD:, AND SOPHPO SHELl:S IN CLAY









NO SAMPUEf" C\ÔME:Ri4 LOWERil'NGi
3 INCH; S'lPUNCULIDS'. BLK! H1VAL'lN06CEA 'PUBES
NONEj
NONE!
WORMS~ GS!RPD~PLC1yPD:, ~ND SGPHPD BEBR$S\
WORMS~WORM TUBES~SCPHPDS~SEA PENS~ANCN' CHLK¥
MÃNY SHELLS AND FOSS1 LS ,
HYDRO!IiDlANO BRYOZOAN! GROWTHS IN; dONCREITIiONS
NONE!
BRlTTL:Ei Sin\RS
SHELL F'RGMNTS OF GSTRPDS')PLC¥PDS):SCPHDS'
NO' SAMPtH2, - C~M,ERi4 LOWBRiINGi














ADD,. P NO" A IR¡ 8 U R F. ,p A S S
OOIJORr CLR ssei H Or' rEM' TEM B L 'R P T
( WEJi INn FOREL CH:! 0 PHO ( C'J ( C:L T K C C R
130 2510 K 01 9 1 0 0 0
130 2510 M 01 2 1 0 0 0
130 2570 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
130 '25'71 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2572 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2572 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
$30 2573: 0 0 0 I) 0 0
130 251a 7 1 0 0 0 0
130 2575 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 '2516 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2577 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 25'77 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2577 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2578 7 1" 0 0 0 0
130 '2579 0 0 0 0 0 0
$30 2580 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
:L 3 0 2580 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2580 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2580 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2581 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2582 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t 3 0 2582 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 2583 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 '2583 B 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2583 C 0 0 0 0', 0 0
130 2584, 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2585 A 0 0 0 0 i 0 0
130 2585 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2586 A 0 a 0 0 0 0
:L30 2586 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2586 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2587 A if) ¥ 4/2: 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2587 B 10 '(,511 a 0 0 0 0 0
130 2588 7 l' 0 a 0 0
,:L30 2589 A 10 YR611. 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2589 B 5G¥3/1. 02 1 ' 0 0 0 0
130 '2590 A 02:', 2 0 0 0 0
130 2590 B' 02 2 0 0 0 0
130 2591 .. 0 0 0 0 1 0
.$30 2592 0 0 0 0 l' 0
130 2595 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
:L 3 0 '2595 B 0 a 0 0 0 0
130 2593 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 '2594, 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2595 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2596 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2596 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2597 7 1 0 0 0 0
130 2598 0 0 0 0 1 0
e130 2599 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. m ~-T' '-. _~ _..__. ..._ . _'_ _ __, ,
43
N01JES
RICH AND VARIED FAUNA.SPONGES VERY ABUNDANT.
RrCH AND VARTEDFAUNA ;SPONGES VERy A8UNDANT~
DREDGE POSSIBL~ HUNG UP
10 NO SAMPLE~ CAMERA LOWERiNG
CONDITION Or S5 APPEARS TO INDICATE LOCAl! BEDROCK
o NO' SAMPLEL CAMERA LOWERlNG
MOST Or' SAMPLE PRBlY WASHED OUT
EOHO 'SOUNDER ~S~OWSROCKY ~QUERY J BorTOM
DREDGE SCRAPfNG. MtGHT BE CONTAMtNATE WINC~ TROUB~
OREDGE. SCRAPiNG~ MIGHT BE' CONTAMiNATE WlNbH TROUB~Ö NOSAMPLE~CAMERA LOWER1NG~
STUCK TO! U!,P Or:DREDGE
o 'NOr SAMPLE¡.'CÂMERA LOWER ING
o NO' SÄMRLE
¡,








110 260 4 C





11 0 2608 8
110 260 8 C
110 2608 D
110 2608 E
11 0 260 8 F'
L




11 0 2610 8'







:11 0 2614 B
110 26115
110 2616





















CHA IN BAG DREDGE
CHAIN BAG! DREDGE
CHAIN BAG; DREDGE
CHA! N B\4G( DREDGE
CHA! N BÃG DREDGE
CHAI N B\4Gi DREDGE
CHAI N' BAG DREDGE
CHAIN! BAGl DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHAI N' BAG DREDGE
CHAIN' BAG! DREDGE
CHA I N BÃG' DREDGE
CHAINl BAG DREDGE
aHA I N BAGl DREDGE
aHA I N BAG' DREDGE'
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHAI N BAGr DREDGE
CHAIN BAG¡ DREDGE
CHA IN BAG! DREDGE
aHA 1 N BAG DRBDGE
CHAI N BAGr DREDGE
CHA! N BAG DRBDGE
CHAIN; BAGi DREDGE




aHA I N BAG' DREDGE
CHAIN! BAG' DREDGE
CHAl N BAG! DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE
CHA i N BAG' DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE
CHAIN' BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BÃG DREDGE
CHAIN! BY-G' DREDGE
cHAIN; BAG' DREDGE
aHAl Ni BAG' DREDGE
CHAIN' BAG DREDGE
CHAI Ni BAG DREDGE
CHAI N' BAG! DREDGE
CHAIN BAGI DREDGE
CHA,! Ni BAG DREDGE
CHAI Ni BAG DREDGE
CHAINI BAG DREDGE






11 20% GREEN~H2S SMELLTNG~MUDDY SlLT ø FORAM RicH
11 80% GRAY CLAY rMED HARD SOME! rNPRTN .' DRK PC GR SHALE CONCR~POS IRONST
11 NO SAMPLE.
11' 5% SOFrrGREEN CLAY.
11 95% VERY HARD GRAY CLAY tCLAYSTONE1.
11 BRWN CLAY;PROBLY SURFAÒ8 OF GY CLy WI 80RtNGS + ENCRUSTAT10NS OF' 3CM
11 GRAY CLAY WI BRtGHT GREEN VEINS~
11' GRAYISH'-GREENMUD.
11 GRAY CLAY. SMALL AMTS OF' GREEN MUD IN CLAY DEPRESS10NS~









11'SMOO'fH\"PLASTIC CLAY tH'lGHLY BORED
11 GREEN1SH~GRAY CLAY
11' L1GHT YELLOW BROWN CLAY
11 ' D Ki. G R E E N F' 0 R A Me. C L Ä Y
11' SMALL ROCK FRAGMENTS'
11 2'LUMPS STIFF' GRAY CLAy
11' Sl1FF' GRAY CLAY
11 STIF'F'! GRAY CLAY






11 NO SAMPlE..SMEAR !OF' GREEN MUD ,
11 U\YERED AND MOT BRN,.BlÄCK'S'lLT(;SÍ'ONEJ W/L1TTLE GREEN MUD
11' DKi GY PLAST1C CLAY
11 OK GNCLAV~SÄNDY Sl Lif _
11 1 ROC K ie MET A M 0 R P H iJ C!. AN G U Lì\ RJ " R 0 UN D E 0 P EBB L E S
11' SHELLS: PICKED FOR AGE ANALYSTS
11 GREEN SI LT
11' TT LL WI ANGULAR QUARTZ AND BASALT PEBBLES
11 WHinE LS. WI 2 P!IECES'wEATHERED GRN MATER1AL.SOFT WHITE, CLAY
11 MOTTLED GY~GN CLAY
11 GREEN MUD
11 MOTTLED GY AND GN CLA Y
11 V~ HARD LT~ BUF'FI M1CROCRYST1LL1NE lS~
11 SOF ff PL ÄSTl C (T:BUF'F' M1CROCR¥STAL LJiNE LS.
11' OK 8ROWN'lSHI"GN, MODirycJ ,HARD CLAY:E:Y SIL'f
11 SOF'ff MD GREEN~GY F' MUD
- - - _. _. --. -- --." _. - -' .- - - --'-----" - ------ -- ..- .... ----~ - -- - - -- - ~ -- -- p- - -- - _..._-- - -- - - .. - _._-~-- -- - - .._. ._. - _.----. --".-'-' ,_..,_.-.~ _. _.
NO:. V
'CODE S:rÄ'll0N OF 0' %
# 'ff DROPS Li PROCI.
j; 2 0 260 0 l' 0
j; 2 0 260 1 L 0
:120 26 0 2 A 1 0
120 2602 B 1 0
1:2 0 260 3 1 0
,120 260 4 A 1 0j;20 260 4 8 1 0
,120 260 4 C 1 0
120 260 4 0 1 0
j;20 260 5 1 0
J;20 2606 1 0
120 260 '7 1 0
120 2608 A 1 0
120 260 8 B 1 0i 2 0 260 8 C 1 0
f2 0 260 8 D 1 0
120 260 8 E 1 0
"12 0 260 8 F 1 0
:12 0 260 8 G 1 0
1:2 0 260 8 H 1 0
120 26Q9 1 0
X2D 26~0 A 1 0
X20 26:10 8 1 0
X 2 0 26~ 0 C 1 0
X20 261 0 0 1 0
120 26!11 1 0
,:t20 2612 A 1 0
"12 0 26!t2 8 l' 0
120 26l13 1 0
120 26~4, A 1 0
12 0 26l1iI B 1 0
1: 2 0 2615' 1 0
12 0 26it6 l' 0
1:20 261'7 1 0
120 26!18 1 0
120 2619 1 0
120 ae20 A 1 0
120 '2eao B 1 0
f20 '2eeO C l' 0
120 26? 0 D 1 0
f2 0 26?1 A 1 0
120 26?1 8 l' 0
,1;20 2e?1 C 1 0
120 2e22 1 0
120 26123 l' 0
120 2ea4 1 0
f20 2625 A 1 0
,120 26?5 B 1 0
12.0 2625 C 1 0







H~A~rrNOGEA lUBe + omHER~WORMS~
H~AUINOOEø. TUBE + orrHERrWORMS'
SOMEJWORMS~ ADHER1NG PO MESH'
H¥DROTDS~BR~OHIT APOOS ~ SPONGBS
MANY ORHiUR010S IN sri ~F GRY CLAY
LOiTS:OF eURROWS Bur VËRY FEW WORMS
B:AMBOor WORMSS'IFiTEO OU,. OF MUD + CAUGHT ON DREDGE
BAMBOO WORMS: ON DREDGE
Lorrs: OF: S'lPUNCUL10S' MAKilNG BURROWS
1 OPH1URO~Ð ONi SOFT' CORAL~ CALC SOL(TARy CORAL~2 sEA STARS
WORM: TUBES'
BURROWERS IN; BRN CLAY: 3' OPH;I'UROlDS'
NO! S.MPLe~CAMERA LOWERtNG













FEWER ANDHSMAlLERf BORilNGS' l'HAN IN! A
WOR~¡ eORiINGS: .
FORAMNlFBRAL MUD WI M:rCROFOSS! LS
ri
47
ADD. ,p NO'. A I R; SURF:. P A S S
OODE 'ST I\'TlON COLORI CLR SEC H OF TEM rEM 8 L R P T
'# # (WEW) I NF 'FOREL OHI "a PHO (0 'J r co T K C C R NOirIES'
130 '26Ò 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO S~MPLE
130 2601 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO S:tMPLE
.130 2602 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2602 B 10GY5Vl 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2603 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO SAMPLE
130 2604" A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 '2604 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 2604 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2604 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2605 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2606 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2607 0 0 0 0 1 0
.130 2608 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2608 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 '2608 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2608 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 ;2608 E 0 0 0 0 0 0
'.$30 2608 F 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2608 G 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t 30 2608 H 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 26Q.9 2 ,,,.5y 8/4, 0 0 0; 0 0 0
130 2610 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2610 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2610 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2610 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2611 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2612 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2612 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2613 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 NOr S'AMPLEi-CAMERA LOWeRI'NG
130 2614 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2614 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2615 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO SAMPLE
130 26!L6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO SAMPLE;
:L 3 0 261'7' 0 0 0 0 0 9. 0 NO' SAMPLE
130 2618 0 0 0 0 0 ; 0 ¡ 0 NO' SAMPLE ,ONLY A SMEAR OF MUD
130 2619 0 0 0 0 0 ; 0
.130 12tH! 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 2620 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2620 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2620 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 2621' A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2621 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2621' C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2622 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 26a3 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2624 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2625' A 7 .5'( 8/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26~5 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
.:t30 26e5 C 10Y 4/1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -..
:L30 2625' D 10Y 6/1: 0 0 0 0 0 0
48
ME~HOD METHOD
CODE ;S1ÄTTON CRU,ISE 0 ATEi Tl ME ARE~ SHeET i 0 F" POS I T liON CORRECTED OF
# # # DA MO YR TIME; zw GENERAL AREA CODE # N A V 1 G'. LAT LONG DEPTH
SOUND ING
10 0 2625 E GOS 9 0 15 0 8 66; 0 495 4 CANirON Ail 7 0 30 24 1 02 39 46 ,,2 70 30 .5, 1775 2
10 0 2626 A GOS 90 15~ 0 8 66 0630 4 A TL;4iNT I S,.,CANiYON 24. 1 02 39 46.8 7 0 13,.5 188 0 2, c- - -' '.
1 0 0 26136 B GOS' 9 0 15' 08 66 0830 4 A TLANllt S' CAN¥ON 24 1 02 39 46:.8 70 13.5 1880 2'
10 0 2627 A GaS 9 0 15 0 8 66 113 0 4, ATL\ANrri S CANhlON 24 1 02 39 52 ".5 70 14.. 6 1275 2'
,1 0 0 2627 B GOS, 9 0 15 08 66 1130 4 ÀTß,ÄNrns' CANlION 24 1 02 31; 52',,;5 70 14 .6 1275 2
1 0 0 '2628 90 15 08 66 :U3 0 !) 4
.-
CANi'ON 24 1 ,02. 39 52.1 70 13.5 1320 2GaS ATLANi is;.
1. 00 2629 GOS 90 15 0 8 66 15~ 0 4 ATLÄNífl S:,;CANhlON 24 1 02 39' 52..,6 70 15i5 1 0 15 2
10 0 2650 GOS 9 0 15 08 66, l~BO 4 W OF AJbANrr 1,S CANrtON¡ 24 1 Q2 39 46,.:3. 7 0 t6'.5 1780 2
:1 0 0 2631 GOS 9 0 15 0 8 66 223S 4 ATu~Nir is: CANt10N 24 1 02 39 561019 70 15~7' 840 2'
10 0 26132 A GOS 90 :1 9 0 8 66 14 09 4 CORSAIR: CA.NYON :t !? l' Oç 4 !l 23.9 66 13. 4 360 2
10 0 2632 B GOS. 90 19 08 66 140 9 4 ,CORSAIR CANYON :t 5 i 02 41 23 .'9 66 t 3. 4 36 0 2
10 0 2632 C GOS 90 19' 0 8 66 1409 4 CORSAÆR¡ CANYON; 15 L Q2 41 23..9 66 t 3.4 360 2
11 ~H5i tORSA CANYON
--
10 0 2653 GOS 90 1 9 08 66 4 lR 15 1 0 2 41 20 ,~"7 66 0 8. 4 865 2
1.0 0 263i4 GOS 9 0 19 08 66 1951 4 CORSA ;J Ri CANYON 15 1 02 41 19. 7 66 09 .2 835 2
I
10 ø 2635 GOS 90 19' 0 8 66 2137 4 CORSAlR CANYON t5 l' 02 4 :l to .,5 66 07 .5 10 0 5' 2
1 0 Ó 2656 A GOS 9 0 t 9 0 8 66 2301 4 CORSA. ,IR CANYON 15 1 0 2 41 16 .,5 66 06.5 1 223 2'
.10 0 2636 B GOS 90 19 0 8 66 230 7 4 CORSA,lR CANYON 15 1 02 4 1 16 .,5 66 0 6.5 1223' 2
!10 0 2637 A GOS 9 0 20 08 66 0354 4 ,tORSAJR ,CANMoN' :15 1 0 2 41' 22.6 66 0 9.6 5122 2, ~ -' CORSAlR GANt10Ni
-
10 0 2637 B GOS 9 0 20 0 8 66 0 354 4 15 l' 02 41' 22.6 66 0 9. 6 522 2
1. 0 0 26(37 C Gas: 9 0; 20 0 8 66 0354 4 CORSÁ.lR .CANYON' :15 1 02 4.1 '22 .,6 66 09.,6 522 2--
1 0 0 2637 D GOS' 90 20 0 8 66 0354 4 CORSA. IIR CANYON: 15 1 02 41 22 ",6 66 0 9'.6 522 2
10 0 2638 A GaS 9 0 20 08 66 060 '7 4 CORStdR 'CANYON :l5 1 02 41' 22.;5 66 11.5 462 2'
10 0 2638 B GaS 90 20 08 66 0607 4 CORSAlR CANYON: 15 l' 02 41 22 .:5 66 11 ';!5 4 62 2
10 0 2638 C GOS 9 0 20 0 8 66 0 607 4 CORSAl R CANYON 15 1- 02' 4 :1 22.5 66 11.5 462 2'
10 0 2638 D GOS 9tl 20 0 8 66 0607 4, CORS:,q R' CANYON 15 t 0 2 41 22 .,5, 66 t 1., 5 462 2'-
1 0 0 2639' GOS 90 20 0 8 66 0752 4 CORS1\,lR' CANiYON' 15 1 0 2 4i 19.9 66 1 0 '.: 0 50 0 2
10 0 2640 A GOS 90 20 0 8 66 o 9:L6 4 CORSAIR CANYON 15 1 0 2 41 20 It! 5 66 09 .5 82 0 2
10 0 264 0 8 GOS' 90 20 0 8 66 0 916 4 'CORSArR CANYON 15 1 02 41' 2 0 . 5 66 09.5 820 2
1 0 0 2641 GOS 90 20 08 66 2158 4, LYDON!IA C'ANYONi 15 1 02 40 3D .4 67 42'.6 4 0 0 2
1 0 0 2642 A GOS 90 20 08 66 2346 4, LYDON!I A CANYON 15 1 02 4 0 28./2 6/ 39.8 4 a 3 2
10 0 2642 B GOS 9 0 20 08 66 2ê~~ 4 LYDON!I À CANYON 15 :L 02 40 28,.2 6/ 39.8 40 3 2~ ..,
10 0 2643 GOS 9 0 21 08 66 0 24" 4 LYDONu A CÄNVON 15 1 02 40 21 .' 67 4 0 .. 6 925' 2
1 0 0 2644 GOS 90 21' 08 66 0411, 4 LYDON;I A CANYON 15 1 o~ 4 0 22 . 0 67 41
". 0 795 2
100 2645 A GaS 9 0 21. 08 66 0 V20 4 LypON¡t A CANYON 15 L Oç' 4 0 :15'. 4 6 if 38.3, 17 0 a 2
10 0 2645' B' GOS 9 0 21: 08 ,66) 0120 4' LYDON'l A CANYON 15 :1 02' 40 :15'. 4 6ï 38.3 170 0 2
10 0 2645 C GaS' 90 21- 0 8 66 0 720 4 L/(DONil A. CANYON 15 1 02 40 15 .4 6ï 38,,3 170 0 2
.10 0 2646 A GOS, 9 0 21 0 8 66 to 01 4, Ui'DON,1 A CANYON ~5 1 Q 2 40 20 0'5 67 4:1. a 1175 2 ¡"- -
1 0 0 2646 B' GaS 90 21 0 8 66 t 0 a 4 4 LYDDN1 A CANirON 15 1 02 40 2 0 .' 5 677 41. 0 1175 2' i
1 0 0 2646 C GOS 90 21:08 66 1 0 0 4 4 UfDONrI Â CANYON 15 :1 02 40 20 .5 67 4 1. a 1 175 2
I
10 0 2646 D GOS 9 0 21: 0 8 66 :1004 4 UfDON,1 A ;CANirON 15 1- 02 4 0 2 0 .,5 61 41;, 0 11 15 2
1 a 0 2641 GOS 90 21 0 8 66 1607 4 LYDONlA CANYON 15 l' 0 ~ 40 20 ~ 0 67 41',,4 10 0 0 2
10 0 2648 GaS 90 21 08 66 2253 4 GiI L 8 !:R T CÄNYON¡ 15 1 02 4 0 1 1.6 6ï 51. 0 2 0 60 2
:1 0 0 2649 GaS 90 22 0 8 66 0 355 4 G¡I LBERrr 'CANhlON' 15 1 02' 4 0 1 6~ 0 67 51) Co 0 1600 2
10 0 2650 GaS' 9 0 22' 08 66 060 2 4 G'I LBERir 'C~NYON¡ 15 1 02 40 :l5. 4 671 51.' 4 177 0 2
10 0 ~ 2651 A GOS 9 0 22 08 66 11:15' 4. OCEANOGRAPHER CAN¥iON 15 t 02 40 1~. 7 68 0 6,. 2 1650 2,
:1 0 0 2651' B; GOS 9 0 22 08 66 1115' 4 o GE Ä N 0 G R Ä P HeR CANYON; 15 1 02 40 t4,~7 68 06.2 1650 2'i 0 0 2651 C GOS' 90 22 08 66 litS' 4 OCEANOGRAPHERCAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 14 '. 7 68 0 6'.'2 1650 2'
,10 0 2652 A GOS' 90 ,22 0 8 66 t40 2 4 OCEANOGRAPHeR.,: CANYON 15 1 02 40 15'.1 68 0 7 .2 150 0 2-'
10 0 2662 8 GaS' 90 22 0 8 66 1402: 4 OCEANOQ~.PHER ;C~N¥ON 15 1 02 40 :15.1 68 0 7 .'2' 150 0 2
'.10 0 2652 C GOS 90 22 08 66 l~O~; 4 oaE.NOQRAPHER~ CAN¥ONi :t 5 1 02 40 15,. L 68 0 7 .:2 150 0 2
-
~ ~ - ~.
-'




11 0 2626 A







11 0 2652' A
11 0 2632 B










11 0 2638 A











11 0 2645 A
,110 2645 B
11 0 264!5 C
110 2646 A














CHA I N BAG DReDGE
CHAI N B\lG DREDGE
CHAIN BAGI DREDGE
CHAI N BAG¡ DREDGE
EDGERTON C\lMERÂ,
CHA I N; BÂGi DRBDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE
CHAIN¡ BAG DREDGE
CHAI N BiAGi DREDGE
CHAI N BAG DREDGE'
CHA I N BAG: DREDGE
aHAI N BAG! DREDGE
EDGERrrON CAMERA
CHAIN BAG! DRBDGE
aHA I N BAG! DREDGE
aHAI N BAG: DREDGE
CHAIN BAG! DREDGE
CHAIN' BAG DREDGE
CHA I Nt BAG; DREDGE
CHAI N' BAGi DREDGE
CHA I N BAG' DREDGE




CHA i N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHAIN' B¡6G DREDGE
CHA IN BÂG, DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE:
CHA I N' BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG: DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHAI N BAG DREDGE
CHAI N BAG: DREDGE
CHAIN BAGi DREDGE
CHAIN BAGt DREDGE





aHAI Ni B~Gr DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE





11 1 8M OHIP V 'HARD LS
11 SOFT BROWN SI Lry MUD
11 GN~GV PLASTlC MUD-1 QTZ PEBBLE
11 GN MUD
11 MOTTLED BLUE CLAY
60 NO SAMPLE'" 'CAMERA LOWERING
11 GREENi MUD
11 SOFT GRAY~GN F MUD
11 OK! GREENISH-BRN V 51 LTY CLAY
11" RED CLAY WI SANDY STREÄKS
11 BROWNJSH~GN SANDY CLAY
11' GRAY CL:IlY
11' GN SANDY CLAYEY SILT'
60 NOI SAMPLEwCAMERA LOWER1NG
11' NONE
11 OUIVE SANDY:Sl Lrr Wil HÄRDER CL1!YEY LUMPS
11 CLAYEY LUMPS'
11 REO'SS~ AND 'CLAY
11 MD BROWN1SH CU\Y~SOME'REDDJ:SH, IRON ,CEMENTED, SOME GREENISH
11 ~ B LAC KiT 0 G R E ENiI S H S'1 ur Y SAN D
11' 1 ERRATlC OOBBLE
11 CLAY IRONSmONE~GRAY TO RED CLAY
11' GRibY..BLACK 1'0 REDO'ISH CLAY WI PEBBLES AND SAND
11" GREEN SS~ S1LTY;GLAUC
11 GU\OII AL, COBBLES
11.- GLAC;IAL COBBLES
11 DK GRAYISH~GNSILTY CLAY
11" MD SLfYl YELLOWfSH-BRN V SiLTY AND SLIGHTLY SANDY CLAY
11" DK GRN~SOFT;SILTY FINEI SAND
11 GRN¡ SANDY "ClA YEY , S'Ì LT
11' I RON~5ri rNED SI LTY DOLOMITE OR SI LTSTÖNE
11 GREEN~GY CL~YE¥ 81 LT
11 GREEN~GY CLAYEY S1LT-
11 GRAY SILWY CLAY
11 PEBBU( TILU.LIKE! MATERIAL
11 3 PEBBLESiVARlOUS L1THOLOGIES _ ,
11 GN~GY' PARTLY CONSOLtPATSP SSiSlLTSTONE~OUTER PART V GLAUC~
11 PURPL~SH~BRN~BlK PARTLy CONSOL1DÃTEDCLAY
11 v HAROj¡,DENSE'¡ LS. GlY WHERE F'RESH
11 DENSE GY~BRN ARG1LLITE
60 NO SAMPLE~CAMERA LO~ËRING
11 GREEN-"GivJS1Ul'''jSOME SAND GRAINS
11 GRAY~GN SilT
11 SOFT GREEN1SH""GYMUD WI SOME BROWNISH SANDY ZONES
11 GN S:I irr,CLiAYElYTiO SANDy
11 SOFJT GN SILT MDiED W/SILT".SAND(RECENTl
11 CORALi WI OPENING Fri LLEp WI L'Ì GNGLAYEY MTRl
11 CHOOOL.TE~PURPllSH TO GRAYTSH 81 LlY CLAY
lic MD 'J0 OOARSE DK BR~i:t')K GREtN'ISH,,\j GLiuc SS
11 BUFF CALC OOZE~OOMP~CT;FRI ABLE
49
NO,. V
OODE STAtION' Or: ' 0' %
# # DROPS L PRO C '.
120 2625 E l' 0
120 2626 A 1 0
,120 2626 B 1 0
120 26f?7 A 1 ~ 0
120 26f?7 B 1 P
120 26f?8 1 0
1:20 2629 1 0
120 2630 1 0
120 2531 1 0
120 2532 A 1 0
120 '2532 B 1 0
120 2632 C 1 0
120 2633 1 0
120 25314 1 0
120 26~5 1 0
120 2656 A 1 0
120 2635 B 1 0
120 2637 A 1 0
120 2657 B 1 0
120 2637 C 1 0
12 0 2637 D 1 0
120 2658 A 1 0
120 2638 B 1 0
:12 0 '2638 C l' 0
1:20 2638 D 1 0
120 2639 1 0
120 2640 A 1 0
120 2640 B 1 0
120 264;1 1 0
120 2642 A 1 0
120 2642 8 1 0
,120 26~3' 1 0
120 2644 l' 0
120 2645 A 1 0
120 2645 8 1 0
120 2645 C l' 0
120 2646 A 1 0
120 2646 B 1 0
120 2646 C 1 0
,120 2646 D 1 0
120 2647 1 0
120 2648 1 0
120 2649 1 0
120 2650 1 0
120 2651 A 1 0
120 2651 8 1 0
:120 2651 C 1 0
12 0 2652 A 1 .0
120 2652 B 1 0
120 2652 C 1 0
50
81 0 LOG V




WORMITUBES\ SlEVED OUT OF SED BY DREDGE~TU8ES NOT !N SEDIMENT BUT WERE FREE
STÄRF1SH~lNEMONE4 ROCK DWELLERS ONLY
FORAMS GH~Er:iy PLANKTONiC
MtXED :PL.NKTONleS~SMI BENTHONtC PORAMS'
PLANKTONtdt FORAMS~ BOLl VlNA ¡SOME' Ll WING
SEA ANEMONE S ~8ARNA CLES~ HY DROiÐS~SPONGES~8R A eM; BRANCH1NGCORAl ~BENTHON lC FOR A MS~OSTRCDS
PLANKTON1Ci FORAMS
... ", . ..,.. '-
FORlMS~ peLECYPODS~GASTROPODS~WORMS
BRcJTTL:E1 S1JÄRS:,WORM TUBES:,2 SEA SPlDERS'
LRG MIXED FOR.M F.UNl. SE. ANEMONES~B."N.CLES~ WORMS~SM PECTEN~ LRG~ROUND FORÄMS
FOR~MS
PElEC¥POD FOSS1L~ FORAH SPECiES' W lRG AND RND
NO SIMPLE~eAMERA LOWER1NG' .
HOLOTHURl ANS~ PLANKTONlC FORAMStGLOBIGER1NA J ¡woRMS
WORMS, FORAMS'











ADD. 'p NO:. A! R SURF;. P A S';Si,
CODE STÄT10N COLORf Cl.Ri sse H OF TEM TEM B L R P T
'# '# (WET) I NF FOREL OH,i 0 PHO (~C iJ r Cd T K C C 'R NO'lES
,$30 26~5; E 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.30 2626 A 10YR4/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2626 B lEY 4/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26~7 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2627 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
I
,130 26~8 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 NO SÄMPlEHCAMERA LJOWERING
130 2629 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2630 0 0 0 0 0 0
r
,130 2631 0 0 0 0 0 0
L
130 2652 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2652' B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2652 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2653 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26131 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 NO SAMPLEfoCAMERA l.OWER ING
130 2635 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO SAMPLE
,130 2636 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2636 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 2637' A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2637 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2637 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2637 D 0 0 0 '0 0 0
130 2638 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
,130 2638 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2638 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2638 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2639 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2640 A luGlf5V1 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2640 B 2..5Y 5/2 0 0 0 0 1 0
1.30 26411 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2642 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2642 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2643 ~ 0 0 0 0 1 0 H2S ODOR
130 2644 0 0 0 0 1 0 H2S ODOR
130 2645 A 02 3, 0 0 0 0
:I 30 2645 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2645' C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 '2646 A 0 0 0 0 1 0 \l-
130 2646 0
.,
B 0 0 0 1 0
130 2646 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2646 D' 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2647 7 1 0 0 0 0 : 0 NO SÄMPLE¡"CAMERA LOWERING
:130 2648 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 '2649 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 2650 0 0 0 0 1 0
,130 2651' A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26151 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2651' C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2652 A 0 0 23:.'~' 0 0 0 0
130 2662 B! 0 0 23:~3 0 0 0 0
130 2652 C 0 0 ;23;~3 0 0 0 0
52
MEm80D METHOD
90DE'~~TAT19N CRUJ;lPE OAT§ 11 M§ AREA SHeEr OF' poSIT ION CORR6CrrED OF
"# it # DA MO YR TIME ZN GENER Ä AREA CODE # NAV i, Gi. LAi' LONG DBArrhl SOUND i NG
L100 2652 D GOS 90 22 08 66 14Q2 4 OCEftNOGRAPHER CAN¥ON 1 !5 1 02 40 15.1 68 07 .2 150 0 2
10 0 2652 E GOS 90 22 08 66 1402 4 OCEftNOGR:APHER CAN¥ON 15 t 02 40 15'. 1 68 0 7.2 150 0 2
10 0 2652 F' GOS 90 22' 08 66; 1402 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 15. 1 68 07~2 150 0 2'
10 0 26152 G GaS 90 22 08 66 1402 4 OOEIôNOGR~PHER CANi¥ON 115 1 02 40 :15..1 68 0 7 .2 150 0 2=.-
10 0 26152 H GaS 90 22 OS 66 1,402 4 OGEANOGRÄPHER CANYÐN 15 1 02 40 15~ 1 68 07 .'2 150 0 2'
10 0 2652 I GOS 90 22 0 8 66 1402 4 OCEANOGRAPHER ' CANyON 15 1 02 40 15.1' 68 07.'2 150 0 2
1D 0 2662 J GOS 90 22 0 8 66 1402 4 o C e Á NO G R Á P HER CANYON :45 1 0 2 40 15.1 68 07 .2 150 0 2-'
10 0 2652 K GaS 90 22 0 8 66 1402 4 OCEANOGRAPHER 'CANYON 15 i 02 40 15.1 68 07 .2 1!5 0 0 2
10 0 26512 L GOS 90 22 0 8 66 1402' 4 OCEÄNOGR¡6PHER 'CAN'tON :15 1 0 ¡; 40 15~ l' 68 0 7.2 150 0 2
:I 0 0 2655 A GOS 90 ' 22 08 66 :1645 4 OCE:ANOGRttPHER ,CAN¥ON 15 1 0 2 4 0 15. 7 68 07 .6 1210 2
:I 0 0 2653 B GOS 90 22 0 8 66 164; 4 OCEANOGR¡lPHER 'CANlfON :15 1 02 4 0 15'. 7 68 07 . 6 121 0 2
10 0 2653 C GaS' 90 22 08 66 1645' 4 OCEANOGRiíPHER C'AN¥ON 1 !5 1 02 40 15~7 68 0 7 .6 1210 2
10 0 2654 A GaS' 90 22 08 66 1905 4 o C E'A NaG R'A PH ER CANVON 15 1 Oe 40 14,~3 68 06.'2 1270 2
10 0 2654 B GOs' 90 22 0 8 66 1905 4, OGE\lNOGRAPHER CANyON 1 !5 1 02 40 14.3 68 06.2 1270 2
:lO 0 2655 A GOS 90 22, 0 8 66 2:135 4 OCEANOGRPiRHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 15,.2 68 0 7 .6 1080 2,
10 0 2655' B GOS 90 22 08 66 2135 4 OCEANOGRÄPHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 15~'2 68 07 .6 10 80 2
10 0 2655, C GOS 90 22 08 66, 2135 4 OOEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 15.2 68 07 .6 1080 2
- n' ,- ~ -. ,L -
1 0 0 2655 D GOS 90 22 0 8 66 2136' 4 OCEANOGRióPHER CANYON :t 5 1 02 4 0 1;5.'2 68 07.6 1080 2
10 0 2656 A GOS 90 22 0 8 66 2338 4, OCEiANOGRÄPHER CANYON :t 5 1 () 2 40 16 . 0 68 0 8. 3 950 2'
,10 0 2656 8 GaS 90 22 08 66 2338 4 OCEANOG RPiPHER CPiNyON 15 1 02" 40 16~ 0 68 08.3 950 2
10 0 2666 90 22 0 8 66 2338 4
,_. ~ ,.-
CAN~ON :15 0 68 950C GOS OCEANOGRAPHER 1 02 4 0 16. 08,.3, 2
1 0 0 2666 D GOS 90 22' 0 8 66 2338 4 OCEANOGRAPHER "CANY:ON :15 1 02 40 16 . 0 68 08. 3 950 2
10 0 2666 E Gas 90 22" 08 66, 2338 4 OCEl6NOGR;tPHER CANY:ON :15 1 02 40 16. a 68 08.3 9!5 0 2,
~ . "_.- .,. -
10 0 2656 F' GOS 90 22 08 66 2338 4 OC Ell NOGRA PHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 :h6~ 0 68 08. 3 950 2
10 0 2657 GOS 90 23 08 66 0350 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 4 0 15'~5 68 080'9 476 2
10 0 2658 A GOS 90 23. 0 8 66 0826 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 4 0 20 .4 68 0 8. a 10 6 0 2
:1 0 0 2658, B GOS 90 23 08 66 08;36, 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 20.4 68 08. 0 1D60 2....
:10 0 2659 A GOS 90 23, 08 66 1029 4 oCEANOGRAPHER CANyON 15 1 02 40 19 .3 68 07 ~2 1050 2
10 0 2659 B GOS 90 23 a 8 66 1029 4 OCE\!NOGRÂPHER CANYON 1i5 1 02 40 19~3 68 a 7 .2 1050 2
-
-
10 0 2669 C GOS 90 23 0 8 66 1029 4 OOEiANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 19.3 68 0 7 .2 1050 2
10 0 2669 D GaS 90 23, 08 66 1029( 4 OOEANOGR~PHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 19.,3 68 070'2 lû50 2
10 0 2660 A Gas 90 23 0 8 66 1Ø~4 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CAN:VON :1 5 1 02 40 20 0' 68 08. 6 840 2
10 0 '2660 B Gas 90 23 0 8 66 iii314 4 OOEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 4 0 20 .' 68 08.6 840 2
r10 0 2660 C GOS 90 23 08 66, 1514, 4 OGEANOGRÂPHER CAN'yON 15 1 02 40 20 . 2 68 08.6 840 2 L,
10 0 2660 0 GaS 90 23 08 66 1;5;14 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CAN?nON :L 5 1 02 40 20 .2 68 08.6 840 2,-
10 0 2661 A GOS 90 23 08 66 1552 4 OCEANOGRViPHER CAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 l9'.i8 68 05'. 8 5'75 2
I10 0 2661 8 GOS 90 23 0 8 66 1592 4 OGEANOGfH\PHER CAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 :19'.8 68 05.8 5'75 2 i
10 0 2661 C GOS 90 23 08 66 :1552 4 OOEANOGRiAPHER CAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 19.'8 68 05.8 5'75 2 L
10 0 266it D GOS 90 23 08 66 155~L 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CANYON :15 1 02 40 19.8 68 05.'8 595 2
10 0 266i1 E GaS 90 23 08 66 :1552 4 OCE'ANOGRAPHER 'CAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 :19.,8, 68 05.8 505 2
- -
--
10 0 2661 F GOS 9 0 23 08 66 1552' 4 OCE)\NOGRÄPHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 19'.,8 68 05.8 575 2'
10 0 2661 G GaS 90 23, 08 66 1552 4 OCEiANOGRÂFlHER CANYÐN 19 1 02 40 19 '.8 68 05'.8 575 2
10 0 2661' H GOS' 90 23 08 66 1552 4 OCEAN'UGRAPHER CAN'yON 15 1 02 40 19.,8 68 05'.8 51,5 2
10 0 2661 I GOS 90 23 0 8 66 1552 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 02 40 19~,8 68 05ô8 575 2'
10 0 2661 J GOS 90 23 0 8, 66 1552, 4 OCEANOGRÄPHER CAN¥ON 15 1 02 40 :h9.8 68 05.8 575' 2'
10 0 266d. K GOS 90 23 0 8 66 1552 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CAN:rON 15 1 02 40 :4 9'., 8 68 05.8 595 2
:i
- ~ - ._, - -- - -"
0 a 2662 A GaS 90 24 08 66 0251, 4 Hi'DROGRAPHER g:ANtiON 16 1. () 2 40 0 0 .' 0 68 59.5' 125D 2
10 0 2662 B GOS 90 24 08 66, 0251 4, HYDROGRAPHER C:ANYON 16 1 02 40 0 0 . 0 68 59.5 1250 2
10 0 2662 C GOS 90 ¡ 24, 0 8 66 0251 4 H¥DROGR¡6PHERi C¡ANYON 16 1 02 40 0 0 c. 0 68 59.5' 1250 2

















i 110 '2666 C
I
110 2654 A







1:1 0 2656 C
110 2666 D




























CHA 1 N BAG DREDGE
aHA IN BAG DREDGE
CHA! N BAGt DREDGE
CHAT Nt BAG DREDGE
CHA IN BAG DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE
CHAI N' BAG DREDGE
CHA 1 N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
OHAl N BAG DREDGE
OHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
aHA I N' BAGf DREDGE
OHA I N BAG¡ DREDGE
OHAI N B:AGi DREDGE
OHAIN; BAG DREDGE
CHAI N BAG! DREDGE
OHAIN' BAG, DREDGE
OHA 1 Ni BÄG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
OHAI N BAG DREDGE
OHAI N BAG' DREDGE
aHA I NlBAG DREDGE
OHA IN! BAG DRED,GE
EDGERTON CAt"lERA
CHAr N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHAIN; BAG DREDGE
CHA r Nf BAG DREDGE
CHAIN' BAG DREDGE
CH:AI N BAG DREDGE
CHAIN BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE!
CHAIN: BAG DREDGE
aHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG: DREDGE
CH:AI N B:AG DREDGE
cHA IN BAG; DREDGE
CHAT N BAG DREDGE
CHA ,I N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N' BAG! DREDGE
CHA 1 N BAG DREDGE
CHA I N BAG! DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHA IN BAG! DREDGE
CHA I N BAG DREDGE
CHAIN! BAG DREDGE
CHA J N BAG DREDGE
CHAIN BAG! DREDGE
liHJU I' P M 8 N rr
CODE Ull1HOLOGY
53
11 FOSSl HORN CORALS~BRANGHtNG CORÄLS
11 GY 51 ewy CLÄY~SOFr, ia RL~sfic WI M1C;5ANDYLENSBS
11 GN~Md CICEOUS SILTSTONE) FrRM .
11 HARD~ SRRA Troi BOULDERst PROB GLACl A L1
11 SOFT GN SiLT GL*UC~PARiL~ MiCAGEOUS
11 LT GN'pMED~OOARSE CALC5S"GLAIJC,
11 DENSE GRAV MARLY TO DOL Ie 51 LTSTONE BOULDERS
11 M.ISC SMALLER LUMPS OF~ ALL TYPES
11FLlT S1RtNGMBEAN SHlPED SROWN1SH L1MONrTE~STA (NED PIECES
11 SOFT GREENISH REGENT MUD
11 GREENiSH MUD LIKE A BUT HARDER
11 SAND IN A sui SEPERATELY SAHPLsb. RECENT.
11 RECENrr SOri GN',SH..!'
11 MD DARK~GN GLAUe 51 LT
11 MD'DARKi.GN, GLAUCi 5'I LT ß HARD
11 MD DARKi.GN; GLAUe! SlL'I,,5(JFL)PL~STTC
11 BUFF OOLOR' CLAY OR Sllir F'OUND IiN B
11' 2' SMALL GOBBlES
11 GREEN~SOFT GLAUC~GOOPY SILT
l1CHOCOLArE~COMPACTED CLAY WI SAND
11' HtARDkDEN5E BRN..GRAY MARL
11 BRN~GRAlNY;S1LTY CLAY
11 BRANCH!NG CORAL
11 err GY WEÄTHERED SiLTY cLAY
60 NO SÄMPLE~CAMERA LOWER1NG
11 RECENT GN GLAUC CLAYEY AND SANDY SILT
11 SIMiLAR TO A BUT FRESHwBROKEN PIEG6S~HARD AND NO SAND
11' BLUE;.Qrt FI'RM TO STICKY CLAY
11 GN! GLAUC~MiC.CEOU5 S1L~
11 F1RM BRN;MiCACEOUS CLAY'
11 M1SCrCOBBLES AND BOULDERS
11 ~lNE CLAYE~ GREENiSH~G~ SAND
11 GN GLAUC S1LT;FtRM TO OOMPACT .
11 H~RD GREENl SH COATED aH1P~ Sf LTS~ONE11 M1SC CLAY~SHALE ,
11 GY PLAST1CCCtAY ;STiCKY~SlLTY lN PART
11GN GLAUCSH3r ~'M'lCØWEOU$ ,
11 MARLY SILTSTONE TO HARD DOLOMITEL YELLOWrSH BUFF~8ROWN TO GNwGY
11 DENSE GRA Yl SH DOLOM1TE
11' RED, ARGILLIlE
11 51 urv 5S COATED Wi DK GN ,FlNE'"MED GLAUC GRA INS'
11 RED GRANITE' COB8L:8STGLACIAll
11 GN UlTRA8AStCS AND WEATHERED BASIC ROCKS
11 MlSC OOB8LES~ CH1FFLY GLACIAL
11 FOSSi LS
11" CHiPS' OF lEUaOcRATTC GRANiTE BOULDER TOO LARGE TO TtAKE BACK
11 SOFT GN SILT;CLAY8Y TO SANDY~GLAUC
11- FIRM GN CLAYEY SIL~~MtCAÓEUUS;si~DY IN PART
11 HARD YELLOW SrA INED'!" ISCES, FROM PEBBlE TO COBBLE 51 Z E
11 S'llF'F GREEN'I:SH..G¥ CLAY,SOMH'GY CLAY,SOME BRN CLAY
NO;. V'
CODE STAT10N OF a %
# # DROPS Li PROC!.
120 2652 D 1 0
1:20 2652 E 1 0
120 2652 F 1 0
120 26152 G 1 0
120 2652 H' 1 0
120 '26!52 I 1 0
120 2652 J 1 0
120 2 6PS 2 K 1 0
120 2652 L 1 0
120 2655, A 1 0
120 '2655 B 1" 0
120 2653, C 1 0
120 2654 A 1 0
'120 265'4 B 1 0
120 2665 A 1 0
12 0 2655' B l' 0
120 2655 C 1 0
120 2655 D 1 0
120 2666 A 1 0
120 2656 B 1 0
.12.0 2656 C l' 0
120 26'66 D 1 0
120 2656 E l' 0
120 2656 F 1 0j;20 266'7 1 0
120 2658 A l' 0
120 2668 B 1 0
120 '2659 A 1 0
120 2659 B 1 0
120 2659 C 1 0
120 2659 D l' 0
120 2660 A 1 0
12 0 2660 B 1 0
120 2660 C l' 0
120 2660 Dj 1 0
120 2661 A 1 0
120 2661 B 1 0
120 2661' C 1 0
120 2661 D 1 0
120 26611 E 1 0
120 26611 F l' 0
120 2661 G 1 0
120 2661 H l' 0
120 266! I 1 0
J,;20 2661 J 1 0
120 26611 K 1 0
1.20 2662 A 1 0
120 26tH2' B' 1 0
:120 26~2 C l' 0
120 2663 A 1 0
54
BIOLOG¥
Fossa L HORN CORALSiBRNCHNG CORAL, F"AUNA
BENmHON~C~ FAUNA 81 PLANKTON1CS
PLANKTONTCi FAUNA
MI XED PL*NKTONJC~BBNTHON1 C FAUNA ¡PLO¥~GSTR
'ElONGÅTED POD POSSIBLE RESULT OF WRM: TUBEiENCRUS'TÄriON
V WEAK AND PRt ABLE PLC¥~ ANDMEGAlOSS1LS~
V WEAK ANDl PRI ABLE PLCY~ AND MEGAFOSSILS.
WORMS", PORibMS'
MI XED FORAM FAUNA
NO; SAMPLe~CAMERA LOWERING
LlTTLE WORMS
BENTHONlC FORAMS AND\TElL1NID PEEECYPODS
WORMSi F"ORAMS~ HYDRotDS
BENTHONIC FORAM~ PLOY FAUNA IN GREEN SI LT
WORM BORiINGS
~ ,
CHITONS~W¥DROIDS iSl RUNC UL 1 D¥ BRYOeOA) BR l TILE 81 ARS iC RABSi WRM8 ¡SPNGS. GSTR~POGONO~ A NEM ONE
WORM: BORiINGS
LRGESr BOULDER HiS PDSS!L lMPRlNT 0F"1 PLCY
WORMS~ fORÄMS~FOSS! L PEtECYPOD FRAGMENTS
Ml XED F"ORÄM FÄUNA
WORMi BORilNGS





ADD", 'p NO,. AJ R SURF". P A S S
CODE STATTON COLOR' CLR SEe H OF" TEM TEM B L R P T
# #. ( WEJJ I NF FOREL CHI 0 PHO ( CO tCl) T K C C R NOiFES
130 2652 D 0 0 2:-L3 0 0 0 0
130 2652 E 0 0 23:0:3 0 0 0 0
130 '2652 F 0 0 23:.3 0 0 0 0
130 2652 G 0 0 23'X,3 0 0 0 0
130 2652 H 0 0 23:~3 0 0 0 0
130 2662 I 0 0 23.~,3 0 0 0 0
130 2652 J 0 0 23,.3 0 0 0 0
130 2652 K 0 0 234',3 0 0 0 0
L
130 2652 L 0 0 23:~3 0 0 0 0
130 2655 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2653 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2653 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2654 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2654 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2655 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2655 8 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2655 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2655 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2656 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2666 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 '2666 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2666 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2666 E 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2656 F 0 0 0 0 1 0
1.30 2657 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 NO SAMPLE-CAMERA LOWERING
130 2658 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2658 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2659 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2659 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2659 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2659 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2660 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2660 8 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2660 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2~60 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2~61' A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661' C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661 E 0 0 0 0 0 0
.130 2 6 64. F" 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661 G 0 0 0 0 0 0
r
.130 2661 H 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
L 130 2661 J 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2661' K 0 0 0 0 0 0
i :
.130 2662 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2662 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2662 C 0 0 0 0 0 0




gODEf STATiON ,CRUISE DA TE Tl ME: AREA SHEET Of posl T ION CORRECT ED OF
# # # DA MO YR T1ME' ZN' GENERAl! AREA cODe # NAVIG'. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUND! NG
1 0 0 2660 8 GaS 9 0 24 0 8 66, 061 0 4 HíyDROGRAPHER' C\AN¥ON 16 1 0 2 40 03 .8 69 0 ii 1 820 2
:1 0 0 2663 C GOS 9 0 24 0 8 66 061 0 4 HYDROGRAPHER CAN¥ON 16 1 02 40 03.8 69 0.1.. 1 82 0 2
--
10 0 2663 D GaS 90 24 0 8 66 0 6æ0 4 H¥DROGR7IPHER C;6NtfON 16 1 02 4 0 03 ¡8 69 0 1. 1 820 2
1 0 0 2663 E GaS 90 24 08 66 06!tO 4 HYDROGRfiPHER CAN¥ON 16 1 02 40 0 3.8 69 0 1 . 1 82 0 2
1. 0 0 2663 F GOS 90' 24 08 66 061 0 4 HYDROGRAPHER: CAN¥ON 16 1 02 40 03 . 8 69 0 1 '. l' 820 2
10 0 2664 A GaS 90 24 0 8 66 0 754 4 HYDROGRAPHER .CANYON 16 1 02 40 02 . 9 69 0 2 .2 995 2
I10 0 2664 B GOs 90 24 0 8 66 0 754 4 H¥DROGRAPHER, CANyON 16 l' 02 4 0 02 .9 69 0 2'.'2 995 2 i
1 0'0 2664 C GOS 9 0 24, 0 8 66 075.: 4 H'YDROGRARHER CAN¥ON 16 1 02 4 0 Q2 .9 69 o 2,~2 995 2
~, ~ - -
1 00 2666 A GOS 9 0 24 0 8 66 1028; 4 HYDROGRAPHER, CAN¥ON 1ô 1 02 40 0 1 . 3 69 0 1. 8 1140 2
I__1 0 0 2665 B GOS' 9 0 24. 08 66 1028 4 H,¥DROGRAPHER CANYON 16 1 02 4 0 0 1 . 3 69 0 1 . 8 114 0 2
1 0 0 2665 C GOS 9 0 24 0 8 66 10 28 4 HfiDROGR¡åPHER CANYON 16 1 02 4 0 01 .3 69 0 1 . 8 11 40 2 i
10 0 2665 D GOS 9 0 24 0 8 66 10ia8 4 HiYDROGRAPHER GANi'ON lô 1 02 4 0 0 :1 .3 69 0 1 . 8 114 0 2
:1 0 0 2665 E GOS 9 0 2A 08 66 1028 4 HYDROGRAPHER CAN¥ON 16 1 02 40 0 1 .3 69 01 . 8 114 0 2
--
10 0 2666 GOS 9 0 24 0 8 66 1336 4 HYDROGR~PHER CANYON 16 1 02 40 05. 1 69 02 . 4 70 0 2
1 0 0 2667 GOS 90 24 0 8 66 190 5 4 VEATCH C¡iNyON 24 1 02 39 56.'2 69 37 .2 825 2
,10 0 2668 A GOS 9 0 24 08 66, 21 05 4 VEÄTCH CANYON 24 l' 0 2 39 99 '. 0 69 36. 4 4;¡ 0 2
I
10 0 '2668 B GOS 9 0 24 0 8 66 2105 4 VE!ATdH CÂNYON 24 1 02 39 59 . 0 69 36.4 4 70 2
100 2668 C GOS, 9 0 24 08 66, 2~O~ 4, VEATCH CANttON 24 1 02 39 59 . 0 69 36 . 4 41 0 2
10-0- '.' á tn5-9~"
-- -
GOS 85 28 0 4',66 224!$; 5 NORFOLK, CAN¥ON 29 2 02 36 39'. 2 73 15~ 1 3289 1
,:10 0 2ói7û GOS 85, 28 0 4 66 2249 5 NORFOLK .CÄNi'ON' 29 2 02 36 39.2 73 15.5 3252 1
I
-,
1 0 0 2671 GOS 85' 3 0 04, 66 2135 5 W'1 UliNGTON' CANYON 29 2' 0 2 3 7 21 . 0 72 14 . 0 3422 1
1 0 0 2672 GOS 85 3 0 0 4 66 214 0 5 WI LMI NGifON CAN¥ON 29 2 0 2 37 22 .5 72 1 4 .9 3 532 1
1 0 0 2673 GOS 85 3 0 04 66 214 j :; WI LM'lNGfJON CANVON 29 2' 02 37 22 ..5 72 15. 0 3652' 1" "
1 0 0 2674 GOS 85' 30 0 4 66 2(33 :; 5 WI LM'lNGIfON CANYON 29 2 02 37 24. 0 72 16. 0 3356 1
,10 0 2675 GOS 85 3 0 0 4 66 2~55 :; WI LM:ING:rON CAN¥ON 29 2 Q2 37 24 . 4 72 15.7 3574 1-
100 2676 GOS 815 0 2' 0 5 66 0 0 1~ :; WI LM1NGTON CAN ¥ 0 N 29 2' 0 ? 38 0 2',,' 0 72 29. 0 3026 1~
LM!INGmbN CANYON,1 0 0 2677 GOS 85 0 2 0 5 66 0 02 0 5 WI 29 2' 0 2 38 02 . 0 72 29. 3 30 25 1
~O~--'2'6-7 8 GOS 85 0 2 0 5 66 0 0 24 5 W'I L MINGr'ON CANYON 29 2 Q2 38 0 1 . 9 72 29. 7 30 12 1-: ~_~m..._....._. __."_~~"""._:".'~
- -r"100 2679 Gos 88 20 06 66 205(5 4 LyDON:! A G1iN¥ON 30 l' 02 39 39 . 4 67 31.6 3423 1
~ 0 0 ,268 0 GOS 88; 23 0 6 66 2050 4 CORSAiR 'CAN¡YON; 3 0 1 02 41 05,.,6 65 34,. 0 2783 1
-- L v 184
-'
CÄN¥ON1 0 0 268i1' 15, 10 66 170 0 4 OCEANOGRAPHER 15 1 0 2 4 0 14 ,.;'9 68 06. 1 1460 4
10 0 2682 ALV 184 15 lD 66 180 0 4 OCEANOGRAPHER CANYON 15 1 Q2 4 0 1¡ih9 68 0 6,,3 1310 4
1 0 0 2683 ALV 166 23 0 8, 66 :1215 :; TONGUE OF THE 'OOEAN 0 1 24 59,.6 77 37 .4 1676 4
,1;0 0 2684 ALV 166 23. 0 8 66 1:340 :; TONGUE; OF, lHE OCEAN 0 1 24 59 '.'9 77 38. 1 1 615 4
10 0 2686 ALv 166r 23, 08 66 H340 5 TONGUE Of tHE, OCEAN 0 1 24, 59'.'9 77 38,. 1 1615 4
1.0 0 2686 ALV :L67 24 08 66 150 0 5 TONGYE OF THE' OCEAN 01' 24 5'7 .1 77 36'.'2 975 4
~ - ..,
10 0 2687 ALV 16i7 24 0 8 ,66 13415 5' TONGUE OF THE; OCEAN 0 1 24 57 .2 77 36. 0 914 4
10 0 2688 ALV 167 24 08 66 1545 5, TONGUE OF THE OCEAN 01 24 57 . 2 77 36,. 0 914 4
.. _.~
ci~N¥6N 241 0 0 2689 15' 0 1 6;¡ VEiATCH! 1; 03 40 0 0 . 0 69 3D ~ 0 33 0j.B 0 HO 0 1 0 2 09 64 MÂ,!NEt/PENOBSCOT R 1 01 44 57 0 68 38 .,,2 i.
I10 0 HO 0 2 02' 09 64 MA ,I NEi¡PENOBSCO:r R l' 0 1 44 57 . 0 68 38.2
10 0 HO 0 3, 02' 0 9 64 MA I NE'iPENOeSCOT R 1 0.1 44 57 . 0 68 38,.2
10 0. HO 04 0 2 0 9 64 Mii1 NE~)PENOBSCOir R 1 01 4 4 56,~ 0 68 37.9
I
10 0 HO 05 02' 09 64 ,~ MAINEiiRENOBscoir R 1 0 1 44 56. 0 68 37 .'9
1D 0 110 06 0 2 09 ,64 MA,i NE'1'PENOBscoir R 1 0 + 44/ 56'. 0 68 37. 9
,1 0 0 HO 07 0 2 0 9 64 MAI NE~PENOBscorr R l' 01 44 57 .6 68 4 0 .9
1 0 0 , HO 08 02 09 64, MA,l NE ~PENOBscorr R 1 01 44 5'4 '. 1 68 41 . 0
10 0 HO 09 0 2 0 9 64 Miq NE;..SOUTH 'OENTRAL 1 (1 !t 44 50 .,8 68 13,.,9,- '"
10 0 HO~O 02 0 9 64 , MÄ ,1 NE~sournH 'CEN'lRAL l' 9+ 45 0 6'... 0 67 37 .'9~ ., ,... ,.
10 0 HOtl 0 2 0 9 64, M~dNE¡'S'T CRO¡IX"R 1 0 1 45 07.,5 6 71 20 .,6
I,
,:








































110 2663 S' CHAl Nt BllG DREDGE
110 2663C CHAIN BAG'DREDGE
110 2663 0 CHAI N 8llGI DREDGE
110 2663 E' CHA! N 8AGI DREDGE
110 2663F CHAIN' BAG' DREDGE
110 2664 A CHAI N BAG DREDGE
110 2664 B CHA I N BAG DREDGE
110 2664 C CH:AIN' B'ÁG' DREDGE'
110 2665 A PlPE DREDGE
110 2665 B PiPE DREDGEi
110 266Bi C PfRE DREDGEl
11 0 266 B' 0 P :1 P E 0 RED G Ef
110 2665 E PfPE DREDGE
110 2666 EDGERTON CAMER~
110 2667 PlPE DREDGE
110 2668 A JAPANESE DREDGE
110 2668 B JAPANESE DREDGE
,1102668 C JAPANESE DREDGE
...,11-l " 2 66 9 ':----"-'-w..--I~-O 0 MER 'A N G ¡ COR E R f'---
l1D 26iO BOOMERANG CORER:
110 26r1 BOOMER_NG CORER
liD 2óv2 BOOMERANG CORER
110 26'3, 800MER'ANG CORER
.110 26t¡4' 800MER~NG aORER
110 2675 BOOMERANG OORER'
~11U 26176 BOOMER~NG; CORER
.11D 26777 BOOMERANG! CORER'
.111) 26H; __!~t~9:J:1.ERANJi'.O ORERL,___,..,.",.
~1i026ì9 BOOMERANG! CORER
.110 268u800MERANG ,gORES.
::11:-o.'-'1c6triC"".'--- ,. ' "ö OR :I,! G; TUB E IN; ME C H Ä R M
110 2682 RAKED rNTOBASKET WI ARM
11 U 2683 MECH ARM WI PR~ B~R
110 2684 MECH ARM WI PRY 8ÄR
110 2685 MECH ARM WI PRY 8~R
110 2686 MECH ARM WI PRY ~.R
110 2681 MSCH ARM WI PRY BÄR'



















GREENiISH SANDY S'l ur WI F'ORAMS
HARD BROWNlSH BORED CLiY AND SltT
HlåRD DOliIC; ROCK WI GR8ENÌSHl SURrAGE
GLASS SPONGE~ CRUSHED
co FHd.. 1 RRAGMENTS
STIfP GREENiSH~GV CLAY
STIFFi BRN CLAY
HARO GN SilT WI 'FORAMS
MARLvwsiLTSTONE AND DQL;GYUN1F'ORM VERY FINE TO SUGARY TEXTURE
OK! GNi¡GLAUG MIC5'1 Lrr' COMPACT fBORED
BLUE..Grt GNCLAyeV SiLT P'tRM Í'OSTtCKY
GREEN~BRN SOPT 51 LrlREeENffl
SAMPL E!' I'l. 55 1 NG'
NOr SAMPLE"'GAMERA LOWERH\IG
DK GN CLAYEY SlLTiV _ SOFTlREeENTl
GN AND GY 'STIFF 51 tTV CLAY
SEMlÇONSOL1DÄTBD FiNE io MEn SAN5
GLAClAl COBBLES AND F"lSH JAWStQUERYl
2 I Nt. BROWN: MUD ~ 42 I!N!JGRAY CLAY, ' ,
1 X N. BROWN MUD p '22 y' N. G RÃ Y U NT PO R M C L Ã Y
3: IN,.8ROWN MEDNJM SÄND~ 9 INi. GRÃY BROWN STIFF CLAY
3 iN~ BROWN MEoiUM SÂND~ 5~'~N~ GBAY STIFF CLAY
3 iN~ 8ROWNMUD~ 14 rN~ GRAV~eROWN FAIRLY STIFF CLAY
1 IN. B Ii 0 W N fVl U Dt 2:3 _ HJ. Q RA y' : l) N I F" 0 R M CLAY
3 IN~ BROWN MUD. 6 IN~ GRAY BROWN HUD
. 4 c 1 N I. B R 1\! 1' D S D $ , 6 iN. G i¡ C L~ (). 5 Ii N. G RA Y 1' D '" FI N E S D. 3. 5 I N. D K G Y S D
2 IN~ BROWN MUD~ 6 tN GRAY STIFF bLAY WI SAND
3, XN.BROW¡'! MUDD 28 IN'oGRAY 5irFFCl.AY
A B 0 U T 4 l' N '" B L: U EeL Ä Y + SAN n
ABOUT 8 FN~ BROWN MUD. A20UT 30 rN~ BLUE CLAY
OK BRN GNCLAY~S~ t'~BAND
OK BRN! GN SANDi'CLAY;'S'IlT
llMESTONE
LæMBs'ONE~MN STAINED
S l L rr y c, C 'A t: C 'AM E OU S \" 00 ¡z E
SI LTY CÂLC~REOUS Oo~E
ltMES'fONE
SILWY CALCAREOUS: OO~E
Ï R REG U LA Ril' P iI T i: E 0 C A L CA REO US:; 5 AND 5 i: 0 N E' S LA Bii A BOUT 7 0 )( :5 0 )( 5 C 1'
RED BROWN GRAVELLY ALLUVIUM~ C HORIZON
BROWN LA¥ER 8 HORiZON
GRI4Y BROWNI ¡SAND
YELLOW\'8ROWN, SANDY ALLUV'lJUM
BRN Ci.d~¥EY SAND IN LENSES W\rrH BROWN SAND
GRAY SAND "SOME 'GLAY"
GRAVELl
~iNE GRAVEL _
YELLOW BROWN LOAM MUCH GRANiT te GRAVEL B HORl ZON
S01L~ C~VP08S1êL¥ ß HOR1Z0N~ ON SCHiST
¡,HARD UHltl.¡rGRAYCLAY\,", ~'"
):.., ~~.t~~_~~~~."'i,::~:.:";~ '.,'.~
...' ¡~, ,",,' ,.,'-!l". ,.,'
.-: -." :-:::~. ';" ~:~';'~ .-..,. ..


























































































































































































G LAS S:: S P 0 N G E
CORAL FRAGMENTS
FORlMS'
GSTR~ PORAMS~BRACH~ PLCY~ CRABS~ WORMS;CORALS
BENTHONICI FORAMS~BOR1NG8


















ADD. P NO;. Al R¡ SURF. P A S' S'
OOLOR: OLR SEC¡,H' OF rEM! TEM B L R P T
( WErrJ INF FOREt CH:I 0 PHO roil roi) T K 0 C R N01lES
130 2663 B 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2663 C 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2663, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2663 E 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2663 F' 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2664 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
_130 2664 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2664 C 0 0 0 0 1 0
.:t3u 2666 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
$30 2666 B 0 0 0 0 0 0
$30 2666' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2666 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
$30 2665 E 0 0 0 0 0 0
:L 30 2666 7 1 0 0 0 0
130 26617 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2668 A 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2668 8 0 0 0 0 1 0
130 2668 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2669 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 261'0 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 2611 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26'72' 0 : 0 0 0 0 0
130 26!!3 0 0 0 0 0 0
,$30 267 i4 0 0 0 0 0 0
',130 '2675' 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 26176 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26'7'7 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 26178 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 26iJ9 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 26SO 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 2681 6 1 0 0 0 0
130 2682 6 l' 0 0 0 0
130 2683 02 1 0 0 0 0
:L 3 0 2684 02 1 0 0 0 0
,130 2685 10rR7/2 02 1 0 0 0 0
130 2686 5Y 7/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
,130 2667 0 0 0 0\10 0
,130 2688 10'( 8/1 0 0 0 0 0 0
:t30 2689' 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.30 HO 01 00 0
130 HO 02 00 0
130 HO 03 00 0
130 HO 04 00 0
130 HO 05' 00 0
130 HO 06 00 0
130 HO 07 00 0
l_
130 HO 08 09 3
:t30 HO 09 00 0
,130 H010 00 0
:L 3 0 HOil 00 0
o SAMPLE MlSS'ING
'0 NO, SAMPLE~èAMERA LOWERING
4 4 I N. CORE
23 IN. CORE
12 IN. CORE









o VERYUITTtE SAMPl:E',, OOLL8CrED IN'PRY BAR
'ROCK FROM LARGE OUTCROP
NEAR sURr~cE OF OUTCROP
NEAR SUR rACE ~OF OUTCROP
ROCK PROM LOW l:EDGE OF' LlMESTONE, ,
BELOW'SURFAOE OF OUTCROP
ÓOlL8C~ED äY FiSHtNG VESSEL DEEP WATERS
L~ND SAMPLEiRLboDP~A lN~ M1LF'ORD;ME .6M BELOW SURFC'
lANDSAMPLE',FLJOODPLAINß MU:F'ORD,ME .2M BELOW SURFC
lAND SAMeLE~ FigODPLA IN MILPORD;ME 3M BELOW SURro
LAND SAMPLE, SANDY ROlNT Ml LFORD;ME 1M BELOW suRRC
LAND SAM~L~~si~D,( 'RT M1LFORD~ME 1408M BELOWSURF'C
LAND s~MèLE~si~DY PT MiLFORD~ME 1~ IBM BElO~ SURVC
RlVER'8TlM:, ÐNDI AN I. OLD TOWN MA1NE
RIVER 8TTM~ RT 2A 'BRIDGE~STILLWATER MAINE
LAND. S;6MPtE RT 9 4~2 MI E gF BEDDINGTON MA INE
lAND ,SAMPLE RT 9 12 Ml W OF INTERS8CT10N OF RT 1
LiND SAMPLË S BANK AT R,IVER LEliEL NEAR .CALAIS ME













































































































AREA SHeEr at posITION
CODE # NAviG~ lAT LONGGENERAL AREA
MATNE;'ST CROilX R






















VA:., . RAPPAHANNOCK R~
VIRG1N1Ai PAMUNKEY R~
VIRGlNi A. JAMES R~
V1RGiNIA. JAMES R~
Vi RGd N1 Aj JAMES R~
VIRGiNl A¡BLACKWATER R .
N~ CAROLæNAiROANo~el R~
N~ CAROLl NA¡ROANOKEi R~
Ni. CAROLilNAj T ARi'R.
N ~ CAR 0 L æ N A iTA R R.
N~ CAROL1NAiNUESE R~
N~ CAROLINA C~ FEAR R~
N~ CAROL1NAiC~ FEAR R~
N~ CAROLtNA Ct FEAR R~
S'.CAROL1NA PEE DEE Ri.
S'..CAROLiINA PEEI'DEE R'.





G EOR GiI A jlO GE Ee He E l' RI.
GEORGl A' AlTAMAHA R~
-GEORG!l A j'SA1'l LLA R'.



















































































01 35 37.101 35 37..1
o 1 35 1 7.' 9
01 34 14.0.
o :L 3 4 2 4. 2 6
o 1 34 23. 8 2













6 7 2 O. 6
6TJ 25'.6



























7 7 0 2~i 2
77 22.9
77 22.9
7 7 29. 8
77 27.8
78 17.1 0
7 8 16. 0 7
79 26.16
7 9 0 9.' 2 2
7 9 4 00' 1
































































































































SMALL VAN VEEN 5
SMALL VAN; VEEN 5
SMALL VAN1VEEN 5
SMALL VAN VEEN' 5;
HORIZONS A .- B- BROWN LOAM
GRAY BROWN, MUD
GRAVEL~COARSE SAND FINE CLAY~BROKEN GLASS~ORGAN1C MATTER
MorrTLED OLIVE: TO BROWN ,CLAY
MEDIUMnGRAVEL
L~ GRAY SLtY CLI LAM1NA+EP~ iRON .SIA rNED
MED GRAY CLAY WITH SOME CRgsS BEDDED SILT LAYERS
FriNE SDY ALLUVBUF'F': 'COLORED
DARK MOTTLED S1L1Y MUD
DARK .'.'. BROWN"RËA T Y "'Cl, 'A 'i LA VER
SANDy'IS'IL'! PROM ALLUV'ItJM, DARK aROWN ORGA-N1C LAYER
SAND.S'I LT,,'ORGANIC LA VER,'PROBABLY SOME CLAY
GRAY SiLTY CLAY~ Ai · 2 HORllON .
RED BROWN WEATHERE£? GRAVELLV,SANP ANi) S'!LT,B HORIZON
GRAVELLY SAND, PARTIALLY WEATHERED i C HORI ZON
ëOBBLE~WEATHERED1 Tn GRAY CLAV
ALLUVI'UM
A LLUVTUM , _









PROBlBtY ARTIFiCl AL '1 LL BUT REP~6SENTS NE~RBY ALLUVIUM
SANDY ALLUVIUM ..
GRAY CL~Y 'WITH TH1N LA-VEgi BROWN 'CLAY ON SURF'ACE










SOF"rr CLAVE!\ SH.:r,ORANGE 'OX H1HZ8D LAYER ON 'SURFACE
ALLUVIUM





















































































































NO'. VOF 0 %









Sl;RP;. SADD,. ,p NO;. A cI Rf P A S
COLOR CLR SECrH OF rEM TEM B L R P T






















































































































































L~ND SAMPLE 20 FEE~ ABOVE R1VER LEVEL NR CAUA rS~ME
iNLE~ eTTM~ BRiDGEJMAC~lAS HARBOR OHAN~El~ MAl~E
RilVER errM, RT 1 BfHDGEiOHERRYV I LlE',MA INE
L~ND .SAMeUEJS~pRE NEAR IGRA~AM DAM 0 -25riM MA INE
R4 VER' BT'M~ roLL BRDG~BANGOR MA iNE
LAND' SÀMPI"E GR PTT 2 iMI S OFW¥qERV I LLE MAiNE
LANDSAMPUE GR pit' 2 l~i S, QF WATERVILGEi MAiNE
LAND SAMFllE'TWOOD PLAIÑ)NE:AR BRUNSW lCK MA 1 NE
LAND SAMeUE. TIP A L MARSl:I'. BR ~NCHt'8RKi. KENNEBljN KPOR1f
LAND SAMPlEVTlDAL MARSH~L1TTUE R;KENNEBUNKPORT
LAND SAMPGE~BÄ~K OF BRANCH BRK ABOVE PUMPLgtATI0N
LAND SAMPlE',BR~NOH BRK NR OL01 SANFORD, SPEEDWAY'
LAND SAMPlE~SOl L PROF! LE NR ODD SANFORD' SPEEDWAY
LAND SAMPLE~SotL PROFl LE NR OLD SiNFORD SPEEDWay
LAND SÂMPlE',SO:IL 'PROFILE NR OLD SÄNFORD SPEEDWA Y
LAND'SAMRLE~sbiL PROF! LE NR OLD SANFORD SPEEDWAY
LAND SÄMPlE~5u YDS ABOVE DAM~8RADLEY GARDENS N~J~
LAND SAMPEE~3 PT ABOVE' H$GH TIDE LEVELJPENN MANOR'
LANQ SAMPlE~LOWES~ TERRAgE w5Md BELOW OONOWINGO DM
LAND ~SAMet.E,,:f;n¡:GHeR TERRACE .5Ml Bt:LOW CONOW'lNGO DM
U~ND: SÄM8UE,R'I'VER: BeD .5Ml BELOW CONOWiNGO DJAM:
L 'AND SAMeUEi,lJljST .ASOVEDAM, LOWES Y, S. OPP '. SENECA' MD.
LAND SAMeLE, AT MOTTS 'RUN ,SALEM' OHUROH QUAD V'A.
L'AND SAM8lE~ 1 M ABOVE R~lEVEL;MOSS NEOK~RAPPLAOAD~Q
LAND SAMPlE~19 Q YDS BELOW R1 3n 1 BR 1 DGE
L lA N D SAM P i. E. 8 T W N R C K 5 IN R '. N R W 1 L UtI A M 5 IS'. W S T H M PT. Q
LAND SAMPLE~4 FT BELOW¿HtGH T1DE~HENR1CO MARINA
LAND SAMPlE~AT HIGH TIDE'MARK,RENRICO MARrrNA
LAND SAMPLE,:JUSl BELOW RT 189 DRAWBRDGEi,WI TIDE: MK'
LÄND SAMPlE FLÃTS ~r'RT 48 BRHlGE:.ROANgKE RltPIDS
LANDSAMPUE S~BNK AT RT 13BRIDGE',WILLIAMSTON
LAND SAMPL:EiR:!'VER BANK BELOW RT 13 BROG"GREENVI LLE
LANDi SAMPLE AT _ R'. LEVEL ABOVE RT 13 BRDG¡,GREENV I LLE
L/(ND SAMPLE S'iSNK AT R~ LllL ABV'RT 55 BRDG:, KilNSTON
LAN 0 SAM P L E 'W '0' B N K /( B V R T 7 4 ~ 7- 6 8 R D G i, W I L M ,I N G if 0 N
LlND SAM8LE Jlj$T ABV lU~SLLOOK '#1iBOLTON QUAD~
R'IVER BTTM,R'FVER eED PROM Rfr .lii1 8RDG"BOLTON QUAD:,
LAND SAMPlE R~BNK~ABV RT*378 BROG~JOHNSONVl LLÐ QUAri
LAND';SAMPLE R!.LEVEL AB~ RT.701 eRDG', YÂUHANN~H QUAD'.
U\ND SAMPUE"RJ. LEVEL BELOW Rr. 17 A BRDG',JAMESTOWN Qi.
LÃKEi S01li10M,ABV Rr 301 8RDG,OLDR;.CHAN'~LAKE' 'M;lR1ION
LAND S A:MPLE!R. LEVEl' . 25M I S OF' R1f 301 eR'1 DGE
LAND SAMPLE SWBNK~BELOW\ RTi19 BRDG~RONTLV FLDD SRFO'
RlVER eTjM~ R~QM Rf .119 BRiDGE~CÙMPOSifE OF 2 DROPS
LAND SAMRlE KPNGS FERRY RARK~Rr 17 BRtDGEI
LAND SAMPlE BAR /(BQVEI RT~3U1 BRlDGË N OF JESSUP~GA.
RIVER BTTM~ RROM RT 2Ø2 BRlDGE!
LAND SAMPlE ABOVE RT 252 'SRIDGE
, ,LA:ND SAMeUE'R,lVER';I3ANK R'T 301 BRDG S Of POLKSTON', GA





























































































































11:' 1 0 64
11110 64






























Tl ME! ZN: GENER'ALiAREA
F' L OR!I DA~; E 'A S T" GE NT R 'A L'
C'A PEA N N 1. MAS S.
C'A PEr ANNI,MASS '.
C 'A P E i/l. N Ni,: M Ä S s.







LJTTLEi BOARS HEAD~N~H .
YORK' BEACH,MAINE
YORK! BEAOH',MAINE

















TOO D ¥ \, P 0 N D 'I' ME.
Mr~D&SERr ISLAND;ME~
C 'AIJl L. LAC ( 1' ir . )' M E.
ARCADIA POINT ,ME~
Mir1 DESERT lSLANDiME4
'NRI. SULUI V AN',ME¡.
NR~ Ml LLBR1DGEjME~
JON ES B 0 R 0 " ME
E i. M:ACH!1 AS','ME,.





S:. RO 8lIiNsm ON:. ME i.
OAK~B'J~N~BRUNswiCK
ST~ ANDéEWS~NW8~ -
Si '¡ A NOR ew 5 '" N '.! 8 c.








AREA SHEEr OF' POS1TION



























































o 1 42 4 Õ '.' 6
OJ, 42 46,.,6
01 42 53.3
o 1 42 56,. 1
o 1 4 Õ 09.' 0




01' 4 (3 34. 0
01 43 56,.2
01 43 43..5014347.0

















Ði 44 39'.101 44 42.'
Ð1 44 40.'9
0. 1 4 4 44. 7
01 44 47.0
01 44 48..8
o t 44 53;20:1 4503:8
01 45' 1'4.:3
01 45 05'.,3
Q:i 45 OP'O' 0Vi 45' 07.:8
80 22.7





7 0 45. l'
70 45',0
70 52'.5
7 0 48. 2
7 0 49. 1 '































































































































































COARSEl BROWN WELU SORHW ;SAND
GRAVEL! AND SAND
PilNK GRANITE!
COLUMNULAR; JOINtED QUAR'fZ'"Sii'orr"FE SCHIST
GREEN! GRAVEL




SCHffST AND GRANIT1ZED SCHiST'
SCHlIST
GRE¥~WHITE DENSE BANDED LIMESTONE
BiOTITE AND iGRANITIC! RbcR
GRAVEL'
MEjÅMORPHlC~GRAN1TtC~ AND QUARTZITE GRAVEL
SCH,lST
GRANtÎ T i'C oumwÄS~¡ GRÃVEi.'
QUARirZrTTC ROCK
PI'NK GRANI TE
BEACH GRAVEL' AND SAND
PI NK GRAN! 1'12
GLACiI AU TILL WI SAND





BEDDED; BRecCiI AJ.~NDES!I TE








































































































































































ADD. P NtH- AJ R SURF:. P A S::'S
COLOR ClR SEG! H OF HEM TEM 8 L R P T








































































































LAND S~MPLE~DUNE;rURNPIKE ACCESS s~ OF VERO BEACH




LANDi SAMPLE~GRAN1TE QUARRY;PIGEON OOVE
LJND SAMPiE;MÀRSH AT ;ESSEX.RT 133
LAND SAMPUE;ORÄNE BEAO~~EXTENstVE DUNES
LANDSAMPLE;SMALL OUTOROP TN ROAD CUT NEAR ROWLEY
lAND SAMPLE;BElOH
LAND SAMeUE;BEAOH
LAND SAMeLE~GR~VËL EROD1NG FROM Tl LL






L;tND $AMPLE~ ÄNDROSCOGGfN RT VER
LAND 'S;tMPLE~GRÄ VEL
LAND SÄMPLE~ TiREN AT BRIDGE, MUSSEL BEACH
LAND SAMPLE~KENNEBECK RIVER STREÄM GRAVELS
LAND S;tMPLEYROÄD OUTCROPS
LAND SAMeLEiSHEEPSCdT RlVER GRAVELS
LAND S;tMPL:E~809THBAY SOHæS$S
LAND S~HP~EiROADCUTiU~ s~HiGHWAY 1
LAND SÄMPLE~LTMESTONE QUARRYiTHOMASTON PIT
LAND SiM~LE~S~~UGE' HEAri GRAVELS Ä~D GRANI Tic ROOK
LAND SAMPLSJPENOBSCOT gÄ Y GRAVELS
LÀND SÄM~t~YBE~Fisi BEÀOH GRÄVELS
LAND SÄMPLEJRO¡DOU~JJUST BEFORE BUCKSPORT
LAND SÄMPLEiGR~NTTio 'OUTWASH
L ~ NOS Ä M P L g l, R E pRE S E N T Ä T'I V E OF . N. E. S Eon 0 N OF I S L Ä N D
LAND SÄHPLE:,Í'VPICAL OF SUMMIT iCÄDI LLAO! ML. ~
LAND SÄMeL:E~sEAWALL ROOK




LAND SAMP~E;EAST M~OHl ÄS iBEACH'
LAND SAMPlE:.BETWE8W,EAST MACHI AS AND CUiTLER
LÀND SÀMPLEJBEiWEEN OUÍ'LER AND W~ LUBEO'
LAND; SAM~LE~BE~CHjgEDAQOK PYROXENiTE
LAND S;tMPLE,ACROSS ROADl FROM EAST STREAM'
LAND SAMPLE _
LAND SAMPLE~GENTLE DIP TOi NORTHEÄST
LÀND ¡SAHPLEiROAD 'OUT JUST N OAK BAY
LÀND SAMPLEjS~bRES OFhST ~ANDREWS
LÀND SÄMPlEc,NORTH S'rDE IOF";sr'. ANDRews
















































































































13 1 0 64,
13,,:10 64.























~ .... ~ ~
16 03 64































o 82 0 5'
1002 5
1052; 5'


















W A rEFn/l LL Ei,iNE.
GRAn MEi.







MARTH\6S" V1NE¥ ARn ,M;ASS
NAN T W C K E:r " M ¡€ S S
N A NT tiCK Err , MASS:.
WOO os mOCK i N~BRUNSWI CK
W OODS~OCKiN~BRUNSWlCK
W 0008 m QCK " N. BRl)NS W'l C K
ALMA,' R'I VER DELTA ,Ni. fh
GLENHOLM'¡P¡NOVA ,"SCdri A

















BOCAft RA10N BEAOH, FLA ~










































































































































2 i4 4 5. 1 '











































7 0 5 D. 1









8 U 18. 7
8 0 0 9. 1 '
80 07.3
80 07.1
8 0 0 5. 9
8 0 0 4. 5
8 0 0 4 .' 2
80 02.9
80 02,,'2






























































































































G R A V EL
GL~Cd AL oumWASH~GRivELLY SAND










SiLTY SAND 1 INOH' ABOV!; H152
SALT MARSHi OORE~Sl tTY CLAY
REDldTRfI ASS'lC SHAlECL~Y "
GR~Y CUAY'PROM SMALU L~N'TICULAR MASSES







































































































































ADD. P , ¡ N 0 c. A IRS lJ R F. PAS, S
COLOR! CLR SEer H OF" rEM TEM B L'R P T

























































































































































L~ND SAMPLE~ T DP OF PiT. LEPREAU
LAND SAMPLE~MACEs COVE
LAND SAMPLE~BE~WEEN MACES 'BAY AND LEPREAU
LAND SAMPLE~ 7~MI. N~ OF ST. ANDREWS
LAND SAMPLE~AS rN 1'127
LAND SAMPL E~ROADOU T
LAND SAMpLE~JUST plST PERRY
LAND SAMPLE~ROUTE t82 AT HANCOCK COUNTY' LiNE
LAND SAMPLE~ F~LLS ~T BANGORJPEN08SCOT RIVER GRAVELS
LlND SAMPLE~ROlD OUTCROP JUSTW~ OF BANGOR
LAND SAMPLEJGRAVEL 'PIT
LAND S;6MPLEi.GRAVEL 'PTT
LAND SAMPlE~ P~OM MERRIMACK RI VER
LAND S;6MPlE~DEEP 80~TOM~t50FJ S Of E~W ROAD
LAND SAM~LE~QU~MPACHE eOTrOM~ 150FT S OF E~W ROAD
LAND SAMPlE'I'H:.'ROGERS PIT .NR N END OF W WALL
LAND SAMPLEt.W.'ROGERS PiT. NR N'END OF W WALL
LAND SAMP~E~H~ROGERS PIT. NR N END' OF W WALL
LAND SAMPLEYH~ROGERS PIT. NR N END OF W WALL
LAND SAMPLEë,M'I'ÐDL:E: ROAD pin 2FT INTRVU OVR wwr CL
LiND SAMPLE~SOUTH SHORE~S OF HUMMOCK POND
LtA;ND SAMPLE:.SANKA:TY HEÄD ,'20 OFTsE OF": LiIGHTHOUSE
LAND s~MèLE¡, :1MÍ N JC'T g 2+SEND WOODSToCK BYPASS'
LAND SAMPI.:E'. :1MI N '.JOT RT'2+S ElND WOODsirOCK BYPASS;
LAND::SAMPLE:,j1MI N JCT RT'2;"S END WOODsirOCK BYPASS
LiND SAMéLE~AL~A R~ DE~TA
LAND S;äMPLE'. tMI S OF GLENHOLMJ20 0 YDS S OF' ESSO srA.
LAND SAM~tE~BO~ENE CLA~, TH~RD CLI~F
L~ND: SAMPLE!iWHÎ TE SPUR. GAY HEAD eLr FFS"MARTHAS VNYD
LAND SAMPLe~W~BANK~SouiH OF POWER lINE CROSStNG'
zeilGl:ER BEACH 'pROF:! LE # 2433 SAMPLE # 3
ZEIGLER eElCH PROF~LE # 2437 SAMPLE # 6
o Ze!IGLER' BE~CH PROF;JLE #'2438 SAMPLE # 11
o ZEIGLER BEACH' PROFILE #' 2442 SAMPLE # '
ZEiIGt.ERf, BEicH PROFiILE # 2445 SAMPLE # 16
ZEIGLER BEACH PROFILE # 2451 SAMPLE # 21
ZEtIGtERi BEACH :PROF-IT LE # 2458 SAMPLE #
ZEIGLER gEACH PRo,iLE # 2505 SAMpLE #
ZE,IGtER' BEACH I:ROF'l LE # 2515 SAMplE #
ZEIGtER eElOH 'BRDF~LE # 2543 SAMPLE # 28
ZEiIGljER BEACH PROFilLE #,2550 SÄMPLE # 32'
ZEIGljER BE~C~ êROFiLE # 2559 SA~PLE # 36
ZElGLE~ BEACH PROFÆlE #'2610 S~MPLE # 41
ZE¡IGLE~'eE~CW'pROF¡i.t:E; #"2620 'SÄMPLE # 46
ZfmG~ER BElGHj PROFILE #; 2621 SAMPLE # 50
. ZE¡IGljER BE/WH¡'PROF.,j LE # 261.31SI\MPLE # 56
ZEff,GljER BEÄOH PROV.j LE # 2639 SAMPLE # 62
ZEiiGtER gEÄCH¡'PROFiÍ LE # 2654 SAMPLE # 69
'ZE,IGGE~ BE~CH;1RRO~;1 LEi # 2:70 4 S~MPLEj # 78
ZEIIGtER BEACH PROF'illE #271.4- SAMPLE # 84
2.5y 8/2i
























































































































































































































I NUl AN RI veR~ FLA~
FURW Pl ERBE~ FLA ~



























C HA R L E S maN'" S'. Ct.
ISLE! OF'¡PAUMS:;S. C'.
, C :i fl ERa M A I' N,: S '.' G.
S;l NfFE E', s:.. C I.
GEORGET OWN", S:.' Ct.
~AWLä¥S$SOU~Hq yS~C~





HOL DSN¡ BEltOHi,N. C:.
LONGi BEltCH',;Ni.. C,.
WI tMI NGmON ¡BEÄCHJN~C~
~ RlI GHn:SVl LL:EI ,'BEACH;, NC
TOPSII LSOU!THJN~C~
T OPS'AI L¡ 'NORTH,,'N.:C'.
B 0 GU Ei,: N '.' C,.




AREA SHeErr ot POSfTION






















































































































































8 0 16. 0
8 0 19~ 1
8 0 22'07
8 0 2 8. 9
80 33.2






































































































F'il NE' Sf4ND,: SHELliQUÄRlT Z
F"iI N E' SÄ N D,J SHE L Ll Q UA R rr z
COARSEkSHELL + QUARTZ






F'1 NE QUÄRTZ SAND
FINE QUARTZ :SAND
MEDlJ UMi QUART Z ,SHELL SAND
COARSE~F'INE ~SHELL+QUAR~Z SAND
VER¥ OOARSE::SHELL SAND"QUARTZ
CLEAN FINE QUARTZ SAND
COARSE~ F TNE QUARTZ ¡SHELL SAND
MEDIUM~FINE 'QUARTZ SAND ¡SHELL
CLEAN FINE QUARTZ SANP;SHELL
CLEAN 'FINE QUARTZ SAND*SHELL
CLEAN 'FINE QUARTZ SlND*SHELL
CLEAN F1NEi QUARTZ SAND, SHELL




CL:Ë_Nt l1NEi QUARTZ SWND
COÄRSEl-llNE QUAR1fZ,SHELL SAND
CLEAN 'l~NE QUARTZ SAND
MED1UM QUARTZ .SHEl SAND
CLEANI llNEI QUARTZ SAND
F1NE QUARTZ SAND
COARSE~FiNE QUARrZ;SHELL SAND





CLEAN! F :I'NEHQUARTZ S;iND
CLEÄN læNE1QUiiRTZ S;iND
MEDIUMnQUARrrZ .¡ SHELL SAND
MEDlUM~FfNE IQUAR'Z SAND
VERY OOARSE~F1NE QU;iRTZ.+ SHELL SAND
'OLEAN rIINE, QUARirZ SAND
COAR8E~FlNE IQUARrrZ' + SHELL SiND
CLEAN F1NE QUARTZ SAND
CL:E\iN Fi!'NE"QUAR'lZ SAND
'CLËAN fiFNE QUARTZ SAND
MED;IUMHQUARTZ + SHELL SAND




































































































NO,. VOF 0 %























ADD'. P NQ'~ Al R SURF,. P A S S
COLOR OLR SEC H: OF TEM TEM 8 L R P T



















































2 .5Y 6/2 0 9 1 ZE'I GL:ER BEÄCH PROF':lLE # 2725 SAMPLE # 89
2 .5Y 6/2 0 9 1 ZErrGlER 8EACH 'PROF! LE # 2733 SAMPLE # 98
10 YR6/2 0 9 l' ZE:IGlER BE;lCH PROFI LE # 274 4 SAMPLE # 11 0
2..5'1 6/4 0 9' l' ZElGlER BEACH PROF,i LE # 2754 SA MPLE # 116
2.5Y 6/4 0 9 1 zE'IGtER BEACH 'PROFILE # 28 0 4 SAMPLE # 124
2.5Y 6/2, 0 9 1 ZE;I§LÉR BEACH PROF lLE # 28;12 SAMPLE # 129
5Y 5/2' 0 9 1 ZE!lGi;ER 8EACH eROF:I LE # 2822 SAMPLE # 139
2.'5Y 5/2 0 9 1 ZE¡lGL;ER BEACH 'PROF! LE # 283 7 SAMPLE # 14 6
10 yR6/4 0 9' 1 ZE¡I Gi;ER BEACH PROF',I LE # 285 1. SAMPLE # 157
5Y 6/4 09 1 ZEi! GiER BEACH 'eROFlLE # 290 1 SAMPLE # 166
5'( 6/4 0 9 1 lEil Gi;ER BEAOH pROF1LE # 291 0 SAMPLE # 1 76
10 YR6/4' 0 9 1 ZEil GlER BEACH 'PROF"l lE # 291 9 SAMPLE # 186
10 YRBI6 0 9 1 ZEil GliER BEAOH 'eRO'! LE # 2929 SAMPLE # 19'4
10 YR6/6 0 9 1 ZEiIGL;ER BEACH RROF"'lLE # 2959 SAMPLE # 199
5Y 712 0 9 1 ZEiJGlER BEA CH' PROF"llE # 2950 SAMPLE # 20 7
2 .5'( 6/4 0 9 l' ZEI GbER BEAOH PRO '1 LE # 30 0 0 SAMPLE # 217
2 .5Y 7/2 0 9 1 ZE¡I GlER BEACH pROF''I LE # 30 it 0 SAMPLE # 227
5Y 6/2 0 9 1 ZEI GLER BEACH PRO'¡I LE # ,30 20 SAM P L E # 238
5Y 6/2' 0 9 1 ZEIGLER BEACH PRO Fl LE # 31)32 SAMPLE # 255
0 9 1 0 ZE¡IG~ER BEAOH PROF'l LE # 3 0 .4 0 SAMPlE #
5 '( 6/4 0 9 1 ZEIGlER BEACH PROF :rLE # 31 0 3 SAMPLE # 262
7 .5'( 512 09 1 ZEi1 gL:ER BEACH 'pROF¡ILE # 3111 SAMPLE # 269
5'( 5/2 0 0 0 Zei¡GL:ER BEACH 'PROr'l LE # 3123 SAMPLE # 793
5Y 5/2 0 9 1 ZE'lGiER BE~CH PROFILE # 3141 SAMPLE # 728
5y 6/4 0 9 l' ZE1Gl;ER BEACH pROF'I LE # 320 0 SAMPLE # 275
5Y 612 0 9 l' ZEilGLER BEAOH PROF,i LE # 320 8 SAMPLE # 283
5Y 6/2 0 9 1 ZE'lGl;ER BEACH 'PROF I LE # 3222 SAMPLE # 2982.5¥ 502 0 9 1 ZE¡l§L;ER BEACH PROF,I LE # 323 0 SAMPLE # 30 4
7 . 5 'f 5t2, 0 9 1 ZE¡lGL:ER BEACH pROFILE # 3234 SAMPLE # 734
5Y 5V2: 0 9 1 ZE!lGlER BEACH 'PROF'I LE # 3240 SAMpLE # 312
7 .,5Y 5V2 0 9' 1 ZE!lGlER BEACH PROFiI LE # 3248 SAMPLE # 322
5"( 5/4 0 9 tEll GlER .- .. 330 SAMPLE1 eE~OH PROf'I LE' # 0 # 7 ;q 7
5"( 5/4 0 9 1 ZE'1 Gl:ER BEA CH 'RROFI LE # 33 07 SAMPLE # 752
5Y 6/4 0 9 1 ZE'I GlER 8EACH' 'PROF'! LE # 3313 SAMPLE # 7"11,
5'( 6/2 0 9 1 ZEiJGLER 8E~CH eROFJ LE # 3324 SAMPLE # 358
5Y 6/2 0 9 1 lE1lGlER BE/WH PROFi! LE # 3325 SAMPLE # 336
5Y 6/2' 0 9 1 ZE1GlER BEACH 'pROF'! LE # 3336 SAMPLE # 36 4
5Y 6/2 0 9 1 ZEiIGi;ER BEACH 'PROF',i LE # 3344 SAMPLE # 372
7 .5Y 5/2' 0 9 1 ZE¡IGLER BE~CW'pROr'l LE # 3349 SAMPLE # 384
7 .5Y 512 0 9' 1 ZE!IGi;ER 8E~CH; eROF:l LE # 3352 SAMPLE # 390
7 .5V 6/2' 09 1 ZE¡lGL;ER BEACH't'ROFT LE # 3354 SAMPlE # 397
7 .5Y 6/2: 09 1 ZE'lGL;ER BEACH PROF"I LE # 3355' SAMPLE # 4 0 4
2.5"( 6/4 0 9 1 ZE'1GLER 8EACH 'PROF'!! LE # 34 0 2 S/lMfaE # 4 !t 7
2.5Y 6/2 0 9 1 ZE'IGlER BEACH pROF"! LE # 341:2 SAMPLE # 426
ZEilGlER
- ".,
10 YR5V 8 0 9 1 BEACH 'f?ROF!l LE # 34E3 SAMPLE # 432
2.5Y 6/2' 0 9 1 ZEllGliER BEACH pRO'llE # 3429 S,aMpLE # 438
5Y 512' 0 9 1 ZEJIGI.ER BEÄCH:'eROF'il LE' # 3440 SAMpLE # 45î
5Y 6/4 0 9' 1 ZElGL:ER BEACH I?ROF'lr LE # 3442' SAMi:LE # 464
5Y 6/4 0 9 1 ZEilGLER BEACH pROF'l LE # 343'8 SAMPLE' # 76 0

















































































































































































































00 R '/ CO K E k N. Ct.
OCR'/bOKE NOR~H~N~C~, -
H ÄT T E R 'A S); N. C '.
ClPEl~ATTERAs~soum~'
CAPEi HA1TERAS NORTH"~ ~
K'1 N A K EET,N '. C'.
ROD Ä Nir H E~¡ N., ç i.
PEA 1 S LAN Di N!. C'.










R E HOB a rr H 1,. DEL i.
W \1 LOW 0 aD .~' N.' J ,.
TOWN BANK/N. J.
AVALON¡'Ni.,J.
o C E A N ¡ C iI T Yi N!. J ,.
A TL 'ANT I asci TYJN ~J~
BEACH HlVEN~N~J4
SURF' C 11 in N. J.
(SLAND BEADH,N~J.
S ~M ANTODOK iNG~N~J.
8ELMAR!, Ni.J.
SANDY HOOK,'NI.J..
ROC K A WAY' N'. Y .
LON G BE A C H " N. Y .
GiI LGO BEIAOH,N.Y.




MEcOX :,N;. Y .
AM\AGANSElTT ,.Nr. Y .
MaN T Ä UK:" N. Y .
W E S rr E R L Iý :, R '. I .
CHtARLESTOWN:.R,. I .
EAsirONS! BEACH¡R~ I .
H 0 R S ENE C K ", MAS S
NVWSErr, MASS.
L E C 0 U N rr,' MA S S'.
WELLF"LEEiT ,MASS'.
HaG H L. AND j" MAS S.
NEW BEACH" MASS'.
G REA;r', P 0 ¡Ì' Nrr:" N'AN :rlJç K Err
MET80D
AREASHEEJ OF' PoslTloN






















































01 3514.601 35 2¡:.8
01 35 35~1701 35 44.,3
o ~ 35 540
01 36 04.1
01 36 12.7
o '- 3 6 4 3. 0
01 36 53.6
01 37 06.,8
o 1 37 18. 001' 3753.3
01 38 2106
01 38 31.6
01 38 40.,5Q1 38 57.,60138 59.'




o 1 39 41. 1
01 39 51.;2
01 40 01.,301 40 lu.6
01 40 25.,6
ml 4033.7







o 1 4 0 58. 1
01~ 41 02.6
o 1 41 i 9., 3
01 41 21.6
o 1 41 2 9 '. 301 41 30.,4
01 41 50.,6
o i 41 55'. 4
01 41'55'.,601 42,03,.0

















7 :; 15. 8
75 0 3. 2
75 04.1







714 05. 1 '
74 03.2












71 4 8. 6
71 37.5'
71 17.5
71 0 3.' 5
69 56.76958.4,
70 04,0:47004.4



















































































































COARSEVF1NE QUARTZ . SASLL SAND
CO*R8Ev~lNE QUARTZ . S~ELL :SAND
CLEAN '~lNE QUARTZ + ;SHELL SAND
MEDIUM FINE !QUARTZ SANti
MED1UM ~lNE QUARTZ SAND
MEnTUM F1NE' QUARiTZ SANti
COÄRSE~F"1NE QUARrZ~SAND
CLEANi MEDtUM QUARTZ SAND
CLEAN ;MEDI'UM QUARTZ SAND
~O*RSE~F1NS' QUARTZ SANti
CLEAm F:I'NE: QUARTZ SAND :
MEDIUM FiNE 'QUARTZ SAND
CLEAN MEOtUM QUARTZ SAND
CLEAN' ~iNE~SHELL~QUARiT2 SAND
MUD '. Sl LT~ORGAN4C MATTER
CO~R8E~F1NE lQUARTZ SAND
MEDIUMHCOARSE ¡QUARTZ SÃND
CLEAN!d F¡liNE; QUARTZ S1iND
CLE.Nt FæNE; QUARTZ S*ND
C~EAN MEDiUM QUARTZ SAND
CLEAN FINE QUARTZ SAND
MED1UM~F1NE QUARTZ SAND
MEnæUM~FæNE¡ QUARTZ SAND
FTNE CUEAN QUARTZ SAND
F1NE CLEAN IQUARTZ' SAND
FlNE CLEAN QUARTZ SAND
MEDfUM~FTNE QUARTZ SAND
GRAVEL~OOARSE QUARTZ' S~ND
F ;1 N E F M E D Ii U M QUA R iT Z SAN ni R I C H 1 N 'H E A VIE S
FiINE: CLEAN QUARTZ S1iND
TTNE\ ClE'AN QUARTZ SilND
FTNE CLEAN ¡QUARTZ SAND
MEDlUMfiQUMHZ SAND
FlNE; CLEAN QUARTZ SAND
FiINE CUEAN; QUARTZ S~ND
MEnTUMI QUARTZ SAND
FtlNE,' QUÄRTZ
MEDJ,iMi ;ClEAN QUARTZ S1iND
MEDlUM ClEAN QUARTZ ¡SAND
COÄRSE S1iND;GRAVEL
COÄRSEf'QUARTZ SAND
'ClEJN FæNE IQU1iRTZ -S1iND
CLEAN 'FtNE QUARTZ SAND
ClEANl MEDtUM QUARTZ SAND
CLEAN MEDtUM QUARTZ SAND
CO A R S E i' QUA R T Z ' ; SAN D
MEOTUM! QUARTZ SAND
VERt( COARSE!~QUÅRffZ SAND









































































































NO. VOF 0 %
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ADD~ 'P ¡Nb', A 11 R S LJ R F. p A S S
CODE STATTON COLOR ¡ CLR SEC H' OF TEW TEM B L R P T
# # ( W E iT) I NF FOREL 'CH¡1 ,0 PHO (00 ( CrJ T K '0 0 R NOfrES
130 L071 5"( 6/2'13 0 L 0 72 5 Y 6/4130 U073, 5"( 6/4130 LO?4 2~5Y' 6/4'
________l~Q_ _ii_O Z2.~_ _ ___ ____ __~.2X_ 2~?d_________ ____130 L076 2M5Y 6/4'130 LO?7 5Y 6/2'
,130 l078 5"( 6/2130 L 079 5"( 6/4130 L080 2.5"( 5/6
.130 L08! 2M5"( 6/4




















































































































ZEiI GLSR BEACH PROF!! LE #: 3506
Z E iI Gli E R 8 E A C H PRO Fr L E # 351 0
ZEIGLE!R BEACHr:ROF"I LE #:3513
ZE:JGL:ER BE¡tWH' pROF':I LE #-3514
ZEIG~ER BEACH pROFILE #_35~5
----------Z E il GtERs-FfA CH-- P-R 0- Fii'lE-- #- - 35 -it 5
ZElGtER BEACH 'PROFILE # 3535
ZEI G~ER BElCH èROFi LE # 3544
ZEIGtER BEACH eROFq LE # 3555'
ZEIGLER BEACH pROFl LE # 3604
ZEIGL:ER BEACH J~ROFl LE #3614
zEIGtER BEACH ~ROF1 LE # 3&43
lEiI GlER BEACH 'PROFit LE # 3654
ZE!IGL:ER BEACH PROF'lLE' '# 3707
ZEIGLER BEACH PROF1 LE # 3728
ze,tGtER BEACH fROF'lLE # 3753
o ZEIGLER BEACH PROF! LE '# 3822
Z E fIG L; E R BE A C H' PRO Fl L E # 3 832
zEÆGtER BEACH PROFILE # 3840
ZEIGLER BEACH PROFILE # 3858
ZEIGLER BEACH PROFi LE # 3900
ZEIGtER BEACH èROFl LE # 3905
ZEIGLER BEACH PROF! lE #3916
Z E 1 G l E R' BE A C H PRO F ,! l E # 39 21
ZEIGiER BEACH RROF1 lE # 3933
ZEIGLER BEACH RROF1 LE # 3941
ZE~ GtEg BEACH pROF! LE # 3951
ZE'IGLER BEAOH"PROF"'lLE # 4001
ZEIGLER BEACH pROFllE # 4010
ZElGtER BEACH 'tROF1LE # 4026
ZEl G G E RiB E A C H ~ R 0 Fa L E # 4 0 34
ZEiGLER BEACH pROF1LE # 4035
ZEIGLEg BEACH PROFILE # 4037
ZEIGLER BEACH pROF 1 LE '# 4038
ZEIGLER BEACH 'PROFILE # 4044
ZEIGLER BE~CH PROFl LE # 4047
ZEIGLER BEACH r:ROFl LE # 4050
ZEIGLER BEACH 'PROF1LE # 4054
ZEIGLER BElCH pRO~1 LE # 4058
ZEIGLER BEACH pROF1 LE # 4103
ZEIGLER BEACH PROF! LE # 4119'
ZEIGGEg BEÀCH pROF1 LE # 4122
ZEIGLER BEACH PROF:I LE # 4129'
ZEiGLER BEACH Ir:ROFlLE # 4130
zEIIGLeR' BElCH' PROF,! LE # 4:151
ZEIGLER BEACH PRO~1 LE # 4155
ZElGtER' BEACH eROFq LE # 4156
ZEIGLeR BEACH' pROFlLE # 4203
































































































































































































































































HUM MÂ ROC K', M AS S :.
SAG A M 0 R Sf.,.. BEAG H l, M Ä S S.
MEÍ1HOD
ARgA ,SHEEr Of 'POSl TrON

































































41 16J95 69 51 i80
41 14~60 69 59425
41 14~75 70 08~00
41 16~40 70 12492
41 17.72 70 06-32
41 22~37 70 27403
41 24~42 70 32412
41 20~87 7D 31~80
41 20073 70. 39670.
41 19403 70 48.40
42 16~6 70 51~9
4227.0. 7D 56.3
42' 37.2 70. 37.9
42 47i5 70. 48~4
42' 56. 1 7 0 4 7 . 8
43 16il 70 3542
43 23~5 70 25~5
43 31.. 5 7 0 21 ~ 943 44y4 69 47..4.
44 1947 68 10.944 36~6 67 29l2
44¿46~3 67 01~5
41 58~26 70. 38476
41 44~55 70 19~59
41 47170 70 01.0.2
41 34483 69 59~20
41 36~70 69 58487
41 37175 70 14.73
41 29.40 70. 45.34
41 33~86 70 28~19
42 09~31 70 42~ 11











































































BEACH SAND~MæD T1DE lEVEL
BEAOH SAND~MæD T1DE lEVEL
BEACH' SAND)#,MiI,D TI!DE LEVEL
BE Al:H , SAND~,I'niD T1DEi LEVEL
BEACH SAND,M'I:D TIDE' LEVEL.
BEACHI SAND~M~D TIDE LEVEL
BEACH SAND;MIDD TIDE lEVEL
BEACH SAND;MIDD TJDEi LEVEL
BEACH SAND~MæD T1DE) LEVEL




































































































































































ADD. P NO:. A ,I RI SUR F i. P A S S
CLR see H OF TEM TEM B L R P T


































































PROFILE # 4217, ..
PROF:! LE # 4227
PROFILE '# 4237
t'ROF:r lE '# 4247
PROF'J LE '# 4256
'PROF'! LE # 4316
PROF':! i.E '# 4324
pROF! LE '# 4331
PROF! LE '/ 4344
PROFi1LE'# 4420
PROF"'ILE # 4437








































Figure 1. Station index map, North Sheet. New stations in numbered areas
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i gure 2. Station index map, Middle Sheet. New
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i / GOS = R/V GOSNOLD
AST = R/V ASTERIAS
ABA = R/V ALBATROSS iv




CRUISES AND PARTICIPATING SCIENTISTS
AREA DA TES
DA MO YR DA MO YR
SC I ENT I ST I N CHARGE
Cuttyhunk 6 03 63




Gay Head 30 04 63
G u I f of Ma I ne 2 05 63
S. W. Georges Bank
S. of Long Island
9 05 63
Buzzards Bay I I 06 63
S. of Martha's Vineyard I 2 06 63
Gu I f of Ma i ne I 5 06 63
Buzzards Bay I 6 07 63
Geo 1 og i ca I and ~i a I og i ca I samp ling
Se i sm i c prof i ling
Test i ng of equ i pment
6 03 63 K. O. Emery
24 04 63 Jobst Hu I semann
26 04 63 K. O. Emery
30 04 63 K. O. Emery
7 05 63 K. O. Emery
I 4 05 63 Jobst Hü I semann
II 06 63 . Elazar Uchupi
14 06 63 Elazar Uchupi
30 06 63 Elazar Uchupi
I 6 07 63 Jobst Hü I semann
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PART I C I PANTS
D. F. Bumpus, James Trumbu I I ,
Elazar Uchupi, R. G. Walden
M. Mullen, Richard Tagg,
James Trumbull, L. Hoadley,
B. Wentworth
Jobst Hülsemann, John Schlee,
James Trumbu II, R. M. Pratt,
Roland Wigley, Arthur Merri I I
Jobst Hulsemann, James
Trumbull, R~ M. Pratt, Richard
Tagg, David Owen, C. M. dePonte
R. M. Pratt, Jobst Hülsemann,
Dona i d Casey, James Trumbu II ,
Thomas Gibson
Dona I d Casey, John Hathaway,
Russe i i Pau I, James Trumbu I I ,
Elazar Uchupi
R. Knox, Russell Paul, David
Ca u fie I d
Russe I I Pau I, R., M. Pratt,
John Schlee, Richard Tagg,
Da v i d Ca u fie I d
Robert Brad ie, Russe II Pau I,
Richard Tagg, John Watts
James Trumbu II, Jack Burke,
Carl High, Helen Keith, Howard






























Gu I f of Ma i ne
Gu I f of Ma i ne
Gu I f of Ma i ne
South of Buzzards Bay




Woods Ho I e
Cape Hatteras to Key West
Mt. Desert Is, Me. to
Norfo I k, Va.
Georges Bank to Cape
Hatteras
DATES

































R. K. Pa u i
K. O. Emery
Jobst Hü Isemann




Jobst Hü I semann
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PART i C I PANTS
Allan Jopling, Pat Wi Ide, Kevin
Beck, Jeffrey Hanor, R. M. Pratt,
David Osborn, Charles Kinnard
Robert Brad ie, Dona I d Casey,
Arthur Merri II, James Trumbu II,
Ma rt in We i ss
Robert Brodie, Russell Paul,
John Schlee, James Trumbull
James Trumbu II, Robert Meade,
Richard Tagg, Thomas Gibson,
J. B. Pierce
James Trumbull, John Schlee,
Robe rt Meade, John Hathaway,
Thomas Gibson, Edward Bradley
David Caufield, Richard Nowak,
James Trumbu I I, R i cha rd Tagg,
Robert Meade, Fred Mangelsdorf
Russell Paul, Richard Tagg,
Arthur Merri I I
Russell Paul, Richard Tagg,
John Schlee, John Maher, James
Trumbu I I
John Schlee, Roland Wigley,
Frank Manheim
Richard Tagg, James Trumbu Ii,
J ames Froth ingham, Dan I e I
Stan ley
Joseph Froth ingham, James
Trumbu I I, Frank Manhe i m, Roger
Theroux, Edward Pastu I a,
Richard Tagg, Daniel Stahley,
Henry Jensen, Robert Wait,
Charles Hollister
Arthur Wegwe i ser, W I II i am
Moen I, Robert Meade
John Schlee, Peter McFarl in,
Bruce Burns, Michael Page,
Arthur Wegweiser, Roland Wigley,
J ames Cop I an, George deVr i es








































Georges Bank, N. E.
Channe I, Gt. S. Channe I
Gu I f of Ma i ne, adjacent
ba n ks
Nantucket to Cape May
Norfo I k, Va. to
Jacksonvi lie, Fla.
Gay Head to Key West
Gu I f of Ma i ne, Georges
Ba n k, S he I f S. of
Ma rtha i s Vi neya rd
Blake Plateau and nearby
she If
Woods Ho I e to Morehead
City
Fishing Ledge, Cape Cod
Bay
Cant i nenta I Rise off
Mid die At la nt i c States
Conti nenta i S i ope off
Northeastern U.S.
Cont i nenta i S lope of f





DA MO YR DA MO YR











i 8 06 66
I 08 66














I 6 08 66
SC i ENT I ST i N CHARGE
R. M. Pratt
E lazar Uchup i
Elazar Uchupi
James Trumbu I I
E lazar Uchup i
Roland Wigley




E lazar Uchup i
R. M.Pratt
John Sch I ee
K. O. Emery
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PART i C i PANTS
James Trumbu i I, Frank Manheim,
D. Needham, David Neev, Russell
Paul, Richard Tagg, Edward
Brad i ey, Robert Meade, Robert
01 da Ie
Richard Tagg, Peter McFarl in,
Russe i I Pau i
Klaus Bandel, Robert Meade,
Dav i dRoss
Bryce Hand, Russe II Pau I,
Richard Tagg, R. Clark, C. Cun-
ningham, Jr., P. Boyer, K.
Bryant, Gideon A i magar, W.
Sutphen
Frank Ba i ley, G i i bert Chase
Evan Haynes, Roger Theroux,
Patrick Twohig, John Schlee
Claude M~rmasse, Thomas Schopf
Peter McFarl in, David Johnson,
H. A. Jones, M. L. Wi Ii iams,
J. Richard Jadanec, John Nauman,
H. A. Feh Imann, Wi Ii iam Wal ker,
J. T. I rv i ng, Rona i d J. Wa i ton
K. O. Emery, Russe I I Pau I,
R i cha rd Tagg, B. V. Schekhatov,
J. L. Luternaver, Thomas Schopf
Valentine Wi Ison Cpi lot)
James Trumbull, David Ross,
Herbert Pettenga II
Russe II Pau I, Kenneth Prada,
D. Folger, T. Owen, W. Simonson,
A. Tee i maa
Peter McFarl in, Charles Som-
merson, James Trumbull, Donald
Nixon
K. O. Emery, R. M. Pratt,
David Gates, Michael Smith,
Thomas Schopf
David Ross, James Trumbull,




PURPOS E2/ SC I ENT I ST I N CHARGEAREA DATES
DA MO YR DA MO YR
I 8 08 66 25 08 66 James Trumbull
ALV 166 G Tongue of the Ocean, 23 08 66 23 08 66 John Sch lee
Bahamas
ALV 167 G Tongue of the Ocean, 24 08 66 24 08 66 John Sch I ee
Bahamas
GOS 91 S Gu i f of Ma i ne, Georges 8 09 66 i 6 09 66 Elazar Uchupi
Ba n k 0 ff Bloc k I s i and
16 09 66 23 09 66 K. O. Eme ry
GOS 92 S Cont i nenta i Slope and I 10 66 5 10 66 Elazar Uchupi
Rise S. of Block i s I and
ALV 184 G Oceanographer Canyon 15 10 66 15 10 66 James Trumbu Ii
GOS 94 T Cont i nenta 1 She If , S i ope, 13 10 66 15 10 66 S. T. Knott
and Rise along 71° meridian
GOS 95 S Cont i nenta 1 Ma rg in, E. \I 66 15 12 66 Elazar Uchupi
Coa s t U. S. and Gulf of
Mex i co
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PART I C 1 PANTS
Robert Meade, Wi Ii iam Walker,
Frank Manhe i m, John Hathaway,
A. L. White
Va lent i ne Wi i son C pi i at)
Ma rv in McCamus C pi i at)
J. E. Sanders, P. Warner,
X. Biakis, H. Mellace, Richard
Pratt, Jobst Hü i semann, Betty
Bunce, Sidney Knott, R i cha rd
Tagg, James Trumbu II, R. Gardner
John Murray, J,. E. Sanders,
P. Warner, X. Blakis, H. Mellace




Ma rv in McCamus (p i i at)
Kenneth Prada, Thomas Stetson,
J. Doutt
Kenneth Prada, Fred Jones,
C. Petersen, J. S. Bradley,
J. R. Underwood, J. Harding,
E. Brett, H. K. Brooke,
K. O. Emery, J. Morgan,
J. Wa i i ace, J. Dow ling,






Stat ¡ ons for wh lch no sed ¡ ment samp I es are ava¡ lçible
L
1065 1274 2487 2657
1085 1370 2488 2665 E
1086 1401 2489 , 2666
1087 1403 2490 2683
1088 1413 2493 D009
1089 1414 2494 EO I 0
1105 1577 2498 EO II
I111 1582 A 2505 0 EO 12
1122 1582 B 2505 R EO 13
1132 1640 2574 EOl4
1145 1831 2578 EOl7
1160 1832 2588 EO 18
I 183 1833 2597 EO 19
t~ ,
1187 1838 2599 L003
1190 1916 2600 L004
I 197 1942 2601 L040
1213 2037 2603 L087
1215 2066 2613 ' MO 17 A
1218 2068 26 I 5 MOl9 A
1223 2126 2616 M078 A 
1225 2208 2617 M080 B
1244 2277 C 2618 MI16 A
1254 2355 A 2628 MI17 A
1260 2463 , 2634 SI18
1266 2482 2635 S 146




l ~ADDITIONAL SAMPLES, IN STORAGE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN CONTINENTAL MARGIN PROGRAM STUDIES
The samples shown on the following pages were collect~d onvariouscruises made by ships of the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. These,additional samples are stored with the samples used by the
continental margin program, but they were not selected for analysis as part of the prograrno Line







ADDITIONAL SAMPLES, IN STORAGE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN CONTINENTAL MARG I N PROGRAM STUD! ES
MET..OD METHOD
r'"CODE STATtON CRU i SE DA TE T I ME ARE" SHeET OF' fl0SlT ION CORRECTED OF'
I
# #. # OA t-O y~ TIMe Z~ GENERAL AREA COD~ # NAV fG. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUND t NO
100 SO 50 DEL 9 07 08 59 4 N Cl F" BROWNS BANK " 1 02 4:5 08. 66 08. 11 1 i100 S051. ri E L 9 07 08 59 4 N OF BROWNS BANK 6 1 02 4:5 12. 66 O~h 64 1 L100 SO 5:3 DEL 9 07 08 59 4 N OF' BROWNS BANI( A t 02 43 10. 66 0.. 92
~100 5054 DEL 9 07 08 59 4 N OF" BROWNS BANK 6 1 02 43 o. . 66 04. 110 1
r100 5055 DEL 9 07 Uô ~9 4 BROWNS BANK 8 1 02 43 00. 66 04. 1152 !,
I1110 5056 DEL 9 07 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK ß 1 02 .2 56. 66 05. t'1 1100 505" DEL 9 07 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK 8 1 02 42 4!S . 66 04. 62 i100 S060 DEL 9 07 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 :I 02 .2 34, 66 04' 13 1
i100 S06~ DEL 9 07 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 25, 66 05. 249 " !iot) s 064 DEL 9 07 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA " 1: 02 42 34, 65 57. 117 1lOt) 5065 f) E L 9 07 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 38. 65 53. 86 110 !) S07:3 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 ROSEWAY BASIN 6 1 02 42 56. 6!S 19. 161 1100 S075 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 .6, 65 17. 110 110 l) so 7~ DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 41. 6S 15. 97 1
l.
10 Q S077 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 8R~WNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 36. 65 15. 99 1100 S07Q DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA , 1 02 42 21. 65 12. 114 1
10 D 5081 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA , 1 02 42 18. 6PJ 20. 117 1100 S082 DEL 9 08 0" ~9 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 1 1 02 42 i,. 65 25. 121 1
10 a S084 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA , 1 02 42 16. 6' 29. 112 t
:i 0 0 SO 8'" DI:L 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANK AREA , 1 02 42 26. 6PJ 27. 106 1.10 (J 5090 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BANI- 6 1 02 42 38, 65 PJ 0, 92 1100 ;:091 DEL 9 08 OS 59 4 BROWNS BANK 6 1- 02 42 40. 65 56. 86 1
10 n so 92 DEL 9 08 08 59 4 B RCl WN S BAN~ 6 1 02 42 48. 66 02 19 1100 509:~ DEL 9 08 Ü 8 59 4 BROWNS BANK 6 , 02 42 4' . 66 08. '5 1100 S09~; DEL 9 08 Q 8 59 4 BROWNS BANY. 2 1 02 42 52. 66 20. 13 3-100 S09,;: nEL 9 08 o O 59 4 BROWNS BANK 9 ,. 02 42 51. 66 28. 165 1.100 SO 9q DEL 9 08 08 59 4 BROWNS BAN~ 9 , 02 42 48. 66 29. 110 1
10 (J s:i 0 ~L DEL 9 09 o B 59 4 BROWNS BANK C) 1 02 .2 41. 66 35. 165 i
L ,
100 S105 DEL 9 09 Ub !) 9 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' MA I NE 9 1 02 42 41. 61 Q2 t 238 1100 5101, DEL 9 09 Db 59 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' MA I Nt: 0 1 02 42 .0. 61 09. 211 1100 St07 DEL 9 09 08 59 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' M A i NE 0 1 02 42 41. 61 15. 231 1100 S11j. DEL 9 09 08 59 4 SOUTH GULf OF' MA I NE lÔ 1 02 42 41. 6' 42. 192 1100 S115 DEL 9 09 08 59 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' M A I NE 1e 1 02 .2 H.. 68 10. 185 1100 8119 DEL 9 09 08 59 4 E, OF' CASHES LEDGE le 1 02 .2 41. 68 :51. 192 i10 (l S123 DEL 9 09 08 59 4 se OF' flPENNIES LEDGE 1 tI 1 02 .2 4a. 69 04. 1PJ9 S-100 5127 DEL 9 09 oe 59 4 SW OF' F'IPENNIES LEDGE 1S 1 02 .2 41. 69 32. a4' i100 S13j. DEL 9 10 08 59 4 S.OF" JEffREYS LEDGE 13 1 02 .2 41. 69 '9. 168 1.100 S132 DEL 9 10 08 59 4 S.OF" JEF"F'REYS LEDGE 13 1 02 42 ~1. 10 05. 114 1100 8133 DEL 9 10 08 59 4 S. Cl F" JEF'F'REYS LEDGE 1:5 1 02 42 41. 10 12. 59 t100 S134 DEI. 9 10 08 59 4 S.OF" JEF"F'REYS LEDGE 13 1 02 42 41. 1tl t9. 53 1100 5135 DEL 9 10 08 59 4 S.OF JEF"F'REYS LeDGE 13 1 02 42 :56. 70 19. 71 1100 S1.4t DEL 9 10 08 59 4 MURRA V BASI N 1:5 1 02 4e :50. 69 44. 261 1100 5143 !Jf:L 9 10 08 59 4 W I L 1(1 N SON BAS'IN AREA 13 1 02 .2 3D. 69 31. 291 1100 5145 DEL 9 10 08 59 4 WILKINSON BASI N AREA 13 1. 02 42 :51. 69 18. 241 1100 S147 DEL 9 10 OS 59 4 WILKINSON BAS I N AREA 13 1 02 .~ 3D. 69 0., 205 1
L,
100 S1.49 (iE L 9 10 08 59 4 WILKINSON BAS IN AREA 1:5 1 02 .æ 30. 68 50. 201 1100 l0002 A83 101 21 08 51 4 SOUTH GULf OF' MA i NE 13 1 02 .1 40. 69 42. 81 1100 \I 0 04 AB3 101 21 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' M A i NE 13 1 02 41 46. 69 :53. 114 1.
I
100 woo f AB3 101 21 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF' OF" M.INE 1:5 1. 02 .1 51. 69 22. 203 t100 woep. AB3 101 21 08 51 4 SOUTH GULF Of MA I NE 13 1 02 .1 5'. 69 10. 22:5 1
L
101
ADDITIONAL, SAMPLES, IN STORAGE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN CONTINENTAL MARG I N PROGRAM STUDI ES
METi-OD METHOD
CODE STATTÜN C' R Ii 1 S E- üt. TE T I ME AREA SHeET OF' poSITION CORReCTED OF'
# tt fl OA rvo yp TIME: ZN GENERAL AREA CODF # NA V I G. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUND I NG
, 100 W G 1 r A 87; 101 22 Û 8 57 4 SOUTH GULF OF' MAINE 13 1 02 41 54. 69 05. 194 1i
i 100 iN C 1 r ,~8 3 101 22 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' MAINE 13 1 02 41 45. 69 04. 176 1L_ 100 IN C 14 A 83 1. 0 1 22 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF OF' M A I NE 13 1 02 41 34. 69 06. 165 1
100 I- C 1 f. A8) 101 22 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF OF" MA I NE 13 1 02 41 25. 69 06. 157 1
100 W 0 lb P. tS 3 101 22 08 ,7 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 41 14 l 69 05. 152 1
100 ¡. 0 2~ .A 83 101 22 08 ;7 4 G~EAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 54. 69 05. 75 1
100 we 24 A I? 3 101 22 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 43. 69 04. 77 1
100 W 0 26 A 13 3 101 22 ad ., 7 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEl. 17 1 02 40 33 l 69 06. 70 1
100 loJ G 3 0 A r13 1 a 1 :2 ? 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 14. 69 05. 95 1
100 W 0 32 A83 101 22 08 57 4 GREA T SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 39. 68 58. 135 1
100 w 0 ,3~. A83 101 23 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 20. 68 51. 90 1
100 l~ 0 3í t, 3 3 101 23 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 29. 68 52. 71 1
100 W 0 4 0 A':33 lOt 23 08 ~7 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 44 l 68 51. 60 1
100 w 0 4~ A 8:~ 101. 2 ~3 08 57 4 S~ GEORGES dANK 14 1 02 40 52. 68 50. 64 1
100 \.o o'~ 2 Ii i3 ,3 101 23 Od 57 4 S\t GEORGES aANK 14 1 02 40 55. 68 50. 68 1
100 l.J 0 45 ~ 93 .1 0 1. 2,3 a 8 57 4 Sw GEORGES 8ANK 14 1 02 41 10. 68 50. 82 1
100 .o 047 td ,~ 101 23 08 '? 7 4 SOUTH GULF OF MA I NE 13 1 02 41 20. 68 50. 112 1
100 :. 0 i; a 4R~ 101 23 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF OF MAINE 13 1 02 41 34. 68 50. 156 1
100 L~ a 52 1\ 83 101 23 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF OF' MAINE 13 1 02 41 44. 68 50. 165 1
100 wO 54 A'.n 101 23 08 " 7 4 SO LJ T H GULF r) F' MAINE 13 1 02 41 54. 68 50. 135 1
100 ',o 0 ~~ f\.n 10:1 23 08 r; 7 4 SOUTH GULF iJ F' MA I NE 13 1 02 41 55. 68 46. 154 1
100 WQ;;7 A ':3 :L 0 1 23 OS ., 7 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' MA I NE 13 1 02 41 52. 68 42. 154 1
100 W O?p At3 ~ 101 23 08 57 4 SOUTH GULF Of MA I NE 13 1 02 41 47. 68 38. 168 1
i 00 \A 'J 59 Ad.3 101 23 Od OJ 7 4 SOUTH GULF OF' MA I NE 13 1 02 41 42. 68 35. 181 1
r
i 0 0 1'061 Af33 i ü 1 ;¿ 4 ü b ,7 4 1.J. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 35. 68 26. 49 1.
100 \A 0 63 l\ 8 ~s 101- ? 4 o 9 37 4 \... GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 26. 68 19. 48 1
100 L.oO.s'S A g:~ 1 :)1 24 08 57 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 18. 68 11. 31 1
100 \AJ 0 ,; 7 t,fn :LrH 24 08 57 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 10. 68 0:3 . 42 1
100 l, ù "it: ~8~ 1 a 1 24 08 '7 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 02. 67 56. 49 1
100 ;, Q 71. A ì33 1 J 1. 24 08 S7 4 l~. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 53. 67 48. 60 1
100 l.jan .~ t3 3 :1. n:1 24 08 57 4 l4 . G E 0 R G E S BANK 14 1- 02 40 45. 67 40. 70 1
100 WO 74 AY~ 101. 24 08 57 4 H. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 41. 67 :5 6. 81 1
100 WD7'~ A 8-~ 101 24 08 '57 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 33. 67 28. 117 1
100 \. 0 ~ 0 A 8 ~$ 1. 0 1 24 Od j7 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 43 l 61 29. 84 1
100 WQW2 AB3 l!H 24 08 57 4 \A. GEORGES RANK 14 1 02 40 53. 67 28. 77 1
100 wa~c; .4.H3 101- 24 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 1 i4 1 02 41 09. 67 28. 55 1
100 w 0 d7 A 8:$ 101 24 Od ,7 4 GEORGES B Á Nt, 14 1 02 41 19. 67 28. 29 1
100 w 0 i~ C) AW~ :1 01 24 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 29. 67 28. 49 1
100 WQ9?' ¡Hn 10:1 24 08 'j 7 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 44. 67 28. 33 1
100 wO 94 Jl H 3 1 ~ 1. ? 4 08 57 4 GEQRGES BANK 14 1 02 41 54. 67 28. 46 1
100 W OJ~ A F:3 101 25 o Ö :17 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 10. 67 28. 231 1
100 w1 0 4 Afn 101 2 :; o £3 ':7 4 N GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 10. 67 10. 62 1
100 Wl;16 AI:L~ 101 25 08 ~)7 4 N GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 06 l 67 09. 48 1
100 wlù~ !\ R 3 101 ~, 06 ';7 4 N GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 00 l 67 04. 59 1
100 iH09 A 8,~ 1 ;)1 25 08 57 4 N GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 02. 66 5a. 64 1
100 ;,. 11. 3 ,1.R5 101 25 08 57 4 N GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 07. 66 45. 71 1
100 l~11S A tJ .5 1. 0 1 2 :; Od ;,7 4 GEORGES BASiN ÂREA 9 1 02 42 15 l 66 45. 278 1
100 t.J.11.7 !\r.q 1 íl1. 25 08 57 4 NORTHEAST CHANNEL A 1 02 42 20. 66 40. 350 1
100 w11 Q iün 10 :i 26 OH 57 4 NORTHEAST CHANNEL A 1 02 42 21. 66 26. 286 1
100 ~~L!1 ¡~ 8 3 :1ri 1 26 08 '77 4 NE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 15. 66 21. 221 1
102
ADDITIONAL SAMPLES, IN STORAGE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN CONTINENTAL MARGIN PROGRAM STUD I ES
METi:OD MET~OD
CODE STiITrUN CfHJ 1 SE ìJ ¡\ TE T I ME: ARE¡ SHEET OF' POSITION CORRECTED OF I
# ti fJ DA MO YR TIMt: ZN GENERAL AREA CODe 11 NAViG. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUNDl NO iI
100 W1E~3 AB3 101 26 08 57 4 ~JE GEORGES BANK 14 t 02 42 ()7 . 66 20. 106 1
r
1. 0 0 LH ? i; AbL~ 101 26 08 57 4 NE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 00. 66 20. 84 1
100 \H?fi AH3 1 () 1 26 08 57 4 NE GEORGES OANK 14 1 02 41 55. 66 20. 81 t100 W:1?H AB,3 1 0 ~.. 26 08 57 4 NE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 45. 66 20. 19 1100 I~LHl A fl3 101 26 08 "j 7 4 NE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 35. 66 17 t 88 1
¡100 W:L~~2 'dB 1 UL 26 08 'j 7 4 E GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 24. 66 20. 112 1
100 Wl~~4 AR3 t 01 26 08 57 4 NEAR CORSA ¡ R CANYON 14 1 o~ 4~ 24. 66 oj. 139 1
1. 0 a W1:~7 AB~ 101 26 08 57 4 NEAR CORSA I ~ CANYON 14 1 02 41 35. 66 00. 106 1
100 i",:l.:~q AB3 101 26 08 57 4 NE GEORGES BÀNK 14 1. 02 41 45. 66 00. 99 1100 W141 Atn 101 26 08 57 4 NE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 52 t 65 54, 108 1100 W142 ,A83 101 26 o b 57 4 NE GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 55. 66 48. 181 1
100 W147 A 83 1 UL 27 08 57 4 S BROWNS BANK 6 1 02 42 13 t 65 34. 119 1100 W149 AU3 1 Q 1 27 Ob ';7 4 S BROWNS BANK 6 1 02 42 20. 65 44 t 139 1
100 141.:;1 .683 101 27 08 57 4 NORTHEAST CHANNEL e 1 02 42 18. 65 51. 231 1
100 W153 A R 'i i 111 27 08 57 4 NORTHEAST CHANNEL e 1 02 42 11. 66 ~2 , 236 1
L100 W 1. '; 6 A83 101 27 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 () ~ 4~ 02. 66 16. 81 1100 W158 A f3'~ i 0 t 27 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 54. 66 25. 82 1.
1 U 0 W11)0 A83 1 U1 27 08 ';7 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 46 t 66 34 t 13 1
!
100 W16? A83 101. 27 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41. 40 t 66 45. 1Ó 1100 L~164 A83 1 UL 28 Od ') 7 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 29 l 66 45. 70 1
100 W166 A B:3 101 28 Od ";7 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 19 t 66 45, 77 1
100 w'1 ~ ~ 483 101 28 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 09 l 66 45. 77 1.
!100 W1l1 A tl3 101 28 08 57 4 Si.OPE S, GEO~GES BANK 15 1 02 40 54, 66 46. 103 1
100 W1'/:3 AR3 101 28 Od 57 4 SLOPE S. GEOHGES BANK 15 1 02 40 49. 66 52, 11.c 1.
100 W175 A83 10 :1- 28 08 57 4 SL(,PE S. GEORGES BANK 15 1 02 4n 48. 61 65. 95 1
100 Wi 77 A83 101 28 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 46. 67 18. 92 í
100 W179 AR3 101 28 08 57 4 GEORGES SANK 1. 1 02 40 46. 67 32. 81 1
100 W183 A83 1 I) 1 28 Od 'j 7 4 GEORCiES BANK 14 1 02 40 48. 67 58. 10 1
100 l~tR5 A tl =~ 1 f)1 28 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 4l' 48. 68 12. 59 1-
100 Wl1:7 AB3 101 28 o b 'j 7 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 48, 68 25, 46 1. '
100 W1.1ì9 AH3 lOt 28 08 57 4 GEDRGES El A NK 14 1 o~ 40 48. 68 40. 62 1
100 wla?, A83 101 28 o Ô 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 t 02 40 48. f,9 02. 17 1100 W19,3 A83 1 Û 1 29 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL. 11 1 02 40 48. 69 06. 66 1
1. 00 w194 AB3 i. 01 29 Dö ';7 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 40 48. 69 13. 62 1
100 W196 AS:3 1 f) j. 29 Od f;7 4 NANTUCKET SHOALS 18 1 02 40 52. 69 15. 64 1-
L:100 W198 A8~ 101. 29 08 '=7 4 NAN TUCKET SHOALS 1ß t 02 41 00 t 69 15. 60 i100 W1QQ A83 1. 0 t 29 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTIo CHANNEL 17 1 02 41 00. 69 08. 6~ 1
100 \11201. AB3 10:1. 2Q 08 57 4 GREAT SOUTIo CHANNEL 1 '7 1 02 41 00, 68 5~. 71 1
100 W202 A b:~ ill J. 29 08 57 4 GEORGES BAN'" 14 1 02 41 00. 68 48, 66 1
100 W2 0:3 AB3 1 U 1 29 Od 'j 7 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 00 t 68 42. 64 1
100 w?n6 AB 3 10:1. 29 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 10. 68 35. 57 1
100 W~J. 0 R A83 101 29 08 57 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 20. 68 35. 6S 1
100 w210 A83 1 U1 29 08 1;7 4 GEORGES SANK 14 1 02 41 30 t 68 35. 102 1
100 W212 A83 10 :i 29 08 57 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA 13 1 02 41 38. 68 35. 181 1
100 W2t4 6.8:3 101 29 08 57 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA 13 1 02 41 45. f,8 28. 192 1
100 W21fi A 8~~ 101 29 o I: 57 4 ~)1i GEORGES RANK 14 1 02 41 40 t 68 24. 22 i
100 w2i 7 AB3 10 t 29 08 57 4 NW GEORGES fUNK 14 1 02 41 34. 68 25. 62 1
100 W ? ~. 9 A83 1. f) 1 29 08 57 4 N¡, GEORGES BANK 1~ 1 o~ 41 24, 68 31. 8t t100 W?2ll A f3 -~ 11.1 29 08 57 4 S!'UTH GULf Of MA I NE 13 1 02 41 25 t 68 37, 95 1.
100 W2¿1 A i; 3 1 Ul 29 Ob ':7 4 SOUTH GULf OF" MAINE 13 1 02 41 25. 68 44. 111 1.





CODe STATiON CRuISE UA TE T I ME ARE Á SHEET or PoS IT tON 0'
# # t1 DA MO YR 'Ì I ME ZN GeNERAL AF~ F. A CODl * NAY tG. LAT LONG D'E II "11 SQUNDí NIt
100 XF'029 A84 13 28 10 64 0150 4 SLOPE NEAR BLOCI( CAN" 23 1 G~ 39 56. 11' 33. 110 t100 XF"030 AB4 13 28 10 64 0323 4 Si.OPE NEAR Bl.OCI( CANV 23 1 02 39 '8. 71 2.ì. ill 1100 XF'031 A84 13 28 10 64 0505 4 Si.OPE NEAR BLOCI( CAN" 24 1 o~ 4Ò 00. 71 12'. 214. 5.100 XF032 Al:4 13 28 10 64 0700 4 SLOPE NEAR BLOCK CANY 24 l' 02 40 01. 10 '2. 220 1
; 00 XF033 A84 13 28 10 64 1039 4 Si.OPE NEAR BLOCK CAN" 24 1 02 40 16, 10 50. 119 1100 XF"034 AB4 13 28 10 64 1309 4 SHELf S OF' MAR Y I NEye 23 1 02 40 04,. 10 36. lS2 5.;00 XF 035 AB4 13 28 10 64 1441: 4 A TL.ANT I S. CANYON AREA 23 1 02 40 08. 70 22. 121 L100 XF'036 A84 13 28 10 64 1620 4 A TlANTI S CANYON AREA 24 1 o~ 40 01. 10 25,. 220 I100 XF037 A84 13 28 10 64 1750 4 A Ti.ANTIS CANYON AREA 24 1 32 40 00. 10 37. 19li i100 XF"038 AB4 13 29 10 64 044' 4 SHeLF' S OF' I-JANTUr.KEi' 18 1 o~ 40 49, 69 48. 37' t100 XF'040 AB4 13 29 10 64 0822 4 SIiIH," S OF' NANTUOI(ET 18 1 ø~ 40 39. S9 '5. 57 1100 XF"041 AB4 13 29 10 64 1115 4 SHELF" S OF' NANTUCKET 23 1 o~ 4 (J 15, 10 07. 92 1100 XF"042 AB4 13 29 10 64 1245 4 A TLANTI S CANYON AREA 23 1 02 40 01. 10 De. 115 1100 XF"043 A84 13 29 10 64 1437 4 Á TLANT'I S CÀNYON AREA 24 1 02 39 5l, 70 03. 1B3 1100 XF"044 AB4 13 29 10 64 1735 4 NeAR VEA TCH CANYON 23 1- 02 .40 03. 69 2$. 101 1
1. 0 0 XF"045 AB4 13 29 10 64 2023 4 F. , Of HYDROGRÀPHER CAN 16 1 02 40 04. 68 '6. 220 1;00 XF"046 AB4 13 29 10 04 215U 4 E,OF' HYDROGRAPHER CAN 16 1 02 40 10, 68 51. 128 1100 XF' 0 4 7 A84 13 29 10 64 2305 4 E. 0 F" HYDROGRAPHER C.HI 16 1 02 40 13. 68 "'. 119 1100 XF049 A84 13 30 10 64 o ~s 0 9 4 NANTUCKET SHOAL.S l' 1 02 4 t) 45. S, 02_ 62 1100 XF"050 AB4 13 ~o 10 64 085' 4 NANTUCI(E'l SHOALS 18 1 02 41 04. .s9 19. 51 1
1. 00 XF"051 AB4 13 30 10 64 1023 4 NANTUCKET SHOALS 18 1 02 41 12. 69 ~2. 55 1100 XF'052 A84 13 30 10 64 1202 4 NANTUCKET SHOALS . - 1 02 41 13, 69 14. 13 ì:&,100 XF"054 AS4 13 30 10 ()4 155~ 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' MA I NE 13 1 02 41 2~. 69 19. 88 1
~oo XF'O~5 AB4 13 30 10 64 175~ 4 SOUTH GULF' OF' MA I NE 13 1 02 41 25, 69 01. 146 1100 XF"056 AB4 13 30 10 64 2010 4 w. GEORGEs BANK 14 1 02 41 16. 68 5õ. 99 ' 1;00 XF"057 AB4 13 30 10 64 2136 4 W. ' GEORGES BANK i4 1 02 41 oe. 68 52. 90 i100 XF"058 AF34 13 31 10 64 03o, 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 01. 68 3~ . 53 5.100 XF"05Q AB4 13 31 10 64 0722 4 w, GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 49. 68 ~5 . 51 ' t100 XF"060 A84 13 31 10 64 0926 4 W l GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 4li,. 68 30. " !100 XF"061 AB4 i3 31 10 64 1231 4 W. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 29. 68 3 !'h 88 1100 XF"O,,2 A84 13 31 10 64 ~ 525 4 WEL.KER CANYON AREA 14 1 02 40 12. 68 ~6 . 16!5 i100 Xf 0 63 AB4 13 31 10 64 1745 4 WELKE~ CANYON AREA 11 1 02 40 13. 68 2!5t 183 t
~oo XFOó4 Al:4 13 31 10 64 2036 4 BY OCcANOGRAPHR CANY 1'4 1. 02 40 1" 68 14. 5.9. 1
~oo XF"065 A84 13 31 10 64 2J32 4 G i L.BERT ÇANYON AREA lii l' 02 40 2? , 68 03, t28 t100 XF'066 AB4 13 01 11 64 0220 4 L YDON i A OANYON AREA 14 1 02 4Ð 24. 61 47'. 146 1
~ 00 XF" 0 Ó 7 AB4 13 01 11 64 0600 4 E. OF' L.~DON I A CANYON 14 1 02 40 32. 61 24. 1152 L
:1 00 XF"068 A84 13 01 11 64 0818 4 GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 40 38. 61 36. 86 L100 XF"069 AB4 13 01 11 64 160 a 4 GeORGeS BANK 14 1 02 4Ö 4~,. " 3~. 7~ 5.100 XF"011 AB4 13 01 11 64 193e 4 GEORGES BANK 14 j 02 41 61. 68 10. 46 S.
1. 00 XF"072 AB4 13 01 11 64 2¿59 4 GEORGES BANK 1. 1 02 41 10, 6' in,. 51 î
1. 00 XF073 AB4 13 02 11 64 0201 4 GEORGES BANK 14 ,. 02 41 11. " 00. 66 i
~o 0 XF074 AB4 13 02 11 64 054~ 4 GeORGES BANK ;4 1 02 40 46, 61 18. 93 1100 XF"075 AB4 13 02 11 64 0846 4 SL.OPE S.OF' GEORGES 131( 14 1. 02 40 41. 6' I) O. 137 l
'" 0 0 XF"077 AB4 13 02 11 64 1240 4 SL,OPE S. 0 F' GEORGES 91( ;5 :1 02 40 51', 66 39. t" ,
1 00 XF"018 AB4 13 02 11 64 1:555 4 Si.OPE S. 0 F' GEORGES aK 1!' 1 02 40 54. 66 31. tSts ì100 XF"079 AB4 13 02 11 64 1645 4 SLOPE S .OF' GEORGES 91( 1l 1. 02 41 Q8. 66 18. 1'6, î
to 0 XF"080 ..84 13 02 11 64 ~855 4 NEAR CORSA i R CANYON 14 1 02 41 21. 66 13. 1l8 1100 XF'081 AB4 13 02 11 64 2112 4 NEAR CORSAIR CANYON 15 l' 02 41 ?4. 66 6 ø. 216 l100 XF"082 A84 13 02 11 64 2248 4 NEAR CORSA ï R CANYON 1~ 1. 02 ..1 29. 6f o~ . 128 1100 XF"OS3 A84 13 03 11 64 010' 4 EAST GSORGES BANi( 14 1. 02 41 40. '65 '3. 5.32 5.
ADDITIONAL SAMPLES, IN STORAGE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN CONTINENTAL MARGIN PROGRAM STUDIES
105
METHOD METHOD
CODE STATiûN CrliiISE DA T¿ T I ME AREA SHeeT Of PoSITION CORReCTED OF'
'# ;: '# DA MO VR i I ME ZN GENERAL ARi:A cODF # NAVIG. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUND t Nfl
100 XGOO2 AB4 13 10 11 64 1654 4 N OF' STELLWAGON BANK 21 1 02 42 31- 70 28. 91 1
100 XGOO3 AB4 L3 10 11 64 1926 4 STELLWAGON BANK 13 1 02 42 18. 70 20. 37 1
100 XGOO4 AB4 13 10 11 64 2~O6 4 WILDCAT KNOI.L 13 1 02 42 24. 69 58. 190 1
100 XGOQ5 Aß4 13 10 11 64 2357 4 WILDCAT KNOLL 13 1 02 42 28. 69 59. 137 t
1. 0 0 XGOO6 AB4 13 11 11 64 0245 4 WI LKI NSON BASIN 13 1 02 42 25. 69 38. 238 1
100 XGOQ7 A84 13 11 11 64 0513 4 WILKINSON BASIN 13 1 02 42 11. 69 48. 161 1
100 XGOO8 AB4 13 11 11 64 0701 4 EASi OF' CAPE COD 13 1 02 42 02. 69 52. 91 1
:1 00 XGOO9 AB4 13 11 11 64 Od48 4 EAST OF" CAPE COD 13 1 02 41 58. 69 36. 201 1
100 XG010 AB4 13 11 11 64 1414 4 F"RANKLIN SWELL. 13 1 02 42 09. 69 11. 186 1
100 XG011 AB4 13 11 11 64 1655 4 WILKINSON BASIN 13 1 02 42 28. 69 06. 227 1.
100 XG012 A84 13 11 11 64 1d53 4 WILKINSON BAS I N 13 1 02 42 36 t 69 17. 230 i
100 XG015 A84 13 12 11 64 O¿50 4 N. OF" CAPE ANN 13 1 02 42 4'7. 70 36. 75 1
100 XG016 AB4 13 12 11 64 Oó3~ 4 E. OF JEF'f'RYS LEDGE 13 1 02 .. :5 12. 70 14. 110 i
100 XG017 AB4 13 12 11 64 1 Q13 4 N.OF' JEFF"RYS LEDGE 13 1 02 43 16. 70 15. 93 i
100 XG018 A84 13 12 11 64 1230 4 N.OF" JEF"F"RYS LEDGE 13 1 02 43 22 t 10 00. 152 1
100 XG019 A84 13 12 11 64 1600 4 PLATTs BASI N AREA 1n 1 02 43 14. 69 23. 159 1.
100 XG020 AB4 13 12 11 64 11320 4 pLA TTS BASIN AREA 1n 1 02 43 21. 69 10. 154 i
100 XG021 A84 13 12 11 64 21.10 4 PLA TTS BASIN AREA 10 1 02 43 19. 68 55. 135 1.
100 XG022 AB4 13 12 11 64 2142 4 PLA TTS BAS! N AREA 10 1 02 43 14. 69 00. 168 1
100 XG023 AB4 13 12 11 64 2332 4 PLA TTS BASIN AREA 10 1 02 43 04. 68 52. 192 1
100 XG024 A84 13 13 11 64 0140 4 SOUTH OF" JEFF"RYS BANK 10 1 02 4J 0'7. 68 35. 198 1
100 XG025 AB4 13 13 11 64 0340 4 SOUTH OF" JEF"F"RYS BANK 10 1 02 43 13. 68 35. 116 1
100 XG026 AB4 13 13 11 64 O~16 4 SOUTH OF' JEF'F'RYS BANK 10 1 02 43 13, 68 30, 190 t
100 XG029 AB4 13 13 11 64 1247 4 W.OF" JORDAN BASIN !5 1 02 43 33. 68 03. 186 1
100 XG031 A84 13 14 11 64 0020 4 N.OF" JORDAN BASIN 5 1. 02 44 00. 61 55. 95 1
100 XG032 AB4 13 14 11 64 0230 4 N,OF' JORDAN BASIN 5 1 02 44 04. 61 42. 161 1.
100 XG033 AB4 13 14 11 64 0650 .. N. OF JORDAN BAS t N i; 1 02 44 18. 61 42. 73 1
100 XG034 AB4 13 14 11 64 1035 4 GRAND MANN BANKS AREA 5 1 02 44 21. 61 14. 139 1
100 XG035 AB4 13 14 11 64 1340 4 GRAND MANN BANKS AREA 5 1 02 44 22. 66 51. 110 1.
100 XG036 AB4 13 14 11 64 175U 4 S BAY OF' F"UNDY 3 1 02 44 41, 66 23. 150 i
100 XG037 A84 13 14 11 64 2025 4 S BAY OF' F"UNDY 3 1 02 44 34. 66 15. 119 1.
100 XG038 AB4 13 15 11 64 Q02!) 4 S. OF 5T .MARY'S BAY N. S 5 1 02 44 12, 66 31. 86 1.
100 XG039 AB4 13 15 11 64 0255 4 S.OF' ST. MARYS BAY N. S 2 1. 02 44 01. 66 32. 91 1.
100 XG040 AB4 13 15 11 64 0718 4 s.Or Sf .MÅ~YS BAY N. S 5 1. 02 43 58. 66 42. 91 1.
100 XG041 A84 13 15 11 64 1935 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 5 1 02 44 03. 61 19. 198 1
100 XG042 A84 13 15 11 64 2200 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 5 1 02 43 53. 61 14. 174 1.
100 XG043 A84 13 16 11 64 0210 4 JORDAN BASIN AREA 5 1 02 43 36. 6., 33. 220 i
100 XG044 A84 13 16 11 64 0550 4 JORDAN BASI N AREA 5 1 02 43 19. 67 50. 2Je 1.
100 XG045 A84 13 16 11 64 081~ 4 TRUXTON SWELL IS 1 02 43 09, 67 46. 183 1
100 XG046 AB4 13 16 11 64 1027 4 s. GULF' OF" MA I NE 10 1 02 42 54. 68 00. 185 1.
100 XG047 AB4 13 16 11 64 1247 4 SOUTH GULf OF' MA I NE 1n 1 02 42 40. 68 18. 179 1.
100 XG048 Á84 13 16 11 64 1605 4 SOUTH GULf OF" MA I NE 10 1 02 42 12. 68 32. 168 1
100 XG049 AB4 13 16 11 64 2021 4 SOUTH GULF" OF' MAINE 10 1 02 42 24. ' 67 54. 186 1
100 XG050 A84 13 17 11 64 0015 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA 9 1 02 42 39. 67 17. 256 1
100 XG051 AB4 13 11 11 64 2135 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA 9 1 02 42 40. 67 37. 183 1
100 XG052 A84 13 11 11 64 2309 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA Q 1 02 42 36. 67 37. 221 1
100 XG053 AB4 13 18 11 64 012'7 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA 9 1. 02 42 52. 67 29. 232 1
100 XG054 AB4 13 18 11 64 0754 4 GEORGES BASIN AREA 9 1 02 42 50, 66 47. 220 1
100 XG055 AS4 13 21 11 64 121~ 4 SW OF' NOVA SCOT i A 2 1 02 43 46. 66 31. 97 1

























































AB4 13 21 11 64AB4 13 21 11 64
AB4 13 21 11 64A84 13 22 11 64
A84 13 22 11 64
AB4 13 22 11 64AS4 13 22 11 64A84 13 22 11 64
AB4 13 22 11 64
AB4 13 22 11 64
AB4 13 22 11 64
AB4 13 22 11 64
AB4 13 23 11 64
AB4 13 23 11 64AB4 13 23 11 64AB4 13 23 11 64
A84 13 23 11 64A84 13 23 11 64
A84 13 23 11 64
A84 13 23 11 64
AB4 13 24 11 64
A84 13 24 11 64A84 13 24 11 64
AB4 13 24 11 64AS4 13 2~ 11 64
A84 13 24 11 64
AB4 13 24 11 64AB4 13 24 11 64
AB4 13 24 11 64
A84 13 24 11 64
AB4 13 25 11 64AB4 13 25 11 64AB4 2 01 02 65AB4 2 02 02 65
AB4 2 02 02 65AB4 2 02 02 6~AB4 2 02 02 65AB4 2 02 02 65AB4 2 02 02 65AB4 2 02 02 65AS4 2 02 02 65A84 2 07 02 65A84 2 01 02 65AB4 2 07 02 65AB4 2 08 02 65AS4 2 08 02 65A84 2 08 02 65AS4 2 08 02 65A84 2 08 02 65





















































SW of NOVA SCOT1A
SW OF' NOY A SCOT I A
SW OF NOY A scot t A
W OF' BROWNS BANK
W OF BROWNS BANK




















N. GEORGES BANK SLOPE
GEORGES BAS I N









e. JEF"F'R VB LiD(àE
N ,OF JeF'FRYS LEDGE
N, O~ JE'FRVS LEDaE
~l OF' JEF'F'RYS LEDGE
O~'. gAPE eL I ZASITH
F.L.TTS' SASIN AREA
PLATTS BlS1N ARIA




W ILK I NSON BAst N AREA
SOUTH GULF' OF' MA 1 NE
SOUTH GULF' OF MA t NE
METliOD
AREA SHeeT 0' POSl''10N











































02 43 22.02 4i!U..
o 2 43 05.02 42 48,02 42 38.
02 42 42.
02 42 38.02 42 32.
02 42 40,02 42 48.02 42 "2.






















02 43 04,02 43 11.
02 43 3,3 '.



















































































































































CODE STATtUN CRuIS¡: DATe: TIME AREA SHEET or poSITION CORReCTED OF'
! # Ii t/ DA MO VR T I ME ZN GeNERAL AREA CODE ft NAViG. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUNDI NO
100 XIO~O AB4 2 08 02 65 2()45 4 SOUTH GULf OF" MA I NE 13 1 02 42 19. 68 41. 203 i
100 XI021 AB4 2 08 02 ó5 2-S40 4 SOUTH GULf OF" MAINE 10 1 02 42 26. 68 20. 196 1
100 XI022 A84 2 09 02 65 0302 4 S.OF" JEF"F"RYS BANK 10 1 02 42 51. 68 29. 179 1100 XI023 AB4 2 09 02 65 O~52 4 S.OF" JEF"fRYS BANK 10 1 Q2 43 00 l 68 49. 172 1
100 XI024 A84 2 09 02 65 o~o 0 4 S. OF' JEF"fRYS BANK 10 1 02 43 06. 68 44. 157 1100 Xi025 AB4 2 09 02 65 1¿3~ 4 JEFF"RyS BANK AREA 10 1 02 43 19, 68 26. 185 1
100 )(1026 A84 2 09 02 65 1845 4 JORDAN BASIN 5 1 02 43 26. 67 57. 212 1
:I 0 0 XI027 A84 2 09 02 65 2210 4 JEF"F'RYS BANK AREA 10 1 02 43 34. 68 31. 134 i
:LO 0 XI028 AI:4 2 09 02 c5 2J5ô 4 JEF"F"RYS BANK AREA 10 1 02 43 37 l 68 40. 152 1
1. 0 0 XIO~9 AB4 2 10 02 65 0150 4 JEPfRYS BANK AReA 10 1. 02 43 40, 68 46. 124 1
100 XtO'~Q Aß4 2 10 02 65 0443 4 JEFF"RYS BANK AReA 5 1. 02 43 49. 68 19. 137 1
100 x i 0 .31 AB4 2 10 02 65 064.5 4 S.OF" MT DeSERT I . ME 5 1 02 44 01 t 68 16. 75 1
100 X I 0:33 AB4 2 10 02 65 1347 4 S OF' GRAND MANN I ,ME ~ 1 02 44 26. 67 ~8 . 68 1.
100 XI034 Af:4 2 10 02 65 1636 4 S OF GRAND MANN I, ME 5 1 02 44 18. 61 03. 119 1100 XI036 AB4 2 10 O~ 65 233' 4 S.BAY OF" fUNDY :5 1 02 44 42, 66 19. 110 i
100 )(1037 A84 2 11 02 65 0115 4 S,eAY OF FUNDY 3 1 02 44 3'0. 66 27. 190 1
1. 00 )(103.9 AB4 2 11 02 65 0402 4 W t ST MARYS BAY N ,S, 5 1 02 44 12. 66 35. 51 1
100 X I 0,39 A84 2 11 02 65 0542 4 W. ST MARYS BAY N. S t 2 1 02 44 09. 66 31. 1'04 1
100 XI040 AB4 2 11 02 65 0901 4 GRAND MANN 8ANKS 5 1 02 43 51. 67 06. 137 1
100 )(1041 AB4 2 11 02 65 1134 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 5 1 02 43 44. 66 48. 137 1
100 )(1042 AB4 2 11 02 65 1315 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 2 1 02 43 43. 66 34. 91 1
100 XI043 AB4 2 11 02 65 1458 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 2 1. 02 43 33. 66 27. 91 1100 XI044 A~4 ? 11 02 65 1720 4 GRAND MANN aANKS 5 1 02 43 29. 66 49. 101 1100 X to 45 AU4 2 11 02 65 1957 4 JORDAN BAS I r~ AREA 5 1 02 43 25, 66 '4. 201 1.
100 Xt046 A84 2 11 02 65 2154 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 5 1 02 43 31. 67 24. 218 1
100 XI047 Aß4 2 11 02 65 0123 4 GRAND MANN BANKS 5 1 02 43 16. 67 56. 22tl "
100 XI04R AB4 2 11 02 65 0353 4 TRUXTON SWELL 10 1. 02 42 56. 67 52. 179 1
100 Xin4Q Af:4 2 11 02 65 0643 4 CROWEI.L BASlN AREA 9 1 02 43 02. 67 24. 192 1100 Xi050 AB4 2 11 02 ó5 0850 4 CROWELL BAS t N A~EA 9 1 02 143 00, 67 12. 256 1.
100 Xl0i;3 AB4 2 11 02 65 0;318 4 CROWELL BASIN AREA 9 1 02 42 41. 66 48. 186 1
100 XIO;;4 A84 2 11 02 65 0439 4 CROWELL BAS I N AREA 9 1. 02 42 46. 66 52. 183 1100 XI055 Â lJ 4 2 11 02 65 07l!: 4 CROrJELL BAS 1 N AREA 9 1 02 42 34, 66 43. 220 1.
100 XiO';6 AH4 2 11 02 65 0-;09 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 9 1 02 42 43, 66 30. 128 So
1. 0 0 XIQ57 AB4 2 11 02 65 1044 4 BROWNS 8ANK AReA 6 1 O~ 42 43. 66 19. 77 1
100 )(1038 A84 2 11 02 65 1208 4 RROWNS e,iNK AREA 6 1 02 42 37. 66 07. 68 1
100 XI05Q AA4 2 11 02 65 1623 4 BROWNS B,iNK AREA ti 1 02 42 33. 65 45. 90 1
100 XI060 AB4 2 11 02 65 1827 4 BROWNS BANK AREA , 1 02 42 46. 65 3A. 115 1
100 Xt061 AB4 2 11 02 65 2016 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 35. 65 32. 90 1
100 Xi062 AB4 2 11 02 65 215" 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 24, 65 36. 90 1
100 XI063 AA4 2 11 02 65 2320 4 BROWNS BANK AREA 6 1 02 42 17. 65 36. 101 1
100 x I 064 A 84 2 11 02 65 0050 4 NORTHEAST CHANNEL e 1 02 42 13. 65 44. 227 1
"00 XI065 A84 2 11 02 65 0~1' 4 NORTHEAST CHANNEL 8 1 02 42 16. 66 0.1. 252 1
100 X I 066 A84 2 14 02 65 06rl5 4 SLOPE E. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 03. 65 55. 220 1
100 XI067 AB4 2 14 02 65 0749 4 E. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 02. 66 06. 93 1
100 XI068 A84 2 14 02 65 0956 4 Ë. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 42 58 l 66 16. 79 1
100 XI069 A84 2 14 02 65 1252 4 SLOPE E. GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 56. 65 46. 196 1
100 )(1070 A84 2 14 02 65 1618 4 SLOPE e. GEORGES BANK 14 1. 132 41 41. 65 54. 117 1
100 )(1071 AH4 :' 26 02 65 2124 4 NANTUCKET SHOALS 13 j. 02 41 31. 69 31. 40 1
100 XIO'72 .A84 2 26 02 65 2312 4 SOUTH GULF" OF' MA t NE 13 1 02 41 37. 69 21. 150 1
100 )(1073 A Fl4 :' 27 02 65 o i) i; 0 4 ~OUTH GULF OF' MAINE 13 1. 02 41 31. 69 23. 71 1
ADDITIONAL SAMPLES, IN STORAGE, BUT NOT INCLUDED IN CONTINENTAL MARGIN PROGRAM STUDIES 108
r
ME'f~OD METHOD
CODE STAri,)1\ CRuISE Ui\Tt: or¡ M ¡: AREA SHEET OF' p~SITION CORRECTED " F'
!
# ;t -I DA, 1"0 VR TIME ZN GENERAL AREA CODE tJ NAV!G. LAT LONG DEPTH SOUND t NG
100 XI074 AH4 ? 27 02 65 0418 4 SOUTH GULF" OF" MA I NE lA 1 02 41 13. 69 21. 46 1
¡
1 U 0 X¡015 A84 ¿ 27 02 65 004 U 4 SOUTH GULF OF MA I NE 17 1 02 41 16. 69 17. 73 1
10 Q XI076 AB4 2 27 02 65 IP39 4 SOUTH GULF" OF' MAINE 1e 1 02 41 02. 69 15. 51 1100 Xi077 AR4 2 27 02 65 :1 ?55 4 GREAT SOUTH CHANNEL 17 1 02 41 02. 68 56. 7:: 1
I
100 X078 AB4 2 27 02 65 16i:3 4 Nw GEORGES i3ANK 14 1 02 41 16 _ ~8 50. 95 :1100 XrJ79 A84 ? 27 02 65 1ai;3 4 SOUTH GUl.r OF MA I NE 13 1 02 41 19. 69 02. 150 :1'-100 Xi080 AH4 2 27 02 65 2004 4 SOUTH GULF" OF' MAINE 1:5 1 02 41 21. 69 07. 155 1100 XI081 A84 2 27 02 ò5 2:'$O.s 4 SOUTH GULF' Of MAINE 13 1 02 41 32. 68 48. 150 1
I'"
:1 00 XIO~? A84 ? 28 02 65 0138 4 Nw GEORGES dANK 14 1 02 41 20. 68 31. 60 1100 X10-13 AH4 2 28 o ;¿ ò5 OS52 4 NW GEORGES aANK 14 1 02 41 18. ó8 21. 49 1100 XIO,'3.d A84 2 28 02 65 0625 4 NW GEORGF.S HANK 14 1 02 41 :: 0 . 68 14. 44 1100 X¡Od5 Ad4 2 28 02 65 OdQ2 4 N~ GEORGES BANK 14 1 02 41 31. ó8 28 l 79 1
100 X I D ,,6 A84 2 28 02 6 i; 0)56 4 SLOPE N. GEORGES BANK 14 1. 02 4t 43. 68 25. 165 1.100 X I Oip å,84 ~ 28 02 65 ~.1 0 5 4 SLOPE N. GEORGES BANK 14 1- 02 41 44. 68 19. 88 1
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